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ABSTRACT 

The participation of girls in technology education over recent decades has 

been, and continues to be, less than it is for boys. Theories on the probable 

reasons for this under-participation have ranged from those espousing the 

need for equal access for girls to technology education, to those that criticise 

the nature of technology and technology education. 

Recent theories on the under-participation of girls in technology education 

have adopted a socially critical perspective. The feminist critical theorists 

proposed that technology has a socially constructed masculine nature that has 

been engendered in a culture of patriarchy. Such theorists argued, that for 

girls to aspire to participate and achieve equally with boys in technology 

education, technology and technology education needs to be degendered and 

reconstructed in a culture that includes the contributions, interests and 

experiences of women and girls. 

In this study I was concerned with the under•particlpalion by girls in the 

technology courses offered in a co-educational secondary school in N.S.W. I 

offered an introductory Design and Technology (DAT) course that aimed to 

enable the girls to experience technology education in an empowering way and 

therefore, enhance the likelihood that they would select technology courses in 

future studies. I also aimed to gauge the influence of a single-sex setting on 

the girls' experience with technology education. 

The influence of the DAT course was gauged by the changes in the pupils 



attitudes to, and perceptions of, technology. I found in this study that the girls 

conceived of technology as being a diverse concept, but one that clearly 

involved a design process approach to problem solving. They maintained a 

positive perception of the importance of technology and perceived technology 

to be easier to understand at the end of the course than before it. Their 

attitudes to technology were positive and remained that way over the duration 

of the course. By holding clear perceptions of technology and positive attitudes 

to it, the girls experienced technology education in an empowering way. 

However, a particularly significant finding for me personally in this study 

was that a researcher must carefully align the assumptions thal underpin 

his/her theoretical framework with the aims of the study and the research 

approach selected for the study. That I did not do this is one weakness of my 

study. 
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PART 1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is presented in three parts. Part 1 includes two chapters. In 

Chapter 1, I present an overview of the study and in Chapter 2, 1 briefly 

describe the societal and educational contexts of my study. 

The second part of my thesis also includes two chapters. In Chapter 3, I 

present a review of the literature that reports the theories underlying, and 

some of the empirical studies conducted into, the problem addressed in my 

study. I outline in Chapter 4 the development of a theoretical framework for 

my study. I describe a developmental process because my theoretical 

perspective changed throughout the duration of my study. Generally, I believe 

Part 2 presents a reflection of my thinking during the period of my study. 

Part 3 of this thesis describes whaf I did and found during my study. In 

Chapter 5, I briefly outline the development and implementation of a Design 

and Technology course. In Chapter 6 I describe the research method used in my 

study and I present the outcomes of this study in Chapter 7. In the final 

chapter I discuss the outcomes of my study including a brief critique of the 

research approach I used. 



OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 

In this overview I briefly outline the problem addressed in my study and I 

indicate the reasons that I feel make it an important problem. I also introduce 

the theoretical perspectives for my study and I outline the dilemma I faced in 

conducting a study from varying perspectives. I also explain how my changing 

theoretical position influenced the approach I used in the study. 

I then report briefly on the approach that I used to conduct the study. I 

conducted my study in 1993 at Lather High School, a New South Wales (NSW) 

Government, comprehensive, co-educational, secondary school where I was a 

teacher of technology. I was also a member of the school executive staff as a 

Head Teacher involved in school administration. 

The Problem Addressed In My Study 

Initially, the problem I wanted to explore was why girls were apparently 

disinterested in technology education as ii was presented in the curriculum of 

Lather High School. In particular, I wanted to identify probable reasons why 

girls did not elect to study technology education and to use this information to 

develop and offer to the pupils at Lather High School, a Design and Technology 

(DAT) course that would encourage girls to elect further studies in this 

technology education. I selected the DAT course as the vehicle through which to 

encourage more girls into technology education since it had recently been 

identified as a mandatory course in technology education for all junior 

secondary pupils in N.S.W. schools. 

Although written towards the end of my study, this quotation from a recent 

Commonwealth Government document, the National Action Plan for the 

Education of Girls 1993-97, best states the social justice problem about 
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which I was concerned when I was planning my study. 

Education which leads to equality of outcomes for girls and boys has not 
yet been achieved in Australia. That this should be true, in a culture 
priding itself on a fair go for all, remains one of the disturbing 
contradictions of the Australian social condition. More disturbingly, 
for many girls, education and employment prospects have been 
restricted by the gender construcls at Australian society - constructs 
which have been assimilated in early childhood and which are oflen 
reinforced during the years of schooling.(Australian Education Council, 
1993:vii) 

My interest in the problem of the under-participation by girls in technology 

education developed during my early teaching experience. I began teaching in 

1975 and during the first decade of my teaching career I was particularly 

alarmed by the apparent inaction of my technology-teacher colleagues in 

addressing this problem. I believed that, as a matter of fairness and equity, all 

students should be able to study technology education through !heir entire 

secondary school years. I also believed that girls were disadvantaged by not 

studying technology education past the mandatory courses and that their 

failure to do so placed unfair limits on their future career and life options. I 

thought this was especially so in a world increasingly influenced by rapid 

technological change. 

My Definition Of Technology Education 

To be clear about what I mean by 'technology education', I provide the 

following definitions. Historically, in NSW Department of School Education 

schools, technology education has been associated with the faculty of Industrial 

Arts and the courses presented by that faculty. This practice has of course 

relied upon a rather narrow definition of technology. Since 1991, technology 

education is presented specifically through courses termed, 'Design and 

Technology' (DAT) courses, although computer education would also be 

considered by educators as technology education. The DAT courses use the NSW 
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Board of Studies (BOS) Syllabus definition of 'technology' as a basis for !heir 

course development and implementation. The BOS definition borrows from a 

definition produced by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural 

Organisation (UNESCO). It is 

Technology is the know-how and creative process that may assist people 
'to utilise tools, resources and systems to solve problems and to enhance 
control over the natural and made environment in an endeavour to 
improve the human condition'. (UNESCO 1985). 
(NSW Board of Studies Syllabus, Design and Technology, 1991 :2) 

The Importance Of The Problem 

The problem I saw of girls' under-participation in technology education 

closely aligned with the problem of under-representation by women in 

careers in technology. This was one issue acknowledged as significant 1n 

Commonwealth and State Government reports presented during the 1970s and 

the 1980s and also addressed by researchers associated with the early 

feminist movement al this time. The issue arose in a social context where the 

roles for women were changing at a rate and in a manner unmatched since the 

beginning of the industrial revolution. For instance, women were living 

longer, having fewer children, and more married women were returning to 

work after child beanng. However, women were still restricted to a few 

occupational areas by "an unexamined assumption that work for most women 

has only a subsidiary importance" (Girls, Schools and Society,1975:7). They 

were also restricted by their limited experiences in education and training 

and these restrictions were clearly reflected in their occupational 

distribution (see table 1 p 14). The authors of a significant Commonwealth 

Government report remarked about this social context 

Questions are being asked which have never been seriously asked before 
because the circumstances which give rise to them have never before 
existed. They are questions about whether there are any longer good 
grounds for expecting that females and males should, merely because of 
their sex, be different sorts of peop!e, following different life patterns 
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in conditions of unequal social power. (Girls, Schools and 
Society, 1975:7) 

Both !he Government and independent research reports identified the limited 

number of females in technology careers and cited the under-participation by 

girls in technology subjects at school as a major contributing factor. Human 

rights, social justice and the economic needs of the nation were proffered in 

research conducted across two and a half decades as reasons why women and 

girls should participate equally with men and boys in education and careers. 

Whether my awareness of the problems of girls in education was raised 

because of these reports or because ot my own concern for fairness and equity, 

is difficult to ascertain. The reports were, however, important sources of 

information I reviewed when researching the problem of why few girls chose 

to study technology education. 

My Early Theoretical Framework 

I identified a theoretical framework to underpin my study after an initial 

review of the research and considering my own beliefs at the time. I first 

aligned with a liberal theoretical perspective that emphasised my belief in the 

need for an all-round education for all students. I was enticed by further 

reading to adopt a liberal feminist view since theorists adopting this 

perspective had argued that equal opportunity strategies were appropriate for 

involving more girls and women in historically male-dominated areas of 

education and work. 

My Early Research Plan 

With a liberal feminist framework in mind and with an understanding of the 

early 1970s research into girls and education, I developed a course in Design 

and Technology (DAT) for pupils in the first year of secondary school at 
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Lather High School. Design and Technology gave me an opportunity to provide 

girls with a course aimed at giving them an equal opportunity to participate 

and succeed in technology education, as had existed for boys. I defined the 

course content, I believed, so that it was appealing to girls and l intended to 

use a teaching style that was recognised at the time as beneficial tor girls' 

learning. A belief I held early in my study was that by providing girls with a 

positive experience in technology education they would adopt a more confident 

approach to education in this area and thus elect to further their study in 

technology courses. 

Some research reports that I reviewed early in my study that adopted a liberal 

feminist position supported the use of sing/e•sex groupings to provide a 

learning environment not dominated by boys. My own perception of dass 

dynamics in subjects with extremely high enrolments of boys, such as 

Industrial Arts, was that girls performed better when they did not have to 

compete with boys for teacher time, equipment and materials. Professional 

discussions with my colleagues reinforced this perception. With a belief then, 

that girls would benefit from a single sex setting, I negotiated the formation of 

a girls•only technology class at Lather High School and arranged for me to be 

the teacher at this class. 

During my early literature search I also reviewed reports of studies that 

addressed the issue of pupils' participation in technology education both 

within Australia and internationally. Research that had been conducted in an 

Australian context provided me with a research approach and instrument that 

I initially believed to be suitable for my sludy. The Attiludes and Perceptions 

About Technology (APAT) questionnaire had been developed for a study in 

Western Australia to evaluate the effectiveness of technology courses in 

various schools. I therefore, designed a research plan that was based upon 

studies that had used the APAT instrument. ! would administer the 
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questionnaire to au pupils at the beginning of the course and again at the end of 

the course. The results of the questionnaire would provide a means of 

measuring any change in the attitudes and perceptions about technology of the 

pupils after they had studied DAT in Year 7. ! planned to use the information 

gathered by this process to guide future course development and 

implementation, which in turn, would provide girls with an experience in 

technology education that would encourage them to elect further technology 

studies. I implemented my research plan at the beginning of the 1993 school 

year. 

Changes To My Theoretical Framework 

My theoretical perspective continued to change as I further reviewed the 

reports of research relating to my stated problem. I found that the use of equal 

opportunity strategies was challenged in debates of feminist theory during the 

!ate 1980s and early i 990s. The issues debated caused me to again question 

the assumptions underpinning my theoretical framework. 

Feminist critical theorists argued that equal opportunity strategies had had 

little success in solving the problem of girls' under-participation in 

technology education and careers. One indicator of the accuracy of this claim 

was enrolment data for the final year examinations in each State (see table 2 

p2B). Furthermore, feminist critical theorists argued that the liberal 

feminist perspective denied the differences between men and women and 

ignored !he gender bias inherent in the construction of knowledge. The 

defenders of the equal opportunity strategies argued that girls simply needed 

the opportunity to participate in techno(ogy education to succeed in it. 

These debates served to cloud my understanding of my own perspective and 

pressed me to continue to review the research literature. I was challenged by 
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what I uncovered in the literature to again rethink my original theoretical 

framework and consider how it inadequately defined what I was thinking about 

the problem of gir!'s under-participation in technology education. As a result 

of this rethinking I adopted a more socially critical perspective for my study 

and began to realise how the theoretical position I finally accepted was not in 

harmony with the research approach I had already implemented. 

From my feminist critical perspective then, I felt I needed to analyse the DAT 

course I was offering the pupils. I found that l needed to modify my DAT course 

to better reflect the way I was finally thinking and the assumptions that 

underpinned my finalised perspective. Modifications I made were minimal due 

to the restrictions imposed by the school but I was able to invite the pupils to 

be part of the course design team. I negotiated with rhe girls all planned 

learning experiences so they were relevant and meaningful to their needs and 

interests and encouraged them to question the dominant view of technology that 

valued only the interests, experiences and artifacts of men and boys. Thus, I 

aimed to achieve an educative experience, one with "good teaching ... which 

invites students to sniff out bias, interest and exclusion and to mount moral 

critiques." (Blackburn,1982:17) 

So my study was redirected by my belief that, when girls engaged with 

technology in a relevant and interesting learning experience, they would 

become more confident in pursuing further studies in technology education. I 

believed that if they adopted a positive yet critical attitude towards 

technology, they were encouraged to participate knowledgeably in decision 

making about their lives, and, they became competent in the practical aspects 

of technology as they encountered it 'in everyday life, the likelihood of them 

selecting such further study would be increased. 
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Changes To My Research Plan 

As a result of my changed theoretical perspective, I also became critical of the 

research method I had selected and implemented. I had read that critical 

theorists recommended an approach lo information gathering that would 

reveal the interaction between all the issues involved in the schooling 

experience of girls. Thus, I realised that the quantitative information gathered 

by the APAT questionnaire would present an incomplete picture of the 

influence of the DAT course on the girls who studied it. I believed that the girls 

would be unable to fully explain the interrelations between their perceptions 

of and attitudes towards technology using only a quantitative response method. 

Therefore, in an attempt to provide a broader picture, I introduced an 

interview procedure that would allow me to collect some qualitative 

information to complement the quantitative data produced by the APAT 

questionnaire. 

The Aims of My Study 

Having developed a clearer understanding of my theoretical framework, I 

decided to address three main questions in my study. 

1 . Can I enable girls to interact with technology in an empowering way? 

2. Can I teach the N.S.W. Design and Technology curriculum in a manner 

that enables girls to experience technology education as an empowering 

experience? 

3. Will teaching girls in a single-sex context be a more effective way of 

enabling girls to experience technology education in an empowering 

way? 

The assumptions that had guided the development of my initial research plan 

had been made on the basis of my early, naive understanding of feminist 
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theory and of the implications of this theory for a feminist research 

methodology. My assumptions changed as my theoretical framework changed 

and the assumptions that underpin my study and that are listed below do not 

reflect the dilemma I faced when completing empirical research from a 

constantly developing theoretical framework. However, the assumptions below 

guided my research at Lather High School. 

The Assumptions For My Study 

1 . That pupils who experience technology education in an empowering way 

will show this by their improved attitudes and perceptions about 

technology, at the end of the Design and Technology (DAT) course. 

2. The Attitudes and Perceptions About Technology (APAT) questionnaire 

accurately measures the pupils' attitudes and perceptions about 

technology. The responses to a semi-structured interview at the end of the 

DAT course will provide further information about the pupils' experiences 

with technology education. 

3. Pupils with a positive attitude towards, and a clear perception of, 

technology are more likely to be critical in their interaction with it and 

thus, be more prepared to select future educational and career options in 

technology areas. 

4. Girls having the opportunity to study Design and Technology in a girls

only environment will engage with technology education and this will 

enhance their attitudes and perceptions about technology. They are, 

therefore, more likely to select future educational and career options in 

technology areas. 

This overview outlined how I was regularly challenged to question what I was 

thinking and what ! was doing in my study. In the next chapter, I outline the 

societal and educational contexts of my study and I present my review of the 
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literature in chapter 3. In chapter 4 I explain fully how my theoretical 

perspective changed lo suit the way I was thinking. The chapters following that 

describe what I did and the outcomes of my study. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SOCIETAL and EDUCATIONAL CONTEXTS 

INTRODUCTION. 

In this chapter l outline the societal and educational contexts in which my 

study is set. I provide a brief history of these contexts to describe the 

influence of the political process on their development since 1 believe that 

these contexts are significantly influenced by the political process. Indeed, I 

believe that decision making in the political context imposes the direction for 

change in the societal and educational contexts. 

In exploring the influence of the political process on shaping the societal 

context for my study, I review the period from about 1970. I review this 

period because the issue of gender, a focus for this study, emerged as both a 

political issue and an issue for educational research around this time. f look 

at the emergence of feminist theory at this time and I consider the influence of 

this and other theoretical perspectives on Government policy making. 

In section two of this chapter ! outline the educational context of my study. I 

briefly explain how Government policy and educational research influenced 

practice in schools and describe how the problem that is the focus of my study 

developed in this context. 
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SECTION 1 

THE SOCIETAL CONTEXT 

During the early part of the decade of the 1970s, the post-Vietnam war era, 

the issues of equity, social justice and human rights became central political 

issues. The focus of much of the rhetoric of the revolutionary movement of the 

1970s was on the rights of the individual, on social justice and equal 

opportunity rights for women and minority groups. People from all walks of 

lite demanded a political response to their challenges in these areas. A change 

in Commonwea!th Government from a conservative Liberal Government to the 

Whitlam-led Labor Government in 1972, largely on the strength of the Labor 

Party's social justice platform, delivered an apparent sense of freedom for 

interest groups to promote their views and advocate appropriate social change. 

In this environment, the new feminist movement flourished. The 'second

wave' feminism as it was called, differed from the ·suffragette' movement that 

had much earlier in the century campaigned for women's right to vote. Lyn 

Yates, described 'second-wave' feminism as an important agency of social 

change and wrote, " ... second-wave feminism dealt with sexism in a wider 

sense, including concerns about the political and economic inequalities of 

women and also with ideology, and ... with issues of sexual harassment and so 

on." (Yates, 1990:12) 

The inequalities of opportunity in education and work between men and women 

were identified by the early liberal feminists as one of the social justice 

issues to be campaigned for. Jean Blackburn argued that "the womens" 

movement put education of girls on the equality agenda." (Blackburn, 1986:7) 

The dominant paradigm that lauded the role of males in the society, ignored 

the contributions of women and that supported unequal positions of power 
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largely based on divisions in the labour force, was brought into question in 

open public debate by followers of the womens" movement. The Australian 

Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures on the composition of the labour force in 

1973 described the inequalities between men and women. The figures 

indicated a 10% increase in married females joining the labour force over the 

period 1966-1973 but indicated that the increase occurred largely in 

stereotyped areas of employment. For example, in 1973, 65% of clerical 

workers and 49% of the sales workers were still female and the fields of 

engineering, mining and general trades areas remained dominated by men. 

(Women's Bureau, Department of Employment and Industrial Relations, 

1983:7) 

The Whitlam Government responded to the concerns expressed by members of 

the feminist movement in one way by appointing in 1973, a Ministerial 

Adviser on Women's Affairs. Another response saw it establish in 1973, the 

'Karmel Committee', to articulate its policy priorities in relation to school 

education, since inequities in schooling were obviously linked to the inequities 

in the workplace. The committee, in its report Schools in Australia, which 

used "equity" and "disadvantaged" as key words, recommended that the 

Government provide a vehicle through which their priorities could be acted 

upon. The establishment of the Commonwealth Schools Commission (CSC) to 

direct public funding for projects that addressed issues significant in 

contemporary education was the action taken on this recommendation. 

(Pope,1991:30). An outline of the types of issues addressed is provided in 

the next section of this chapter. 

The degree al social change which had occurred up to the Whitlam Government 

dismissal in controversial fashion in November 1975 prevented the Issues 

raised by the contemporary feminists from being completely buried by the 

changeover of Governments. Politicians recognised the electoral power of the 
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feminist groups and the subsequent political significance ot the issues they 

debated. Indeed, new groups such as the Women's Electoral Lobby (WEL) had 

formed to debate the inequality issues at a national level and to seek changed 

policy and practice. The Australian Women's Education Coalition was another 

group that had been formed to lobby for issues of interest lo women and 

together with WEL, these groups were credited with maintaining a political 

focus on issues significant to women and girts. (Yates, 1990:14) 

From 1975, the following eight years of the conservative, Fraser-led 

Government saw employment levels grow and the number of females joining 

the labour force continue to grow also (see table 1}. A review of labour force 

statistics for the period 1971 to 1982 showed the continued sex-based nature 

of lhe division of labour that feminist groups were complaining about. The ABS 

data in table 1 shows that, in 1971, women made up 31.7% of the total labour 

force, with this proportion rising to 35.8% in 1976 and 36.7% in 1982. 

Despite women workers representing a 5% increase in the proportion of the 

total c!vilian labour force over this period, women made few inroads into the 

male dominated areas in management and in the trades. 

THE OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED WOMEN 1971 1976, 1982 

Occupation 
(% Employed Women as Proportion 
of Workers in each Occupation) 

Executive & Managerial 
Clerical 
Tradespeople 
Transport & Communication 

1 9 71 

12.0 
63.8 
13 .3 
13.7 

TOTAL- WOMEN IN WORK 31 .7 
(% Employed Women as 
Proportion of Total Labour Force) 

table 1 

Source: Girls and Tomorrow, 1984:4 

1976 

14. 7 
67 .3 
1 2. 8 
1 3. 5 

35.8 

1 9 8 2 

1 4, 1 
70.6 
11.8 
14.8 

36.7 

For a similar period, data on enrolments by sex in universities and TAFE 
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institutions reflected the ongoing stereotypical enrolment patterns in the 

post-secondary education sector. These data are presented in table 3 and table 

4 (p39). and data on the enrolment patterns in secondary education is 

presented in table 5 (p 40), in the following chapter of !his thesis. 

In 1983 the conservative Fraser Government was replaced by the Hawke-led 

Labor Government. Strategies to counter under-participation by women and 

girls in traditionally male dominated occupations and at senior levels of all 

occupations were expanded because ot limited success in achieving equity. The 

need to do this was reflected in the introduction to the 1983 report, Facts on 

Women At Work in Australia. 

Despite greater numbers of women entering traditionally male jobs, 
most women continue to limit their occupational choices. There is still 
a high proportion of women concentrated within a relatively small 
number of occupations which are mainly of lesser skill and lower 
status. 
(Women's Bureau, Department of Employment and Industrial 
Relations, 1983:1) 

The Affirmative Action for Women Green Paper (Office of Status of Women, 

Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, 1984) was introduced in 

1984 to outline plans for equal employment opportunity (EEO) for women and 

it reinforced !he Government's intention to improve the options for women. 

Further Commonwealth Government support came with the major educational 

program, Participation and Equity Program (PEP), announced in 1984 by 

the Minister for Education and Youth Affairs, Senator Susan Ryan. PEP aimed 

to increase school retention rates and foster equal educational outcomes for all 

pupils. Projects funded through PEP included projects that aimed to encourage 

girls and women into areas of school and work that they had previously 

ignored or been denied access to, particularly areas of science, mathematics 

and technical trades. The Commonwealth Schools Commission also allocated 
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further financial support to help achieve these goafs, with specific funds for 

Projects of National Significance on the Education of Girls. (Commonwealth 

Schools Commission, 1985: 1) 

In 1984, the Commonwealth Schools Commission also stated that "major 

policy development and action are required to equalise educational 

opportunities and outcomes for girls". (Commonwealth Schools Commission, 

1984:v) The Working Party appointed to advise the Commission on ways of 

meeting the special educational needs of girls reported in 1984 in, Girls and 

Tomorrow: The Challenge for Schools. The report recommended that a national 

policy on the education of girls was essential to achieving equality of 

educational outcomes for girls. This resulted in a major Commonwealth 

Government policy document supported by all States except Queensland, The 

National Policy for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools 

(N.P.E.G.A.S.,1987). This policy aimed to increase awareness in schools and 

communities of the educational needs of girls, to ensure equal access for girls 

and boys to a suitable curriculum and, to provide a school environment to 

support this curriculum. 

The 1980s saw both State and Commonwealth Governments adopt a more 

instrumentalist perspective in their policy making in line with the corporate 

managerialism evident in the business sector. "Efficiency" and ''effectiveness" 

were key words used by those adopting this perspective and policies and 

practices with a utilitarian focus were applied in public administration and 

public educational contexts. Programs addressing social justice were not 

forgotten but the economic resources for such programs were rationalised. 

Beverly Pope, writing of such changes, indicated: 

The participation and equity emphasis of the Ryan Ministry [Susan 
Ryan, Labor Minister for Education] were already being tempered with 
a concern for 'quality' set in a framework of demands tor 
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'effectiveness' and 'clear, more efficient strategies' tor Government 
fundlng.(Pope, 1991 :31) 

The call by the (then) Prime Minister Hawke in the fate 1980s for Australia 

to become a 'clever country' promoted the Commonwealth Government's desire 

tor an education-led economic recovery. The Commonwealth Government 

released Strengthening Australia's Schools, a document which reflected an 

instrumentalist perspective, and in it stated the focus of schooling should be 

on preparing people for a future strongly influenced by technology. John 

Dawkins (1988:2) proposed that schools needed to provide a base level 

preparation for the future technologically literate, highly skilled, adaptive 

and productive labour force to ensure Australia survived in an international 

context. One writer recorded the intent expressed by Minister Dawkins in 

these terms, "national co-operation in schooling will continue - indeed, must 

continue if broader economic interests are to be properly served." 

(Ruby,1991:48) 

In the 1990s, unemployment, changed education and training paths, the 

changing nature of work, and the changing roles of women and men at home, 

were new dimensions added to the list of issues confronting Government 

education authorities. They were also influencing theorists and researchers 

working in education and working on feminist issues. These issues were 

emphasised in a discussion paper in 1994, The Hearl Of The Matter: Families 

at the Centre of Public Policy. (National Council for the International Year of 

!he Family) The Council indicated that, in light of the changed nature of our 

contemporary society, policy makers needed to review their focus to ensure 

that social justice issues were not neglected in the instrumentalist approach 

to Government. 

A compromise of a merged economic/social perspective was recognised in an 

Australian Government White Paper on Employment and Growth titled, 
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Working Australia, released in May 1994. In it, changed patterns of 

employment, public recognition of unpaid domestic work, greater 

acknowledgement of shared parenting responsibilities, greater recognition of 

the gendered-nature of decisions made in relation to work, improved family 

we/f-being and stability, were identified as some issues relevant to 

contemporary life in Australia. It outlined plans to spend in excess of six 

billion dollars of public money on meeting social justice concerns such as 

reducing unemployment while maintaining stable economic growth. 

( H. A. DEB .4/5/194:220-226) 

The societal context for this study just outlined briefly, was one that 

underwent many political and social changes. A major feature of the changing 

context was the changing roles of women in the workplace. The theoretical 

perspectives guiding decision making in the political arena would not deny the 

rights of women to pursue equity in the workplace and at school. The effect on 

education of Government policy and practice that emerged from the ever

changing societal context is the focus of the following section of this chapter. 
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SECTION 2 

THE EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT. 

Few would argue with the contention that the education system in place in 

Australia at any period of time can be seen as reflecting the society and 

political environment of which it is a part. The traditions and practices, 

beliefs and values of the society can be seen replicated in an education system 

which, by socialisation of its younger members, ensures the maintenance of 

that society. Lyndsay Connors, former Chair of the Australian Schools Council, 

said of this socialising feature of education, "schools are agencies for 

familiarising the young with what their elders co!lectively, take to be true 

and worth knowing". (Connors,1991:41). 

In a national context of the early 1970s therefore, it is reasonable to assume 

that the liberal view of contemporary Australian society evident at the time of 

the election of the Whitlam•led Government in 1973 was reflected In policy 

for education. Education in a liberal form as it existed then was a 

comprehensive education, preparing the person for life in a broad sense. It 

refuted instrumentalism and attempted to divide education from labour 

markets, having sought excellence through an all-round academic 

performance and not from education with a vocational or utilitarian focus. 

Education in that form also sought to provide all pupils with equal access to all 

areas of the curriculum and to allocate appropriate resources to achieve that 

opportunity. (Preston and Symes, 1992:56). 

The liberal framework. for education through the early 1970s was supported 

by liberal-oriented parent and teacher organisations. These groups 

encouraged State Governments to demand greater education funding from the 

Commonwealth Government These organisations believed funding on a 
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Commonwealth basis was needed to help rectify in State schools such glaring 

deficiencies as poor physical conditions and large class sizes. 

(Ruby, 1991 :47). The Commonwealth Government's subsequent commitment 

to contribute financially on a increased scale brought with it a desire to 

become more involved in policy making for education. The report Schools in 

Australia (1973), also known as the 'Karmel Report', represented the early 

efforts of the Commonwealth Government in this regard. 

The committee preparing Schools in Australia represented the interests of the 

various stakeholders in education including Governments, teachers and 

parents, and reflected a liberal view when it reported that equity issues in 

schools had been ignored and needed immediate attention. (Ruby,1991:47). It 

recommended that action be laken on social justice issues, such as increased 

financial support for disadvantaged schools and improved staffing levels for 

special education. The Whitlam Government accepted many of the findings of 

the 'Karmel Report' and provided funds to implement many of the 

recommendations. In this context then, the liberal progressive educationalists 

were able to exert continuing influence on the direction taken by educational 

policy. 

In 1975, the influence of a liberal feminist view on the direction of policy and 

practice in education was reflected in a Commonwealth Government 

commissioned report, Girls, Schools and Society, later to be viewed as a 

watershed document in relation to girls and education. The committee that 

prepared Girls, Schools and Society examined female under-achievement in 

education and the impact of this on the status of women, the roles they adopted 

in the workplace and the discrimination against females in schools. It studied 

the ramifications for education of the increasing participation by women in 

the labour force and it was to recommend further programs to improve girls' 

career and life choices. (Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1975: 2). A 
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more detailed examination of Girls, Schools and Society is conducted in the 

Literature Review in the next chapter. 

Yates reflected upon Girls, Schools and Society and stated that the terms of 

reference for the report in effect already accepted the main findings it was 

designed lo demonstrate. This was not surprising, she suggested, since the 

issues had been widely debated and acknowledged by Governments prior to the 

commissioning of the report. (Yates.1990:11) She also commented that 

Girls, Schools and Society can be seen as being clearly influential in the way 

in which attention to gender and schooling was developed in Australia. She 

suggested it served as a prime reference point for future State and 

Commonwealth enquiries and helped set the trend for the funding of 

Government initiatives in this field. (Yates, 1990: 13}. 

The intent of the federal Whitlam Government to address the problems that 

girls faced in education, and that were raised in the various reports, was made 

clear by its allocation of federal funds to special programs. Programs such as 

The Participation and Equity Program (PEP) and Transition Education Access 

Committee (TEAC) included in their aims, increasing girls' and womens" 

participation in school subjects and occupations historically dominated by 

boys and men. These initiatives were, in part, successful in that they allowed 

workplace projects and valuable school-based action research to be conducted 

that actually attempted to address the problems in a pragmatic way. These 

projects were supported with Commonwealth Government funding, often as 

Projects of National Significance, beyond the usual levels of State Government 

education funding. (Yates, 1990 : 12). 

In New South Wales, the Department of Education (New South Wales 

Department of School Education from 1989) acknowledged similar issues to 

those raised in Girls, Schools and Society in its own report, Sexism in 
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Education. Presented in 1977, it identified sexist policies and practices 

evident in schools and sought to outline appropriate strategies to overcome 

these. In my experience at this time,the patriarchal attitudes of teachers at 

schools I entered were so entrenched that they displayed ambivalence to the 

directions given in such policy documents. This made them unlikely to try to 

implement initiatives recommended in PEP project reports for example. I 

found that the traditions of boys studying technical subjects such as woodwork 

and metalwork, and girls studying the home-based subjects of cooking and 

sewing, continued to resist the many policy attempts to change them. 

In 1980 then, the NSW Department of Education issued to all schools a policy 

statement stipulating the need to decrease the discrimination evident in 

education based on a person's gender. The policy, Towards Non-Sexist 

Education, included as a primary objective "an expectation that every school 

will take action, and be seen to take action, aimed al countering sexism in 

education". (N.S.W. Department of Education,1980:2) Again, my experience 

saw little change in practices in the classroom and in schools where historical 

sex-based patterns of subject selection were maintained. 

Meanwhile, the high level of Commonwealth spending became a central 

concern for the conservative Libera! Commonwealth Government elected in 

1975. Since this Government had been elected essentially to implement 

restrained economic management, a more instrumental approach to 

educational policy making was implemented. The level of Commonwealth 

funding for education established after the 'Karmel Report' and supported by 

Girls, Schools and Society, was specificaJly targetted for monitoring. In the 

1977-78 financial year for instance, the Commonwealth funding of education 

had climbed to 6.7% of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) compared with 4.4% in 

1967-68. This was obviously a large increase in spending by the 

Commonwealth on an essentially State-run service and so economic 
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rationalising was deemed appropriate. As a consequence of this approach, the 

level of Commonwealth funding for education fell through the 1980s to around 

5.5% of GDP. (Pope, 1991 :32). 

The words 'equity' and 'participation' were prevalent in campaign literature 

that helped a Labor Government to win office at the federal elections in 1983. 

The Hawke•led Government subsequently refocussed policy making to include 

issues of social justice as well as maintaining an instrumental approach to 

economic management. Ruby writes in retrospect that, "The Hawke 

Government came to power in 1983 with the clearly stated objective of 

transforming ideals of social justice, equity, and the provision of educational 

opportunities for all Australians into pragmatic reform." (Ruby, 1991 :47) 

However, it was clear to the Government after the funding experiences of the 

previous decade, that the pragmatic reform had to be within a context of 

economic restraint. 

Another factor also began influencing educational policy making and practice 

around the middle of the 1980s. Lyndsay Connors, in an address titled 

Educating the Clever Country - Reflections from the Schools Council, 

identified this factor as a change in the nature of society. She believed that 

contemporary Australian society underwent a transition of eras from a post

industrial society to a technological society at this time. She indicated that, in 

a new era dominated by technology, the competing approaches, particularly to 

education. typified by the instrumentalist and socially critical perspectives 

had to coexist. She observed, that if Australians were to deal with the 

economic challenges that had arisen at this time, and at the same time sustain 

the preconditions for democracy, a convergence of the economic and social 

rationales tor mass education must be achieved. She suggested that "This 

convergence was epitomised in the rubric of 'the clever country' ... and that 

schools had, and still have, the opportunity to foster the convergence of the 
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citizenship and the vocational traditions." (Connors, t 991 :39) 

Policy makers, therefore, had to contend with the various requirements of 

economic management, the demands for equity and social justice, and the 

influence of rapid technological change. The influence of technological change 

extended to the workplace and to schooling and created a need for all pupils, 

but especially women and girls who had been ignored in the development of 

technology in the past, to be technologically literate and competent to succeed 

in the changed societal and educational contexts. 

In terms of addressing the issues of social justice and equity, and particularly 

the provision of educational opportunities for all, it was almost a decade 

before the next major Commonwealth Government report on girls and 

education was presented. In 1984, the Commonwealth Schools Commission 

Working Party on the Education of Girls was appointed to advise on ways of 

meeting the special educational needs of girls. Their report, Girls and 

Tomorrow: The Challenge for Schools, recognised the need to equalise 

educational opportunities and outcomes for girls in a society becoming 

increasingly influenced by technology and technological change. They 

recommended that a national policy on the education of girls was essential to 

achieving equality of educational outcomes tor girts in Australian schools. 

(Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1984:9-14) A more detailed 

examination of Girls and Tomorrow is conducted in the Literature Review in 

the next chapter. 

In its report, The Working Party also clearly reflected the economic 

instrumentalism that had to be considered by policy makers at this time. 

However, they still remarked on the equity issues faced by women in the 

workplace and by girls at school. They wrote 
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... A society which wastes a substantial proportion of its human potential 
limits its own development and creates costs for itself. Women have the 
potential to contribute significantly to economic recovery. 
(Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1984:7) 

A significant outcome of the Girls and Tomorrow report was a Commonwealth 

Government policy document supported by all States except Queensland. The 

National Policy for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools (N.P.E.G.A.S.) 

again sought to raise the awareness in schools and the wider community of the 

educational needs of girls in contemporary society. It also aimed to achieve a 

school curriculum which contributed to full and equal participation by girls 

and boys in economic and social life.(N.P.E.G.A.S,1987:33). A more detailed 

examination of The National Policy is also conducted in the Literature Review 

in the next chapter. 

During 1987/88 the N.S.W. Department of Education conducted three Slate

funded reviews of initiatives it had set in place following the publishing of 

Girls and Tomorrow in 1984. The Non-sexist Education Program Evaluation, 

the Review of Single-Sex Classes in Co-educational Schools and, The Girls 

Technology Strategy Review each addressed the disadvantaged status of girls in 

education and formed the basis for the preparation of a new policy statement. 

The policy document prepared by the N.S.W. Government also recognised the 

influence of the social justice, economic and technological perspectives on 

policy making reflected in the Commonwealth documents. In 1989, the Girls 

Education Strategy (G.E.S.) recommended increasing the participation by girls 

in technology education as a necessary step to enhancing their career options, 

and that it should be done in supportive and challenging learning 

environments. (G.E.S.,1989:3). These perspectives were also clearly stated 

in the NSW Government White Paper on Curriculum Reform, "Schooling 

cannot be oblivious to the major economic and technological challenges that 
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face Australia ... However, there needs to be a balanced approach .... schooling 

must provide a broad general education for personal growth and community 

responsibility.". (Excelfence and Equity, 1 989: 1 O) 

Although the Girls and Tomorrow report and the N.P.E.G.A.S focussed on the 

educational changes, the economic reform expected of the Hawke-led 

Government was not ignored. The policy makers linked economic reform to a 

the roles of education and training as Australia turned in the rn90s. The 

rationale was, that appropriate education and training provided the basis of a 

productive labour force that in turn, contributed to an internationally 

competitive economy. This realignment was identified in a 1988 report, 

Strengthening Australia's Schools, in which the Commonwealth Minister for 

Employment, Education and Training stated 

Schools are the starting point of an integrated education and training 
structure in the economy ... they form the basis of a more highly 
skilled, adaptive and productive labour force. As skill upgrading and 
retraining of adults becomes more necessary, so will the quality and 
nature of schooling received by individuals need to 
change.(Dawkins, 1988:2) 

The third feature of the changed context for policy makers that I outlined 

earlier in this section, the increasing demands of rapid technological change, 

was repeatedly identified in other educational reviews. For example, in the 

report of the Commonwealth Government commissioned Discipline Review of 

Teacher Education in Mathematics and Science (1989), the intention for 

education to help people be more confident problem-solvers, responsive to 

continual change and, capable of dealing with the demands of a work 

environment dependent upon technology, was articulated. The authors of this 

report wrote 

The demand is for a literate society, a problem-solving society, one 
capable of generating viable alternatives to rapid change, cognizant of 
the effective use of time, and which, at the same time, recognises social 
justice and equity as major goals .... Education has a critical role to play 
in the achievement of a society which meets the above demands. 
(Department of Employment, Education and Training, 1989:7) 
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In the educational context then, educational policy direction underwent 

regular change. The early pressures on Government to address the liberalist's 

demands for equal opportunity were overtaken by the demands of economic: 

rationalism. Economic: instrumentalism guided pofic:y making till a change in 

the nature of society caused policy makers to refocus and to not only address 

issues of equity and issues of restrained economic management, but also to 

cater for the demands of a constantly changing technological environment both 

at school and at work. 

What didn't change to any great degree throughout all the changes of policy 

however, was the under-participation of girls in areas of science and 

technology education. Despite experience in these areas being essential 

prerequisite for the roles people were expected to play in an international 

economy such as Australia's, course enrolment data for NSW schools indicated 

that girls were still under-represented in these areas (table 2 p28). 

1974 and 1993 N.S.W. HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE ENROLMENTS BY SEX 

H.S.C. Course 1974 
Male Female Total 

Enrol 
( % total candidature) 

ENGINEERING SCIENCE• 
99 

SCIENCE (all) 60 

HOME SCIENCE 1 

40 

99 

table 2 

2750 

13183 

870 

Notas:*Ca!/ed Industrial Arts in 1974 
Source: Girls, Schools and Sociuty.1975: 174 
N.S.W. Board of Studies Examination Slatislics, 1994:8-11 

28 

1993 
Male Female Total 

Enrol 
(% total candidature) 

93.9 6. 1 

52.3 47.7 

13.5 86.5 

3057 

53208 

3042 



Summary 

The development of the educational context for my study occurred in a wider 

societal context starting around 1970. At that time, the roles women were 

being forced lo adopl in the workplace were traditional roles and they were 

labelled by the emerging feminist groups as inappropriate. Consequently, the 

inequilies laced by girls in schooling were also questioned and were identified 

as not meeting their needs and interests. Government policy makers at both 

Commonwealth and State levels reacted and directed that changes in schooling 

for girls be made. The early demands were for equal educational opportunities 

on the grounds of human rights and social justice and they were argued for by 

groups, including the 'new' feminist groups such as WEL, which adopted a 

liberalist position. 

Subsequent increased levels of Commonwealth and State spending on education 

can be attributed to recommendations from Government initiated research, in 

particular to the findings of Girls. Schools and Society. In turn, the increased 

funding became a concern for policy makers as the guiding theoretical 

perspective changed to an instrumental one. The ensuing policy direction of 

Government changed the focus of education to one which sought to deliver 

utilitarian outcomes, especially outcomes related to pre-vocational training. 

For example, the demands were then made on the basis of the economic value of 

women's labour and their potential expertise. Despite these varying policy 

frameworks and the stated intentions of policies released under them, the 

inequities for women in the workplace and girls in schools persisted. 

The changed nature of Austra!ian society that emerged in the 1980s, to one 

influenced significantly by technology, dictated a further change to the guiding 

theoretical perspective of policy makers. The influence of technology and ot 

rapid technological change on the lives of people living in the 1990s, together 
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-----------------------------------------------------------

with a community desire to attain social justice in education and the 

workplace, encouraged policy makers to reflect the merged economic and 

social perspectives in their policy. This seemed essential if contemporary 

Australian society was to cope in an internationally competitive environment. 

However, even policy statements that combined the views of both the economic 

and social perspectives failed to significantly change the realities for women 

and girls in work and education. 

In this chapter I have introduced some of the Government initiated research 

relating to the education of girls in Australian schools. This research was not 

only significant in guiding policy making in education, it also guided public 

debate in the area. In the next chapter, I review the research into the 

schooling of girls and particularly look at this research in relation to the 

problem of girls' under-participation in technology education. 
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PART 2 

CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction 

I conducted my Literature Review to develop an understanding of why girts were 

not participating in technology education as it was presented in N.S.W. secondary 

schools. I wanted the findings of research in this area to guide me in developing an 

introductory course in technology education that would encourage girls attending 

Lather High School who studied it, to later elect technology education options. 

Lyn Yates {1990) suggested there is a time difference of several years between 

research being conducted and the publication of such work and that the earliest 

publications indicate that very little educational research was conducted in 

Australia before the 1970s. She recalled that research specifically concerned 

with gender and education was nol published until the mid-1970s and this timing 

reflected the emergence of gender, as well as other equity and social justice 

issues, as significant concerns for policy makers. Yates expressed her opinion in 

this way . 

. . . very little educational research had been published which was 
specifically concerned with gender and education before the mid-1970's 
when the federal Government inquiries were set up . . it is clear that the 
timing of tha concern about gender as an educational issue for researchers 
was simultaneous with its appearance as a concern for policy makers. 
(Yates, 1990: 14) 
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In section 1 of this chapter I will review in more detail the Government initiated 

research into girls and education introduced in chapters 1 and 2. 1n section 2, I 

will reflect upon research in this area that, while it may have been Government 

funded, is largely independent research. In particular, I will review research 

relating to girls' under-participation in both science and technology education. 

In section 3 of this chapter I review the research in relation to curriculum 

reform, a significant recommendation of all the research reviewed in sections 1 

and 2, as it pertains to girls' participation in technology education. 

In section 4 of this chapter I will briefly review the research into single-sex 

groupings as a strategy for improving the educational outcomes for girls. I do this 

since I believe it to be an appropriate strategy for increasing girls' participation 

in technology education at Lather High School. 

In section 5 I review the Australian research that adopts a focus similar to !he 

international research project, the Pupils' Attitudes Towards Technology (PATT) 

project. I reviewed the PATT research early in my literature review as it 

influenced some research in an Australian context which, I believed at the outset 

of my study, to be appropriate for guiding my research approach. 

Finally, in section 6 l review briefly the literature relating to feminist research 

methodology. I conducted this part of my literature review only after acquiring a 

greater awareness and understanding of feminist theory and realising that the 

assumptions that underpinned my preferred theoretical framework did not align 

with those guiding my research approach. 
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SECTION 1 

GOVERNMENT REPORTS 

Introduction 

Both Commonwealth and State Governments commissioned research into the issue 

of gender differences in education largely in response to the changing roles of 

women in contemporary Australian society through the 1960s and 1970s. 

Changes in the demographics for women in the 1970s from those of the preceding 

five decades or so, for example the reduced size of families and the much younger 

age at which women completed child bearing, meant that many of these women 

were returning to paid work. These changes had implications for education, since 

"social realities beyond the school and social changes going on in the society 

clearly have relevance for schools."(Gir/s, Schools and Society,1975:6) For 

example, "highly educated women were more likely to be in the labour force than 

women with less education." (Girls, Schools and Society,1975:28) 

Demands made by State Governments in the late 1960's for the allocation of 

Commonwealth funds to assist S1a1e-cun education were being supported by 

parent groups, teacher organisations and women's groups. A 1969 nationwide 

survey of each State's education financial status indicated a need for 

Commonwealth funding assistance, and combined with the community demands 

referred to above, education funding became an issue in the 1969 and 1972 

Commonwealth election campaigns and remained an issue in political debate from 

then on.(Ruby, 1991 :47) 

Issues that were imponant to panicular sections of the community were also 
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flagged by interest groups for consideration by policy makers at the time of these 

elections. Of these issues, inequities based on gender in education and the 

workplace were emphasised by the 'second wave' feminists who adopted a liberal 

view. The concerns of the liberal feminists focussed on the changing roles for 

women and girls as they increased their participation in work and the 

implications for schooling. The Whitlam Government that was elected in 1972 

responded by creating the Commonwealth Schools Commission to monitor and 

guide educational policy making at a national level, and to allocate public funding 

for projects that addressed the educational implications of major social issues 

such as equity and social justice.(Pope,1991 :30) 

Girls, Schools and Society (GSS) •{1975) 

In 1974 the Commonwealth Schools Commission set up The Committee on Social 

Change and the Education of Women which presented its report Girls, Schools and 

Society, in 1975. The enquiry's terms of reference were aimed at highlighting 

the discrimination against women and girls in education and the workforce and the 

contribution of these factors to the inferior status of women (GSS, 1975:1-2). 

The Committee also studied the ramifications for education of the increasing 

participation by women in the workforce. For example, the report quoted that in 

1933, 26.6% of women over 15 years of age were in paid work while in 1961 

this figure was 28.9"'/o. However, by 1966, the figure was 35.2%, a 6.3% 

increase over only 5 years. In education, the participation rates for girls showed 

similar increases. From 1933 to 1966 the percentage of girls 14 years of age 

still at school increased from 47.9% to 96.3% and tor girls 17 years old, from 

7% to 13.4%. (GSS,1975:23&171) 

The Committee reported in Girls, Schools and Society, as was expected, that girls 
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were less likely to remain in school after the compulsory years and that the 

subject choices available to them were more limiting than those for boys. It found 

also that the greatest disparity between the sexes was in the technical subjects 

which provided career pathways for boys but alienated girls. It found that post

school education options for females were also limited and males out-numbered 

females in every sector of post-school education, and that the opportunities for 

women to return to education were restricted. It also found that employment 

options were narrow and stereotyped and wages in these areas were less for 

females than for males. Finally, it found that socialisation processes operating in 

Australia determined appropriate behaviour for males and females and that this 

distorted personalities and misused talents. (GSS,1975: 154-155) 

The authors of Girls, Schools and Society reported that considerable work needed 

doing in relation to curriculum change. "It is evident that large scale curriculum 

change is needed ... if the sex bias existing in content of schooling is to be 

redressed." (GS S, 1975:93) The Committee explained that girls were 

experiencing a curriculum that was heavily biased against women and provided 

very little encouragement for girls to continue to post-school education. This 

curriculum presented women in very stereotypical ways and gave far greater 

credence to the efforts of men and boys. !t also found that girls were also 

subjected to learning experiences that favoured boys and that sex was too often the 

basis for categorising what students could and could not do in schools. It 

recommended that action be designed to encourage choice without limitations of 

sex and custom and that the choice of all pupils, but particularly girls, be 

informed and rational. It also recommended further programs were needed to 

improve girls' career and life choices (GSS, 1975:154-157). 

For example, the Committee recommended that action be taken to integrate into 
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existing courses "studies relating to the status of women, their contribution to 

human history and development and the study of sex stereotypes and roles" and the 

introduction of "courses that address 'life skills' including for example, 

'handyman' skills, cooking, house care and mechanical maintenance". Other 

recommended actions included removing sex bias from texts and learning 

materials, and reorganisation of timetables to allow pupils to select non

stereotyped subjects (GSS,1975:159-160). 

The importance of making changes to the quality of the teaching and learning as 

well as the content of curricula was clearly stated in one of the principles for 

action of Girts, Schools and Society . The authors wrote 

... the processes and relationships through which learning takes place in 
schools are at least equally important with curricula content in enabling 
the school 10 play a significant part in the kind of social changes indicated 
and foreshadowed in this Report. 
(GSS,1975:159) 

This particular comment was important for my thinking since it directed me to 

consider my own teaching practice as well as content selection when developing 

my Design and Technology course for Lather High School. 

The significance of Girls, Schools and Society on the way educational thinking had 

developed in Australia was outlined by a Working Party established in response to 

one of the recommendations of the report. The Working Party introduced its own 

report (detailed on page 38 of this thesis) with 

"Girls, Schools and Society provided the basis for a chapter on schooling for 
girls in the Commission's 1976-78 Triennial report, in which support 
was declared for programs likely to widen girls' and boys' subject choices 
in schools, raise girls' occupational aspirations and increase teachers' and 
parents' awareness of sexism in education and its consequences" 
(Girls and Tomorrow, 1984:1) 
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A further measure of the significance of Girls, Schools and Societif was reflected 

in the response of all State education departments issuing by 1983, policy 

statements in relation to sexism in education. 

Towards Non-Sexist Education (1980) 

In response to Girls, Schools and Society, in 1979 the N.S.W. Department of 

Education released a policy statement, Towards Non-Sexist Education, for 

implementation in 1980. 

The Department stated that "combatting discrimination based on a person's sex is 

a Government priority"(Towards Non-Sexist Education, 1980:2) and advised 

schools in N.S.W. of the policy and guidelines it required them to follow to counter 

sexism in education. The guidelines included similar recommendations to those in 

Girls, Schools and Society including curriculum and school organisational 

changes. For example, Towards Non-Sexist Education recommended that "a review 

of school-based curricula ... and establishment of mechanisms for ensuring that 

they are non-sexist should be conducted", and another, "schools should adopt a 

policy to encourage girls and boys who wish to do so to undertake subjects 

previously sex-typed". (Towards Nan-Sexist Education, 1980:2). 

In relation to technical education, identified earlier as the area with the greatest 

disparity between the sexes (GSS,1975:154), schools were advised to ensure 

subject choice was not restricted by sex-based assumptions and that girls should 

be encouraged to "take technical subjects in preparation for possible careers in 

trades" (Towards Nan-Sexist Education, 1980:7). Teachers were advised to 

ensure their classroom programs and practices reflected a balance of interests, 

that language and resources used were non-sexist. and that behaviour and 

discourse in the classroom were considerate of individuals and did not alienate any 
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particular pupil group. ( Towards Non-Sexist Education, 1980:8-9) 

Girls and Tomorrow: The Challenge for Schools (1984) 

The Schools Commission, in response to a recommendation in Girls, Schools and 

Society, established the Working Party on the Education of Girls in 1981. 

Established to advise the Commission on ways of meeting the special educational 

needs of girls, in 1984 the Working Party presented Girls and Tomorrow: The 

Challenge tor Schools. Not surprisingly, the focus areas in Girls and Tomorrow 

were similar in nature to those presented in Girls, Schools and Society. 

The Girls and Tomorrow report reflected the growing influence of the economic 

instrumentalism guiding policy making in the 1980s by stating that "girls' 

educational disadvantages have inevitably produced labour market disadvantages", 

and that Australia has "the highest level of occupational segregation by sex" of all 

the countries studied by the OECD in 1977. (Girls and Tomorrow,1984:3). The 

working Party also remarked 

"A society which wastes a substantial proportion of its human potential 
limits its own development and creates costs for itself. Women have the 
potential to contribute significantly to economic recovery." 
(Girls and Tomorrow, 1984::7) 

The Girls and Tomorrow report was prepared because the Working Party believed 

!hat "current initiatives to counter sexism in education are insufficient to etfect 

fundamental change". (Girls and Tomorrow,1984:vii). The report listed the 

following data (tables 3 and 4 p39) to illustrate the way post-schooling education 

options remained largely sex-typed from the time Girls, Schools and Society had 

been presented to the time Girls and Tomorrow was presented. 
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STUDENTS IN BACHELOR DEGREE COURSES AT AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES 

Field of Study 
(% total females/males enrolled) 

Humanities 
Engineering, Technology 
Architecture, combined 

Source: Girls and Tomorrow., 1984:42 

1975 
Females Males 

48.6 

1. 5 

table 3 

21.3 

15.6 

Females 

42.6 

2.2 

1 981 
Males 

19.5 

15.9 

STUDENT ENROLMENT IN EACH STREAM - TAFE INSTITUTIONS IN AUSTRALIA 

Stream 
(% al total enrolments) 

Trades Basic 
- Post-trade 

Source: Girls and romorrow,1984:42 

Females 

7.0 
4.2 

table 4 

1980 
Males 

93 0 
95.8 

In the context of secondary schooling, the enrolment data for the N.S.W. Higher 

School Certificate for 1974 and "1985 (table 5 p40) showed the continuity of 

sex-based enrolment trends in subjects like engineering science, science, home 

science and economics. 
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1974 and 1985 N.S.W HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE ENROLMENTS BY SEX 

H.S.C. Course 1974 
Male Female Total 

Enrol't 
( % of total enrol) 

---------------------------------
ENGINEERING SCIENCE* 99 2750 

SCIENCE (all)' 60 40 13183 
-Biology 33 67 2961 

HOMESCIE1'.CE 99 870 

ECONOMCS 61 39 8714 

Notes: (" Called Industrial Ans in 1974) 

1985 

Male Female Total 
Enrol't 

(% of total enrol) 

---------------------
96.2 3.8 2364 

53.2 46.8 39015 
33.9 66.1 13568 

7.2 92.8 3166 

54.5 45.5 10979 

(" Pupils in 1985 could study >1 Science Course) 

table 5 

Sources: Girls, Schoofs and Socie/y,1975:174 
N.S.W. Board of Studias HSC Statistics, 19B5:B-11 

The first recommendalions of the Working Party aimed at outlining a national 

policy that set a direction for change !hat acknowledged the interrelationship of 

the issues, encouraged a cohesive and coordinated effort and, provided a model for 

change in school systems. The Working Party also recommended the promotion of 

research into sexism in education to provide a base for the formulation of policy 

and, the preparation of an implementation plan for the recommendations in the 

report itself. They recommended an examination of school staffing procedures to 

"feminise school hierarchies" to ensure women participated fully with men in 

decision-making \n schools and emphasised that school timetables should 

maximise girls' participation in all school subjects and activities. ( Girls and 

Tomorrow, 1984:9-14). 

Two other recommendations that were of most interest to me for my plans for 
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Lather High School were the ones relating to 'Curriculum' and 'The Teacher's 

Role'. One recommended transforming curriculum content to provide for all 

pupils and the other for assisting teachers to review their approach to educating 

girls. (Girls and Tomorrow, 1984:9). 

The recommendation for curriculum change indicated that change which aimed to 

merely accommodate girls more successfully within a traditional framework was 

not enough. The curriculum had to change to eliminate sexist assumptions about 

the social and economic roles of women and to emphasise knowledge and skills 

which are valuable to both males and females. The changes needed to prepare all 

pupils for all aspects of life and should ''provide all students with life skills 

which draw together skills taught in sex-stereotyped courses such as home 

economics, technical and business studies."( Girls and Tomorrow, 1984: 11 ). 

The recommendation for the teacher's role stated that the teacher's control over 

classroom interaction has a direct impact on the success of girls, particularly in 

non-traditional subject areas. The Working Party suggested that the teacher's 

ability to analyse classroom dynamics, to plan and implement programs that 

accounted for the learning needs of girls and, to counter the traditional patterns of 

male dominance and female subordinance in classroom environments, were 

essential e!ements to a successful introduction of non-sexist curriculum. ( Girls 

and Tomorrow, 1984:32-36). 

Girls Technology Strategy /1986-87) 

The N.S.W. Government undertook to develop a strategy aimed at addressing the 

problems of girls' under-participation in science, mathematics, industrial arts 

and other technology-related subjects. The Girls Technology Strategy was a K-12 

initiative that was developed in response to the recommendation in Girls and 
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Tomorrow which had urged State education departments to prepare plans of action 

to remedy inequities in present practices. (Girls and Tomorrow, 1984:13). The 

Girls Technology Strategy had as specific objectives "to increase girls' 

participation in technical subjects", and, "to increase girts' access to technical 

skills and knowledge". ( Girls Technology Strategy, 1986:5). 

An essential element of the strategy was for a review phase which was conducted 

in 1987 by a Working Party that produced The Report of the Working Party on 

The Girls Technology Strategy. The review found that impediments to girls' 

participation in scientific and technical subjects aligned with one of three focus 

areas. Firstly, school practices such as timetabling, student advisory services, 

staffing allocations, and organisation and appearance of laboratories and 

workshops, alienated girls. Secondly, the curriculum presented girls with 

content which ignored their interests and contributions, used sex-typed learning 

resources, and employed assessment approaches that favoured the preferred 

learning and assessing styles of boys. Finally, teaching practices included naive 

teacher attitudes, classroom dynamics !hat were dominated by the behaviour of 

boys, and lesson presentations that favoured the learning styles preferred by 

boys. ( The Report of the Working Party on The Girls Technology Strategy, 

1988:14-30). 

National Policy for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools 

(1987) 

The report The National Policy for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools 

(N.P.E.G.A.S) reflected a consultative and collaborative attempt by the 

Commonwealth Schools Commission to provide advice to the Australian 

Government for the establishment of a national policy on the education of girls. 

The report advised specifically on the schooling of girls and identified issues 
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which impinged on girls' educational experiences and outcomes. The Commission 

pointed out that it did not reproduce earlier research, nor conduct original 

research, for this report. Rather, it drew upon Australian and overseas research 

to create the structure of a national policy. (N.P.E.G.A.S.,1987:v-vi). 

The first recommendation of The National Policy for the Education of Girls in 

Australian Schools indicated that the policy would consist of a preamble, a 

framework for action, implementation strategies and reporting and review 

procedures. (N.P.E.G.A.S.,1987:24). The second recommendation outlined the 

preamble which identified the value for society of treating women and men as 

equals in areas of economic, social and political life, and the responsibility of 

schools to ensure that their curricula does justice to all people, accounting for 

the diversity of cultural, language and socioeconomic backgrounds.(N.P.E.G.A.S. 

1987:25). 

Other recommendations outlined a policy framework for action. Fourteen 

'Educational Values and Principles' included four objectives, each with a series of 

priority areas. The four objectives focussed on increasing awareness of the 

educational needs of girls, seeking equal access to and participation in appropriate 

curriculum, in a supportive school environment with equitable resource 

allocation to redress the problems girls have faced at school. (N.P.E.G.A.S., 

1987:28-34). 

One of !he four objectives added to my understanding of my need to develop the 

Design and Technology course for Lather High School with considerable thought. 

The Commission recognised in the National Policy document the need for 

curriculum reform to increase the participation of girls in technology education. 

It identified as a priority area, girls' access to and participation in a curriculum 
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that prepared them for living in contemporary Australian society. A specific 

priority was made for reform in the technology area of the curriculum which had 

historically reinforced a view of the world where males and their activities are 

depicted as the norm and the experiences of women ignored or marginalised. The 

authors of the report wrote 

there are some areas of the existing curriculum where the relative under
participation and under-achievement of girls can be traced to fundamental 
problems in curriculum content and related teaching and learning 
processes. From research. consultations and school visits it is clear that 
priority here should be given to strengthening !he measures already 
underway to reform and develop curricula in the areas of mathematics, 
technology and science, in the context of improving the overall quality of 
girls' schooling. 
(N.P. E.G.A.S., 1987:31) 

Subsequent recommendations sought to encourage the various school authorities 

to develop strategies for improving the education of girls within the framework of 

the policy and to agree to the review and reporting procedures outlined in the 

policy document. The final recommendation sought to have all education 

authorities endorse the policy. 

Surprisingly, the National Policy was the first report that "included in 

mainstream discussion the diversity of 'girls in Australian schools"'. It had "an 

understanding that girls are not a homogenous group and ... attention needs to be 

given to the varying needs of girls from different backgrounds and 

circumstances". (N.P.E.G.A.S.,1987:16). Earlier reports had treated girls 

simply as members of 'groups with special needs'. The National Policy therefore, 

reflected a view that represented a merger between the social and economic 

perspectives that had each influenced policy making over previous years. 

(Yates, 1990: 1 3). 
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The Girls and Mathematics and Science Teaching Project (1987) 

An example of the Commonwealth Schools Commission Projects ot National 

Significance was The Girls and Mathematics and Science Teaching Project 

(GAMAST, 1987). An aim of the project was one of the objectives of the National 

Policy, "to raise awareness of issues in the participation and achievement of girls 

in education with a focus on teaching practice". (GAMAST, i987:iii). 

A practical outcome of the project, the GAMAST Professional Development 

Manual, rested on the work of the McClintock Collective, a group discussed in the 

next section of this chapter. Indeed, the project was specifically a professional 

development project with a fundamental assumption that change in schools comes 

about through the actions of teachers. To achieve this change, a professional 

development model was developed that aimed to empower teachers to change 

curriculum content and practice and lo encourage them to pursue curriculum 

options that would address the particular issues relating to girls learning in 

maths and science. (GAMAST, 1987:vii) 

Girls Education Strategy (1989) 

The National Policy for the Education of Girls In Australian Schools informed and 

directed policy development in systems and schools in Australia. In N.S.W. the 

Department of School Education issued in 1989 the Girls Education Strategy 

(G.E.8.) ln response to the agreements made in the National Policy. The Strategy 

identified in the rationale, the limited success of previous strategies to increase 

girls' participation in technology education in N.S.W. schools . 

... despite eight years of mandatory policy promoting equal opportunity 
there are still differential outcomes from schooling for girls in comparison 
to boys. In broad terms, differences in outcomes of most economic and 
educational significance for girls with respect to future life options are: 
* their under-participation in scientific and lechnical subjects; 
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* the typically narrow range of options considered by them in making 
career choices; ... 
(Girls Education Strategy, 1989:4) 

The N.S.W. Higher School Certificate enrolment data for 1987 (table 6) 

supported this the view. 

1987 N.S.W. HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE ENROLMENTS BY SEX 

H.S.C. Course male female Total Enrol. 
( % of total candidature) 

-------------------------------------------------------
B\IGINEEAING SCIENCE 94.8 5.2 2429 

SCIENCE (all) 53.7 46.3 43048 
-physics 73.9 26. 1 10013 
-biology 35.2 64.8 15814 

ECONOMICS 53.7 46.3 12418 

H0\1E SCIENCE 8.2 91.8 3560 

TEXTILES AND DESIGN 1.7 98.3 1640 

table 6 

Source: N.S.W. Board of Studies Examination Statistics, 1987:7-9 

The Girls Education Strategy included a mandatory policy statement on the 

Education of Girls which replaced and updated the former Non-Sexist Education 

policy of 1979. It had lhree objectives. Firstly, to increase the participation of 

girls at Years 10, 11 and 12 in scientific and technology-related subjects. 

Secondly, to expand the range of career choices made by girls when they leave 

school at Years 10, 11 and 12. Finally, to provide supportive and challenging 

learning environments for girls K-12. (Girts Education Strategy, 1989:3). 
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Through these objectives, the Girls Education Strategy made 'Classroom Practice 

and Curriculum' a priority. It recommended that classroom practices had to be 

developed to consider girls' needs as learners and their differing learning styles. 

They would have to use co-operative classroom strategies, a range of assessment 

tools, and confront dominating, disruptive and harassing behaviour (Girls 

Education Strategy, 1989: 12). 

The National Action Plan (1993-97) 

The National Action Plan was presented as the result of a review of the National 

Policy for the Education of Girls in Australian Schools. The Plan, not meant to 

replace the National Policy but to add a "new dimension to its usefulness in 

Australian schools"(Nationa/ Action Plan, 1993:vii), represented an ongoing 

commitment on behalf of the Australian Education Council to achieving equitable 

educational outcomes for gir'1s and boys. It maintained the four basic objectives of 

the National Policy but introduced eight new priorities tor action. 

The eight new priorities focussed on, examining the construction of gender, 

broadening work education, addressing the needs of girls at risk, eliminating sex

based harassment, changing school organisation and management practice, and 

improving the educational outcomes of girls who benefit least from schooling. The 

Plan also identilied reforming the curriculum and improving teaching practice as 

two priorities for action. (National Action Plan, 1993:4}. 

Although the National Action Plan was presented after l had conducted my study at 

Lather High School, the continued priority tor curriculum reform and changed 

teaching practice that were the focus of my study reinforced my belief in needing 

to change the way girls study technology in the early years of secondary schooling. 
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Summary 

During the 1970's the changing composition and character of the labour market 

was a particular motivator for policy makers to act on the under-representation 

of girls and women in science and technology education and careers. Issues of 

equity, human rights and social iustice were presented as rationale for policy 

statements aimed at rectifying the problems. 

With the growing influence of economic instrumentalism on policy making 

evident in the 1980s, the under-utilisation of women in the labour force was 

seen as a waste of a potential economic resource. This feature, together with the 

imposing nature of the technological change influencing Australian society later 

in this decade, forced a merger between the equity and social justice perspectives 

and the economic instrumentalism that had dominated policy making during the 

early 1980s. This merger happened as policy makers sought to provide Australia 

with an internationally competitive economy while simultaneously providing 

girls and women with the confidence and competence to participate equally in 

contemporary Australian society. 

Each of the Government reports prepared over the previous decades have 

identified similar recommendations for change in schools to achieve greater 

equity of educational experiences and outcomes between girls and 

boys.Curriculum design and presentation, including the sexist nature of learning 

experiences and materials used in the curriculum, and, the sex-biased attitudes 

of teachers and learners, are major areas for change identified in the reports, 

In particular, the reports have consistently emphasised the importance of 

changing the curriculum content and practice in order to achieve more equitable 
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-------- -----. -----

outcomes for girls in schools. Increasingly, the reports noted recommendations 

for changes in curriculum to include contenl which is of interest to girls and has 

relevance lo their diverse range of experiences. Changes to "the processes and 

relationships through which learning takes place" ( GSS, 1975: 159), or 

curriculum practice, were also recommended. Curriculum practices that would 

take into account the different learning and assessing needs of girls, their 

diversity of backgrounds and circumstance, the types of learning resources 

employed and the dominating behaviour of boys in the learning experiences, were 

promoted in the reports. Cooperative group learning strategies were 

recommended as a priority for curriculum practices that would help girls 

achieve equity in learning outcomes in schools. 

The reports also acknowledged the role of other variables in contributing to the 

inequities of educational experiences and outcomes for girls. Typical of these is 

school organisation, which encompasses features such as timetabling of 

curriculum patterns and arrangement and appearance of physical resources. 

Variables such as attitudes of pupils, parents and employers and, the dynamics of 

sexual harassment and male domination of the schoolyard, also are significant. 

The study of all these variables are beyond the scope of my research however, the 

variables of pupil attitudes and the domination of learning environments by boys 

are touched on later in this chapter. 

The areas identified by the various Government reports relating to the education 

of girls were also the areas identified in independent research undertaken since 

i 970. This research articulates more explicitly the changes in guiding 

theoretical frameworks, from the early liberal framework that supported equal 

opportunity strategies to the critical frameworks that propose reforming the 

nature of schooling and challenging patriarchy as the dominant paradigm in 
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contemporary Australian society. This independent research is the focus of 

section 2 of this chapter. 
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SECTION 2 

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 

Introduction 

ln this section I wish to explore briefly the research relating to girls and science 

education to develop my understanding of why girls have not engaged with 

dominant science much as they have failed to engage with dominant technology in 

both education and careers. I conduct a review of research relating to girls and 

science education before one in technology education since science education 

research has a longer history than comparable research relating to technology. I 

make the connection between science and technology since they have often been 

treated in schooling as the study of 'science and technology'. Also, more recent 

models characterise science and technology as "sub-cultures in an interactive 

symmetrical relationship"(Wajcman,1991:14) although technology now needs to 

be treated as more than applied science. 

Girls and Science Education 

The under-participation of girls in science and technology education became a 

focus area in the early Government-initiated research due largely to the changing 

roles of women in the labour force and the political action at 'second-wave' 

feminist groups. In 1987, Alison Kelly reflected on the lack of independent 

research relating to giris in science education prior to this issue gaining credence 

in the Government reports. She wrote in an introduction to a collection of articles 

on girls and science education 

Six years ago I edited a book called The Missing Half which looked at the 
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-------- -----. -----

question of girls and science education. At the time this was a very new area 
of interest. Nothing much had been published on the topic. To get articles for 
the book I had to write round to friends and acquaintances who I knew were 
interested, and ask them to put their thoughts on paper ... 
This time I didn't have to write round . . All the papers existed: many had 
been published before. 
(Kelly, 1987:1-2) 

The early research work relating to girls and science education adopted a liberal 

framework. This research attempted to explain girls' under-participation by 

emphasising the lack of role models in the history of the discipline. The 

publishing of the achievements of women in science was used to break down the 

image of a scientist as being a man and of science being the domain of men. The 

identification and acknowledgement of the efforts of women like Barbara 

McClintock (see Evelyn Fox Keller,1985:158-177), Mme. Jacquard and Nobel 

laureate Dr. Rosalyn Sussman Yalow {see Stanley, 1983:7) served to provide role 

models for women and girls wishing to enter science education or careers. By 

publicising such success, women could be seen to have achieved within science as 

it had developed in a patriarchal environment. The expectation became then that 

women and girls could achieve in science if they changed their approach to it and 

were provided equal opportunities to access science in both education and 

employment. 

Jean Blackburn indicated that the early researchers assumed "that girls carry 

the problem in their own heads and therefore bear responsibility for solving 

it."{Blackburn,1984:7). She indicated that one Government report, The Keeves 

Report, Education and Change in South Australia (1982), adopted this very 

position. Alison Kelly suggested the assumption made by researchers adopting this 

view was that "Girls are expected to change to accommodate science. The hidden 

message being 'get yourself sorted out and you'll be able to do science"' 

(Kelly, 1987:1-2). 
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The research that adopted the view that girls could achieve in contemporary 

science by following the lead of successful women provided some impetus for 

research. Judy Wajcman reflected on the contribution of the research that sought 

to identify the role of women in science in this way. 

The publication of biographical studies of great women scientists served as a 
useful corrective to mainstream histories of science in demonstrating that 
women have in fact made important contributions to scientific endeavour .... 
Recovering the history of women's achievements has now become an 
integral part of feminist scholarship in a wide range of disciplines. 
(Wajcman, 1991 :2) 

The results and actions of the early liberal feminist research outlined above 

tended to have limited success in enticing girls into science education. The 

enrolments by girls in the various science subjects at the HSC in 1986 for 

example, substantiates this claim. In that year, only 12.4% of girls presenting 

for the H.S.C. entered tor Physics, with only 22.6% entering for Chemistry and 

11.9% tor 'other sciences'. {National Database on the Education of Girls in 

Australian Schools, 1988:36). 

The limited success of early strategies to increase the participation of girls and 

women in science was one !actor why researchers turned from one sort of theory 

to another. Kelly indicated lhat the type of research being carried out by the early 

researchers assumed the problem to be a psychologistic one, where the makeup of 

the girl was the major concern. She indicated that an "alternative approach which 

[hasJ developed recently is more sociological and structural. It locates the fault at 

least partially within science, within schools or within society."(Kelly,1987:1-

2). Judy Wajcman suggested "the issue became not one of changing the 

socialisation or aspirations of girls, but rather one challenging the nature of 

science itself."(Wajcman,1991:3-11). Lyn Yates argued also that educational 

research is influenced by the values dominant in the culture in which it is 
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conducted and a changing social climate, with emerging feminist values (a concern 

to avoid 'blaming the victim'). can initiate changes to what research is done. 

(Yates, 1990: 18). 

Later feminist research adopted a critical theoretical position when addressing 

the issue of the participation of girls and women in science. Researchers adopting 

this view argued that girls and women avoided science since it was dominated by a 

masculine culture, a culture that reflects the objective, the abstract, the 

rational, the methodical and the powerful. Evelyn Fox Keller explained the 

masculine culture as 

when we dub the objective sciences 'hard' as opposed to the softer, i.e., 
more subjective, branches of knowledge, we implicitly invoke a sexual 
metaphor, in which 'hard' is of course masculine and 'soft', feminine. Quite 
generally, facts are 'hard', feelings 'soft' .... A woman thinking scientifically 
or objectively is thinking 'like a man'. 
(Fox Keller, 1983:188) 

Jean Blackburn wrote "What is legitimated as 'objective' knowledge about society 

and human experience remains for the most part distorted by the exclusion of 

women's experience and of their responses to and reflec!ions upon it." 

(Blackburn, 1984;11 ). Sandra Harding reflected on the apparent capacity of 

science and the 'scientific method' to eliminate from the results of research any 

social values that might have crept in and argued 

the history of vigorous individual and institutional attempts to exclude 
women as well as virtually every other category of "others" - Jews, 
blacks, other people of colour - from positions of status and authority in 
science shows that claims to universalism are in fact intended to apply only 
within the dominant gender, classes, races and cultures. 
(Harding, 1991 :32) 

Fox Keller further argued that the dominant culture has been evident since the 

seventeenth century when the pursuit of science became one of control and 
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dominance. Fox Keller noted the masculine view of science also when she quoted 

Francis Bacon describing the then 'new science' as a "Chaste and lawful marriage 

between Mind and Nature, the purpose of which was to lead Nature to you with all 

her children and bind her to your service and make her your slave"(Fox 

Keller,1983:190). 

The authors of Girls and Tomorrow explained that the under-participation of 

women in science was a consequence of a competitive, patriarchal, capitalist 

society. They referred to Wallsgrove's (1980) Words "science is power, so 

science is defined as masculine". ( Girls and Tomorrow, 1985: 18). 

Harding referred to an alternate way of doing science based on the work of 

Barbara McClintock. She developed the concept of a gender-neutral science that 

merges subject and object and is based on understanding and feeling for nature 

rather than a concern for domination and intervention. (Harding, 1991 :41 ). 

Wajcman argued that doing science in this way is difficult while the dominant 

paradigm maintains control of scientific endeavour and the accepted perception of 

most men and many women is that science is masculine. Yet, she suggested, doing 

science in a non-interventionist way remains a reasonable goal for science 

educators. (Wajcman, 1991 :7). In the context of school education then, this 

different way of doing science meant that changes lo the curriculum, both content 

and methodology, would be needed to entice girls into science education. 

In the Australian context in 1983, the challenge to change how science was done 

in schools was accepted by a group of science educators who started working 

collaboratively to "increase the participation of girls in science education and to 

reform science education tor both girls and boys". (Lewis,1990:22). The 

'McClintock Collective' started by raising awareness among their members of 
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sexist classroom practices and sexist resources in science education but quickly 

moved to an emphasis on the way science is taught. The GAMAST project, reviewed 

in section 1, was built on the work of the McClintock Collective. 

The aim to change the way science was taught presupposed a teaching methodology 

and a clear understanding of the sort of science education needed tor girls and 

boys. The members of the McClintock Collective developed a set of teaching 

strategies, which was included in the GAMAST Manual, which aimed to present an 

inclusive science to all pupils. Lewis outlined the form of the inclusive science 

this way. 

The inclusive science that we have been developing recognises in its 
teaching practices the different starting perceptions and backgrounds of 
students without a judgement about these differences. It also facilitates 
classroom experiences for girls and boys to acquire more familiarity with 
skills that were not part of their gender construction, provides the contexts 
for students to connect science to human concerns and provides entry points 
to learning that have a social context familiar to both girls and boys 
(Lewis, 1990:23-24). 

Working in England in ~980, Head had also identified the need for curriculum 

change as a way of increasing female participation in the science fields. Basing his 

analysis of girls' election of science subjects on the Erikson theory of 

development stages, he had argued that few pupils elected science when it was 

presented in a curriculum format that conflicted with the emphases crucial to the 

personal developmental stage they had reached. For girls, this election process 

was often during the teen years when their focus was on developing relationships 

and considering future life options. Head recognised for girls to elect science they 

had to see it as an opportunity to contribute to the quality of life. 

(Head, 1980:300). 
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Jan Harding, working with the assumptions identified by Head, focussed on the 

need for the curriculum to change to emphasise the relationship between science 

and the human condition, it it was to be relevant to girls. She noted the 

significance for girls, of presenting a science curriculum that was concerned 

with a capacily to solve human problems and contribute to an improved quality of 

life. Furthermore, it should be one that is based on their interests and their 

experiences. She concluded 

... that if girls are enabled to make of science an object which is clearly 
embedded in the social context and in which its potential for solving human 
problems is made explicit, many more of them may be motivated to work 
within it instead of making crucial choices against it in early or later 
adolescence. 
(J. Harding, 1986: 163) 

She also argued that a range of teaching/learning approaches needed to be 

introduced to accommodate differences in cognitive style for a diversity of girls 

and between girls and boys. (J. Harding,1986:164). 

The research reviewed so far in this section indicates that the early research 

utilising a liberal feminist framework and seeking to change the makeup of girls 

to succeed in science education and careers had limited success. (Yates, 1990:32) 

Jean Blackburn argued that "such action is important, but it has limitations and 

dangers. It can uncritically underwrite existing curricular content and ways of 

learning, thereby doing little more than increasing competition within an 

unreconstructed system." (Blackburn, 1984: 17). 

So, part of the reconstruction process would be to build upon the changes to 

curriculum content and practices recommended by the Government-sponsored 

reports. What would be needed would be changes that acknowledged the diversity 

of backgrounds and experiences of girls, their differing learning and assessing 
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needs and the variety of !earning resources they required to succeed. However, 

other changes that connected the science to human concerns, that provided a 

capacity to solve human problems and that contributed to a better quality of life, 

would be necessary if girls were to elect to pursue science studies. Blackburn, 

Harding and the educators of the McClintock Collective among others, argued that 

science presented in this changed form would be science education as inclusive 

science. 

I will address in more detail in section 3 of this chapter the concept of an 

inclusive curriculum as first outlined by Jean Blackburn in the early 1980s. In 

the following part of this section I review the literature relating to girls and 

technology education. 

Girls and Technology Education 

In the review of the research relating to girls and science education I have shown 

that the gendered nature of science has been identified by recent feminist 

theorists as a reason for the under-participation by girls in science education. I 

believe that a similar conclusion can be made for technology education since it has 

developed together with science education within a culture influenced by a 

patriarchal ideology. 

However, Judy Wajcman suggested that the feminist views of science could not be 

simply translated to a feminist perspective on· technology since "the initial 

difficulty in considering the feminist commentary on technology arises from its 

failure to distinguish between technology and science". (Wajcman,1991:13). She 

commented though, that feminists pursued similar lines of argument to !hose used 

in the debate on gender and science when they turned their attention to technology. 
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The feminist research on girls and technology education also initially sought to 

recover the hidden role of women in the history of technology. Research of 

women's contributions to technological change was considered a valuable step in 

developing a feminist framework for the analysis of gender and technology. 

(Wajcman,1991:13). Like the research dealing with women's contribution to 

science, an examination of published histories of technology invariably revealed 

little recognition of women's achievements in technological development. 

Wajcman noted that in a study of contributions to the leading journal of the 

history of technology, Technology and Culture, the subject of women was the focus 

of only four articles in twenty-four years of publishing. The image of technology 

presented in the journal was that men dominated technological change and that the 

role of women in such change was ignored. (Wajcman, 1991 :15). 

Ruth Schwartz Cowan vividly illustrated the lack of recognition of the 

contribution of women to technology by indicating that a major technological 

artifact most surely invented by a women was missing in the published histories 

of technology. She explained 

... the significant cultural artifact, the baby bottle, which has transformed 
a fundamental human experience for a vast number of people and, is a 
significant export of Western technology to underdeveloped countries, has 
not a single reference in standard histories of technology. 
(Schwartz Cowen, 1979:52) 

Autumn Stanley attempted to correct the picture much as Keller(1983) had done 

by publishing biographies of famous women scientists. Stanley suggested that "in 

short, if we consider both history and prehistory, women hold up at two thirds of 

the technological sky." (Stanley,1983:7). She explored, for example, the 

contribution of women to technological development in the areas of domestic and 

medical technology. She emphasised that these were two areas of life that women 
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always had responsibility for and that men only became involved with them when 

they became technologies that provided them with power. (Stanley, 1983;7-17). 

Judy Wajcman argued that a masculine image of technology developed since 

technological change was directed by political choices made by particular groups 

of people pursuing their own interests. Most of these choices were made by men 

who were predominately the decision makers in relation to funding technological 

research, directing development in technology and, the use to which these 

technologies were put. The emphasis on military technology, on technology of 

manufacturing, and on technologies that were designed to control and dominate 

others, served to promote the conception of technology in terms of male activities. 

Wajcman outlined the way in which technological change has been largely 

dominated by men as a means of maintaining a position of power in this way. 

Technology, like science, is seen as deeply implicated in the masculine 
project of the domination and control of women and nature .... Technologies 
bear the imprint of the people and social context in which they develop and 
technological change is a process subject to struggles for control by 
different groups. As such, the outcomes depend primarily on the 
distribution of power and resources within society 
(Wajcman, 1991 :22). 

Examples of how men sought to control technology is best evident in the area of 

reproductive technology. Sandra Harding argued that "it is clear that the dominant 

culture has been willing to take far greater risks with women's reproductive 

systems than it would ever countenance for those of men". (Harding,1991:34). 

Stanley reflected on the lack of concern for the immense problem of menstrual 

disorders by the men who control the publication of medical literature. She wrote 

"although this health disorder affects 35 million people in the United States 

alone, and not just once but every month, in 1974 only 8 articles on menstrual 

pain appeared in the entire world medical literature. (Stanley,1983:16). 
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The introduction of computers into the workforce is another example of how men 

dominated technological development and thus, sought to maintain power. In a 

sector of the workforce that was dominated by women, word processors forced a 

change on the way women worked or, in many cases, forced them to find new 

employment as word processing reduced the need for typing pools. Women were 

also excluded from the areas of computer design and maintenance despite their 

expertise as end-users. (Faulkner and Arnold, 1985:236). 

Stanley argued that the typical view of technology as being the domain of men is 

the foundation of much of what we learn both in school and out. She suggested that, 

if a feminine perspective at the history ot technological development was 

available, there would be a need for change in bolh that which we accept as 

knowledge and the manner in which it is presented. She wrote 

What would a revised history of technology look like? In the first place, the 
very definition of technology would change, from what men do to what people 
do. We would no longer find anthropological reports using the active voice to 
describe male activities (the men choose the wood for their bows with care) 
and the passive voice to describe women's activities (cooking is done in 
water-light baskets: But by whom? And how did the baskets get lo be water
tight?) Nor would any anthropologist say, as George Murdock did in 'The 
statistics reveal no technological activities which are strictly feminine. One 
can, of course, name activities that are strictly feminine, e.g., nursing and 
infant care, but they fall outside the realm of technological pursuits' 
(Murdock & Provost, 1973: 210) The ethnologist doing a book on cradles 
(Mason 1889) would no longer be an oddity; and the inventions of the 
digging stick, child and food carriers, methods of food-processing, 
detoxification, cooking, menstrual absorbers and ... would receive their 
proper share of attention and be discussed as technology. 
(Stanley, 1983:5) 

The argument of the researchers whose work has been reviewed so far in this 

section is then, that the masculine nature of technology is a primary reason that 

girls have not sought to participate in technology education. Judy Wajcman 

suggested that women and girls actively resist technology and technology 
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education. She argued that, not only do women and girls see technology as 

masculine, they see it as incompatible with femininity, "with the so-called 

female values of intuition, subjectivity, tenacity and compassion". "The language 

and lhe symbolism is masculine" and the focus for technological change is one that 

avoids the interests of women. For these reasons, they are "reluctant to enter 

technology". (Wajcman,1990:19). In schools, this masculine image is 

perpetuated by the dirty and greasy physical environment, and the heavy 

equipment-oriented appearance of technical workshops which are still perceived 

by many pupils as the technology area of a school. 

Just as researchers and educators in Australia recognised a need for curriculum 

change in science and technology education, the same need was expressed in the 

United States in relation to technology education. De Vore argued the need for 

change was greatest in the area of technology as this area included technical and 

trade courses that had displayed most gender bias in terms of pupil enrolments. 

These courses not only attracted a majority enrolment of males, they a/so dealt 

largely with a relatively narrow conception of technology. These courses 

concentrated on developing practical skills and producing a technical artifact. 

They ignored the influence of the process and product on social and human activity 

as well as any impact on nature. De Vore recommended then, that curriculum had 

to change to address not only the product and the process, but also include 

"identifying and correcting the impact of various technical means on humans, 

their society, and the natural environment". (De Vore,1992:62). 
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Summary 

The latest research reviewed in this section has argued that science and 

technology have a masculine image and has indicated that this feature serves to 

discourage girls from pursuing science and technology education and careers. 

Many of the researchers argued that science and technology have developed over 

centuries in a culture that has been dominated by white, ruling class men who 

have decided what questions needed to be asked and whose interests were best 

served by developments in science and technology. This patriarchal characteristic 

of science and technology has ignored the experiences and interests of women and 

has alienated girls from education in these fields. 

To encourage girls to participate in technology education then, the research 

recommended that curriculum change was necessary. For success in this pursuit, 

the curriculum content and practices had to acknowledge !he diversity of 

backgrounds, circumstances and experiences of girls; cater for their differing 

learning needs; use a variety of assessment procedures; and employ a range of 

learning resources. The curriculum also had to connect with human concerns, 

provide a capacity to solve human problems and contribute to a better quality of 

life, if girls were to achieve outcomes equitable with those achieved by boys. 

To find out how to make the necessary curriculum changes and to develop an 

appropriate introductory technology course for girls at Lather High School, I 

further explored the research related to curriculum change in the area of science 

and technology education. This is the focus of section 3 of this chapter. 
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SECTION 3 

CURRICULUM REFORM IN TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 

The research reviewed in the previous sections of this chapter recommended 

curriculum change in order to achieve a goal of equal participation by girls and 

boys in both science education and technology education. Research reported in 

Girls and Tomorrow and The National Policy for the Education of Girls in 

Australian Schools, and by Blackburn (1984), Lewis and Davies(1988), 

Yates(1990), Harding(1991), Wajcman (1991} for example, identified the 

curricula of science and technology as having for girls, the same restrictive 

characteristics. The curricula were characterised as having content that ignored 

the past experiences and interests of girls and lacked a pedagogy that catered for 

both girls and boys. How to change the curriculum then was the challenge for me 

as I further reviewed the literature relating to girls and education. 

As a means of achieving the changes to curriculum regarded as essential for 

removing the inequities for girls in schooling, Jean Blackburn, who was an 

invited participant to the National Seminar on the Education of Girls which 

advised the Working Party prior to the preparation at Girls and Tomorrow, 

introduced the concept of a 'sexually inclusive curriculum". Blackburn explained 

that a sexually-inclusive curriculum did not favour either males or females, the 

categorisation based on biological factors evident at birth; and that a gender

inclusive curriculum, with gender being a socially constructed categorisation of 

masculine and feminine, would also not favour values, interests and experiences 

of either group. Indeed, Blackburn in fact, argued for non-sexist, fully human, 

approaches to curriculum. (Blackburn,1982:17) Lyn Yates outlined the 
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significance of the contribution of Blackburn's 'theory' to changing the direction 

of theorising on girls' education in this way. "Blackburn's phrase and some of her 

argument influenced many subsequent projects and writings by teachers, policy 

makers and academics". (Yates, 1990:89). 

In the report Girls and Tomorrow, the Working Party stated that "in any society 

the selection and transmission of knowledge are controlled by the dominant group. 

There is a growing awareness in Australia that the human experience transmitted 

to students in schools is in fact male experience." (Girts and Tomorrow,1984:2). 

It, therefore, recommended the adoption of a new perspective on curriculum, one 

that included the experiences and priorities of both women and men and was free 

of sexist assumptions. The Working Party commented on the need for curriculum 

reform in this way. 

A new perspective on curriculum is required which provides a gender
inclusive vision of human endeavour and which takes accurate account of 
recent social changes affecting the lives of both women and men. There is a 
need for mainstream curriculum change, for a transformation of the whole 
curriculum to eliminate sexist assumptions about the social and economic 
roles of women and to emphasise knowledge and skills which are valuable to 
females and males alike. 
(Girls and Tomorrow, 1984:2) 

Feminist critical theorists recognised the need for curriculum reform, but 

argued more was needed if an emancipatory educational experience for girls was 

to be achieved. Kenway and Willis suggested that curriculum reform sent a 

message to girls that teachers and schools were prepared to change and that the 

girls themselves were not solely responsible for their lack of participation in 

any area of education. (Kenway and Willis,1993:41). They believed this reform 

needed to be in both content and pedagogy if girls were to engage with, and 

experience, education in an empowering way. They wrote 
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Many of those who are committed to gender reform in schools believe lhat a 
major problem for girls' education lies with the curriculum which does not 
function equally well in the long-term best interests of girls and boys, 
women and men. Consequently, reform in curriculum content and pedagogy 
is necessary in order to provide a more rewarding, just and emancipatory 
educational experience for girls. 
(Kenway and Willis,1993:41) 

The reform from a critical perspective would firstly challenge the construction 

of what we know and teach in technology education. Dale Spender reminded us that 

all knowledge is constructed by people in accordance with the values and beliefs 

that guide their way of viewing the world. She also related the commenl of 

Dorothy Smith (1978), that most of what we know was constructed by men, and 

mostly men of the ruling class and culture. (Spender, 1982:2-3) 

To review the content of technology education then, educators have to confront the 

notion that "technology itself is gendered" .(Wajcman, 1991 :ix). To challenge 

technology as a socially constructed perception, Taylor and Giffard-Huckstep 

argued that educators need, amongst other strategies, to strive to engender 

technology. They used engender in two senses. Firstly, "to address the ways 

women are rendered invisible in the development, use, and debates regarding the 

impact of technology", and then "to give new meanings of technology and to assess 

what new actions are generated from these new meanings.".(Taylor and Giffard

Huckstep, 1993: 1.2.1) To engender technology they recommended that educators 

and pupils together examine the ways that women are made invisible and, in 

partnership explore alternate perspectives of the meaning of technology aiming to 

develop new meanings. 

Taylor and Giffard-Huckstep argued that as the teacher and the learner conducted 

their examination they must be aware of the influence of the dominant paradigm 
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that controls the development of the culture and the masculine images of 

technology that are part of that culture. They suggested educators 

... provide the tools to examine technology as a cultural practice, to 
examine the ways it is linked to gendered power, and the identification of 
technology with masculinity. It is about conceiving a new picture of 
technology that is inclusive of femininity. 
It is a long term commitment to change -- not changing girts, but changing 
unjust and exclusionary structures, practices and perspectives. 
(Taylor and Giffard-Huckstep, 1993: 1.2.5) 

Kenway and Willis stated that, as part of a gender-inclusive curriculum, girls 

need to explore that which is presented as knowledge to uncover lhe perspective 

from which ii was created. This notion of recognising the basis of the knowledge 

presented to them is about empowering girls to challenge that knowledge and to be 

confident in seeking knowledge that is inclusive of their experiences. They 

recounted the story of the approach used by a teacher who offered a gender

inclusive curriculum, 

I inform my teaching practices by what I know about girls and education. 
Female experience is valued and validated and a high emphasis is put on 
pupils' contributions. I work on changing the 'male' status of knowledge. 
[Emma, teacher at Duncan Dale High.] 
(Kenway and Willis, 1993:41) 

In technology education then, the selection of course content appropriate tor girls 

can be partly achieved by encouraging girls to be aware of the surrounding images 

that are deemed in Western society as 'woman-centred', and using content that is 

connected to these images. For example, sewing is as much a technological process 

as welding, and knitting is a complex design process involving many mathematical 

and spacial relationships. Kitchen technology and the technology involved with 

reproduction and childcare are as significant as computer and engineering 

technology. Technology is too often defined as lar.ge scale and 'high tech' rather 

than small scale and 'every-day'. (Taylor and Giffard-Huckstep, 1993:1.2.5) 
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The recommendation stated by researchers, for a gender-inclusive curriculum, 

created a need to articulate the characteristics of such a curriculum. The gender

inclusive curriculum aims at ensuring that the interests of one gender group do 

not dominate the selection of content nor dictate the learning and assessing styles 

!hat are to be used in a course. Furthermore, such a curriculum must consider 

the varied ways of viewing the world that pupils bring to a course and the values 

and beliefs that make up those perspectives. Yates wrote that a gender-inclusive 

curriculum tries to give "explicit attenticn to the culture of girls and women, and 

is consciously concerned with a positive reorientation of educational outcomes, 

one which does more than even•up access to existing forms of success and 

failure.". (Yates, 1990,94). 

Lyn Yates also provided the following guidelines for selecting content for an 

inclusive curriculum. She suggested such content would 

cover the various ways of knowing, 
address matters of enduring relevance, 
be inclusive of gender, class and cultural values and experiences, 
acknowledge the Australian context, 
systematically build on previous knowledge, 
embrace both the acquisition and the application of knowledge, 
provide opportunities to make and question knowtedge. 
(Yates,1990:109) 

Lois Foster and Kay Harman cited the work of Yates (rn85) and acknowledged 

that the moves lo develop specifically 'sexually inclusive curriculum' in 

Australia had not progressed beyond a very early stage of development. What the 

process had achieved however, was to focus attention on women's culture and the 

pressures for a changed society and that such pressures should guide curriculum 

reform procedures. (Foster and Harman, 1992:251) 
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Victoria Foster was careful to point out the frailty of using an inclusive 

curriculum that was not specifically gender focussed She argued that an inclusive 

curriculum addressed the experiences of pupils suffering disadvantage of kinds 

other than gender. The danger was, therefore, that it lumps all pupils together 

and ignores individual needs and the needs of each group, for example, the needs of 

aboriginals. She argued then, that an indusive curriculum might be best replaced 

with that which she calls, a "woman-centred curriculum". This curriculum 

would reaffirm the experiences of girls, actively seek to support their preferred 

learning styles and would achieve a more educationally valuable experience than 

an inclusive curriculum. Foster clearly indicated that the curriculum that seeks 

to address the issue of inequity based on gender needs to carefully identify the 

interests, needs, and experiences of girls separate from issues of class, race or 

religion for example, and it also must put the girls and women at the centre of the 

educational process to avoid working in an unchanged educational system. 

(Foster.1989:27-29). 

So, how do educators put the girls and women at the centre of the educational 

process beyond making content selection in accordance with those principles 

outlined by Yates? I stated early in this section of the chapter that a reform of 

curriculum content alone was insufficient. Pedagogy also had to be reformed to 

encourage more participatory, cooperative and productive approaches that would 

more thoughtfully accommodate the differences in cognitive styles of a diversity 

of girls. / was later to realise that an approach to reaching that put girls and 

women at the centre of the process was referred to as "connected teaching" and 

later in this section I have retrospectively included a brief discussion of 

connected teaching. 

The Commonwealth Government report. Girls and Tomorrow, stressed the 
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importance of the teacher's role in influencing pupil performance and 

participation. The Working Party found that teachers needed to be sensitive to the 

differing needs and learning styles of girls and boys. They also found that teachers 

needed to break the limits that "girls are obliged to learn, the limits of acceptable 

behaviour, of speech and space." They also observed that "the process of teaching 

in schools further reinforces the traditional pattern of male dominance and 

female subordinance." (Girls and Tomorrow,1985:36). 

Alfred North Whitehead in 1929, had philosophised that learning was best when 

grounded in experience. He argued that experience provided first-hand learning 

while books constitute second-hand learning. He stated, "First-hand knowledge is 

the ultimate basis of intellectual lite. To a large extent book-learning conveys 

second-hand information, and as such, can never rise to the importance of 

immediate practice. "(cited in Brusic, 1992:45). 

Brusic argued that technology education offered both the opportunity and the 

necessity to highlight the first-hand knowledge approach. She noted that, in 

technology education, pupils are placed into technologists' roles and spend time 

analysing the diversity of human wants and needs, creating technological 

solutions, and using technological products. "Human activity is the key to 

technology; hence, human activity continues to be the most efficient and effective 

method for a technology education setting." (Brusic, 1992:45) The claims of 

Whitehead and Brusic recognised the significance of the experiential and co

operative learning approaches, ones recommended in other research discussed in 

this section, as not only appropriate tor girls but also for boys. 

Biddulph and Osborne (1984) developed an interactive approach to teaching 

science to school-age children aimed at incorporating a pupil-teacher 
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partnership in exploring ideas through a co-operative 'minds-on' and 'hands-on' 

approach. This approach aligned with the framework recommended by the 

McClintock Collective. The framework was reproduced in the GAMAST Manual and 

emphasised active learning not separated from students' prior understandings and 

be!iefs, a partnership in the learning between teacher and student, and 

participatory, interactive classroom organisation. (Lewis, 1990: 27) 

At a primary school level, the elements of a pupil-centred learning approach 

were recommended by Christine Brown (1991:137). She explained the 

necessary features for including girls in science and in design and technology 

included time for pupils to explore their experiences, to refer to the teacher for 

support, to encounter tasks that were personally, socially and environmentally 

relevant, and to experience success. 

A first stage of review for The National Policy for rhe Education of Girls in 

Australian Schools was an anecdotal record of girls' experience in schools in 

1991. Titled Listening To Girls, this report concluded that participative, co

operative and student-centred learning approaches were not only sound practices 

for girls, they were equally beneficial for boys. The authors of Listening To Girls 

stated: 

The quality of teaching is of paramount concern to most girts. They like to 
be productive in their learning. Although girls tend to passively accept 
whatever they are given they are privately very critical of bad teaching and 
warmly appreciative of good teaching. The chalk-and-talk didactics and 
teacher domination of the traditional classroom seem to cause even more 
problems for girls than boys. Girls and boys both thrive, however, with 
less teacher domination and more participative, co-operative and student
controlled approaches to learning. Substantial change to teaching practice is 
required if teachers are to maximise the productivity of classroom learning 
for girls. 
(Milligan and Thomson, 1992:85} 
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Research in the area of science education highlighted the value of an experiential 

approach. Bearlin, in referring to preservice and inservice courses for women 

primary and early childhood teachers, argued that curriculum practices should 

use "practical, hands-on, experiential, non-threatening learning strategies" that 

centre on "gender-inclusive concepts that are related to everyday experiences and 

emphasising human concerns". (Bearlin,1990:23) This approach was designed lo 

engender positive changes in attitudes towards science that could influence the 

teaching practice of these professionals and thus, favourably influence their own 

pupils' learning. 

In analysing preservice and inservice courses as part of the WASTE (Women and 

Science Teacher Education) Project, Bear\in, Annice and Elvin (1990) idenlified 

three models of exemplary practice. Model 1 was subject-centred emphasising 

mastery of scientific concepts; Model 2 was the most popularly used one and 

emphasised a learner-centred approach; while Model 3 emphasised a knowledge 

and person-centred approach and was considered to be a gender-sensitive model. 

With model 3 they identified a series of gender-related curriculum practices that 

could be used to both underpm preservice and inservice courses for women 

teachers and to inform them of appropriate teaching method. These gender

sensitive practices are 

constructing the content in terms of human concerns, 
relating the content to personal and everyday experience, 
using inclusive language, 
using collaborative, small group discussion methods, 
ensuring equitable access for all students to 

' interaction with !he teacher ' equipment ' talking time 
providing opportunities for tinkering and risk taking investigations 
in which students are not vulnerable to criticism 
eliminating sexual harassment 
providing positive role models as teachers, subjects of study or 
vis it ors. 

(Bearlin, Annice and Elvin,1990:35) 
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The practices outlined by Bearlin et.al. were used to great effect in further 

preservice and inservice courses to improve teaching and learning in science and 

technology. These courses were based on Model 3 of exemplary practice that was 

both knowledge and person-centred and where both the knowledge and the gender 

of the person were seen as being constructed. Changes in attitudes and 

subsequently, changes in teaching practice were brought about through practice 

and reflection on practice/experience. (Bearlin, 1990:25) The effectiveness of 

the courses built upon interactive science teaching practices as outlined above, 

but more importantly, the courses were better characterised as 'connected 

teaching' as defined by Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule (1986). (Hardy, 

Bearlin and Kirkwood, 1990:150) 

Belenky et.al. characterised 'connected teaching' as emphasising 

connection over separation, 
understanding and acceptance over assessment, 
collaboration over debate, and that 
accords respect to and allows time for the knowledge that emerges 
from firsthand experience, where 
expectations and arbitrary requirements are not imposed, and that 
students evolve their own patterns of work based on the problems 
they are pursuing. 

(Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Taru!e,1986:229) 

While not working expticitly with !he concept of 'connected teaching', Preston and 

Symes supported the principles of it. Working within an emancipatory and 

socially critical framework and dealing directly with technology education, they 

argued that "teachers need to provide an educational approach that confronts 

rather than avoids the issues of technological development, in a way that enhances 

the human capacity to shape these developments, and places them in the service of 

the communily rather than the corporation."(Preston and Symes,rn92:233). 

For example, they argued that the technoiogy curriculum should ensure that 
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pupils were analysing the social effects of computers on individuals and society, 

that the computer was used as an empowering tool for learners and not an end in 

itself, that the benefits of computer education were presented as a social good not 

an individual one, and that there were closer links between computer education 

and the social sciences and humanities and not simply with mathematics and 

commercial studies. They added, that questions of equity in the school organisation 

relating to computers and computing should also be addressed {Preston and 

Symes, 1992:247). 

Other researchers that adopted a feminist critical theory position recommended a 

pedagogy that encouraged pupils to develop a sense of empowerment. This sense of 

empowerment, where people come into a sense of their own power, a new 

relationship with their own contexts, is something each pupil undertakes for 

themselves, it cannot be done to them or for them. {Lather, 1991 :4) Lather 

recommended using a "liberatory pedagogy, where the interactive experience in 

learning is one that values the involvement of the learner, the teacher and, the 

knowledge they produce together, as equal partners." (Lather, 1991 :15) to 

achieve this sense of empowerment Kenway and Willis suggested that teachers 

can help empower pupils by encouraging experiences that include "the act of 

looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new critical 

direction". (Kenway and Willis, 1986: 124). These approaches align very closely 

wilh the 'connected teaching' principles outlined earlier in this section. 

In achieving a sense of empowerment the pupils can develop a greater confidence 

to engage with technology in the educational experience. Such a pedagogy would 

necessarily involve a teaching style in which the 1eacher crea1ed learning 

environments that encouraged all pupils to engage with the curriculum content in 

an empowering way. 
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'Connected teaching' then, does not focus on the knowledge of the teacher but on the 

students' knowledge and the feelings associated with it. By doing so, the student 

comes to see and understand knowledge and knowing not as something separate to 

them but as something related to and connected with their everyday lives which, 

in turn, enables them to make sense of their experience. (Hardy, Bearlin and 

Kirkwood, 1990:150) Attempts to change curriculum practices for the teaching 

of science and technology in schools to follow a connected teaching approach are 

efforts strongly supported by Bearlin et.al. and argued by these researchers to be 

not just good for girls' learning, but simply just good teaching (see Bearlin, 

Annice and Elvin,1990:90-94). 

Summary 

The research reviewed to !his point emphasised the need for curriculum reform. 

Researchers recognised that both content and pedagogy had to be attended to if the 

disadvantages that girls experienced with current curriculum approaches were to 

cease. Researchers regularly called for the development of gender-inclusive 

curricula that included content that both girts and boys related to and that utilised 

a partnership in a participatory, co-operative and pupil-centred learning 

experience that favoured no single group of learners. 

The researchers also commented on the problems faced by other disadvantaged 

groups; people not white-skinned, not from the middle or upper classes and, not 

male. They also identified the influence of factors such as early childhood 

socialisation, experiences at primary school, the role of the media and the 

organisation of schooling, on the educational experiences and outcomes for gir!s. 

While I recognise the influence and the interactive nature of all these factors the 

scope of my study did not include them. The challenge for me instead, was to plan 
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and offer a curriculum that would improve the experiences and outcomes of girls 

in technology education. To achieve this I intended to use the guidelines for 

selecting curriculum content outlined by Yates. These were to 

- accept a diversity in ways of knowing about technology, 
- select matters relevant to people. 
- select problems for investigation that were inclusive of gender, class 

and cultural values and experiences, 
- build upon previous knowledge and experiences, and 
- use problems to question and make knowledge, 
(Yates, 1990: 109) 

and approach the teaching of the course with a focus on participative, cooperative 

and pupil-centred (connected) teaching practices. 

To achieve this end, I hoped to invite the girls in my class, a single-sex class, to 

negotiate the questions for investigation in each context area studied in the Design 

and Technology (OAT) course. ! would encourage them to reflect on their own 

experiences and pose problems that were related to their past experiences and 

their interests and that were related to human concerns. We would afso negotiate 

the form that !he investigation would take and the evaluation procedures used to 

assess our success in solving the problems we identified. I would also encourage 

the girls to relate prior learning in the DAT course to new context areas as the 

course progressed so that they built on their learning about technology. I believed 

that such an approach would provide the girls with an empowering experience in 

technology education and encourage them to continue their studies in the field. 

In retrospect, I had hoped to design a curriculum based on the principles of the 

WASTE Model 3 that was identified by the authors as a gender-sensitive model. 

Utilising the concept of 'connected teaching', f wanted to include the backgrounds, 

perceptions and experiences of the diversity of pupils who would use this 

curriculum, In the selection of content, pupils would be encouraged to explore 
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questions founded in their personal experiences and also to negotiate the manner 

of such exploration. I wanted to plan the learning experiences in partnership with 

my pupils so that they were relevant to their learning needs and grounded in their 

experiences and thus connected to their reality. The teaching practices would 

focus on a participatory and cooperative approach emphasising collaboration 

rather than debate. We would also decide on the evaluation methods employed to 

reflect upon our learning. Furthermore, I hoped these practices would encourage 

the pupils to explicitly address the issue of gender as part of the curriculum. 

With hindsight however, I now recognise that I worked with some naivety about 

gender-sensitive curriculum practices. I worked more from a position perhaps 

best characterised by the Women and Science Teacher Education {WASTE) Project 

Model 2 of exemplary practice (Bear/in, Annice and Elvin, 1990). This model 

emphasised teaching and learning of pupils in a practically-oriented, teacher

related, risk-free environment in which pupils experience activities advocated 

for them and where there exists an opportunity for them to gain a changed 

perception of technology. (Bear/in, 1990:24) 

My intention had also been to empower the girls in my class so that they would 

discard their self-limiting beliefs and explore technology education with a fresh 

and meaningful insight and confidence. Indicators of my success in achieving a 

sense of empowerment would be the way in which they owned the course, the way 

in which they took control of the processes identified in Model 3. Also, the 

responses the girls made to the interview questions and to some lesser extent, 

their responses to some of the questions in the questionnaire would present 

evidence of their empowerment, These features would identify the effectiveness of 

the course. 
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Regrettably, my understanding of how to develop such a course at the time I 

carried out the research task was under-developed and so the effectiveness of the 

course proved to be less thtm that for which I had hoped, 

In the next section of this chapter l review the research relating to single-sex 

classes. I believed this to be a valuable strategy for girls at Lather High School. 
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SECTION 4 

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN A SINGLE-SEX SETTING 

I wish to introduce this section of the chapter by explaining the relevance for me 

of a single-sex setting in technology education. I have seen in my teaching career 

in Industrial Arts the domination of class activities by boys and the restrictive 

influence this had on girls' participation, success and enjoyment of the subject. I 

believed that a girls-only class would enable girls to participate and enjoy 

technology education and leave the course having succeeded in a subject area that 

they historically, have been denied equal access to. However, the research in 

relation to single-sex settings in education is limited, although some research has 

been conducted in relation to the use of the strategy in science and maths courses. 

I therefore, provide a brief review of research into single-sex settings in co

educational schools, 

The single-sex approach has been favoured by liberal feminists as an appropriate 

strategy for removing sexist practices, particularly the dominant behaviour of 

boys, from the educational experience of girls. The features of boys dominating 

the learning environment, discussion sessions, teacher time, and physical 

resources, were the earliest aspects identified by researchers. The bay's 

disruptive and uncooperative behaviour aimed at adopting a position of power thus 

preventing girls having an equal chance ta learn, was also a concern for liberal 

feminists that encouraged them ta promote the single-sex strategy. 

Jean Blackburn, citing the work of Dale Spender (1982) who had identified the 

domination by males of casual discussions in a social environment, crystallised 

the perspective of researchers in highlighting the problems that girls face in co-
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educational learning environments, 

... in mixed classes, boys demand and get a disproportionale share of 
teachers' attention and time, of discussion time, and even of physical space. 
Girls learn to wait and defer and to avoid the kind of ridicule which might 
also be called sexual harassment. ... There are identifiable situations within 
schools where it is clear that girts would get a better go in separate classes. 
( Blackburn, 1 984; 12) 

The N.S.W. Department at Education Single Sex Classes in Co-educational Schools 

Review found that girls benefitted from single-sex settings. The authors wrote 

Well-managed the single-sex strategy has some beneficial effects, 
particularly but not exclusively for girls - effects include improved 
confidence levels of girls, better access to equipment including computers, 
increased diligence and/or achievement with the accompanying potential to 
broaden choices. 
(G.E.S., 1989:B) 

In the context of contemporary action research in Australian schools, 'The GEN' 

magazine {The Gender Equity Network: Department of Employment, Education and 

Training), describes many examples of action research succeeding in 

implementing the single-sex strategy and in producing satisfying learning 

environments and experiences for girls. For example, an action research project 

that involved teachers using a single-sex setting but also changing the physical 

environment as a motivator for girls to participate in technology education. 

Girls-only technology classes have proved highly popular ... We've tried to 
change the atmosphere from a traditional workshop into a design room ... The 
environment does make a difference: the girls no longer feel that they're 
coming into a male domain. 
(GEN,July 19932). 
(see also GEN, March 1992, June 1992, February 1993, August 1993) 

Some feminist critical theorists argued that used in isolation, the single-sex 

strategy lacked credibility. As a strategy to counteract sexism in education, it 

cannot hope to do so it the curriculum remains one that reflected only the values, 
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beliefs and experiences of males. Kenway and Willis concluded that the single-sex 

strategy is "flawed at the level of theory and practice". They argued that the 

theoretical focus of the liberal feminists that support the strategy is uni

dimensional in two overlapping ways. Firstly, the theory views all females as 

oversocialised victims with no differentiation between girls, their differences 

and exceptions. Secondly, the theory views society as monolithic. The central 

problem is that males dominate females. There is little consideration to the 

complex interaction of gender, class, race, religion, ethnicity and even age, nor 

consideration of the dynamics of society's operations. (Kenway and Willis, 

1986:119) 

Those adopting a more radical feminist view argued that the strategy was 

appropriate for an activity such as consciousness-raising, preferably if such 

groups were not marginalised in the school, where !he issues of sexism in 

education could be explored. Kenway and Willis accepted that this application of a 

sin91e-sex setting could contribute as an emancipatory educational experience for 

girls, allowing them to revise their view of the world. However, they continued, 

the liberal feminist single-sex strategy alone does not offer girls an 

emancipatory experience and does not give girls the critical tools of 

understanding and awareness with which they can "unmask and resist patriarchal 

ideology or to develop alternatives." (Kenway and Willis, 1986: 122) 

For the single-sex strategy to have any educational and social impact then, 

Kenway and Willis argued that it must adopt the socially critical spirit of 

challenging the patriarchal ideology. The setting and the curriculum should also 

empower both girls and boys to explore the ideology and they should respond to 

and feed into educational mainstream where the heart of the problem exists. It 

should also be one among many strategies in a feminist "war of position". 
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(Kenway and Willis, 1986:134) 

Research from outside Australia dealing with lhe single-sex strategy recognised 

that it was not a solution in itself, at least in influencing academic performance 

and subject choice. Research in England by Steedman (1983), found that a 

single-sex setting had little influence on the examination achievements of pupils 

when earlier school performance and home background were controlled. Bone 

(1983), also working in England, found that subject selection patterns and 

academic results, among other factors, were not crucially influenced by the 

presence or absence of a single-sex setting. 

The authors of the Girls and Tomorrow report commented on the potential of 

single-sex grouping for improving the educational experience for girls. They 

indicated that "research evidence to date (about single-sex settings) is 

ambiguous" however, "such organisational arrangements could well benefit 

girls". (Girls and Tomorrow, 1985:36). 

Summary 

The research on single-sex settings in education then, is still in its infancy. The 

debate about the success of the strategy is inconclusive, at least in terms of the 

value of the strategy in co-educational schools. My personal experiences as 

described at the beginning of this section still influenced my thoughts aner having 

reviewed the literature. I found that the strategy was accepted as a useful one if 

used to decrease the incidence of sexual harassment in the classroom and to 

remove the competition for resources evident when boys are present. 

I was reassured of !he value of my intention to establish a girls-only class at 
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Lather High School by reading Listening to Girls (Milligan and Thompson, 1992), 

part of the review of the N.P.E.G.A.S. This report recorded anecdotal evidence and 

a review of best practices in education and supported the single-sex strategy as 

an appropriate method of reacting to boys' aggressive and disruptive behaviour 

within learning environments. They wrote "single-sex environments are good for 

girls' engagement with learning". (Milligan and Thomson,1992:85). For this 

reason, I conducted my study in a single-sex class. 
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SECTION 5 

PUPIL ATTITUDES TO, AND PERCEPTIONS OF TECHNOLOGY 

Introduction 

In this study I am focussing on the problem of girls' under-participation in 

technology education due to their lack of engagement with technology education in 

the schooling context. A praclical concern that I faced during the planning of the 

study was how I could identify any change in girls' engagement with technology. 

During my review of the literature I encountered an international project, the 

Pupils' Attitudes Towards Technology {PATT) project, (Raat, de Klerk Wolters 

and de Vries, 1987) in which researchers had developed an instrument for 

measuring change in pupils' attitudes to and perceptions of technology. They had 

used this as a means of measuring the effect of technology curricula on the pupils 

who had studied them and this instrument appeared to me as an appropriate way of 

measuring the engagement by girls with technology education in my study. In this 

section then, I present a review of the PATT research and some Australian 

research that also used pupils' attitudes and perceptions towards technology in 

their methodology. 

Extensive and pioneering research into pupil attitudes to technology was 

conducted in the Pupils' Attitudes Towards Technology (PATT) project originating 

in the Netherlands in 1984 (Raat and de Vries,1986; Raat, de Klerk Wolters and 

de Vries,1987, Raat, Coenen.van den Bergh, de Klerk Wolters and de 

Vries,1988). Using a central question, "What do pupils think of technology?", an 

instrument to measure pupils' response to this question was designed and 

validated {Aaat at.al., 1987:95). Further research in the project was conducted 
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in many countries, for example, India (Rajput and Pant, 1990) and Australia 

(Rennie and Parker, 1985). 

The consistent findings of these studies indicated that girls had a less positive 

attitude towards technology than did boys and suggested thal this was an 

explanation for their under-participation in technology education. An interesting 

feature of the research conducted as part of the project was the consistency of 

findings between studies conducted in different countries. Researchers in both the 

Netherlands and France found that "in general girls have a less positive attitude 

than do boys, towards technology". (Raat et.al.,1987: 95). The study of rural 

pupils in !ndia concluded that, "the overall attitude of girls to technology was 

found to reflect a bent towards negative direction". (Rajput and Pant,1990:299) 

Another common finding of the research in various countries was in relation to 

the perception of technology held by pupils. Pupils thought technology was very 

important, but most had very little idea of what it was. (Rennie and 

Sillitto, 1988:68) 

Leonie Rennie and her colleagues, Rennie and Parker, 1985; Rennie, 1988; 

Rennie and Sillitto, 1988; Rennie and Treagust, 1989; Kinnear, Rennie and 

Treagust, 1989, centred at Curtin University of Technology in Perth, used pupils' 

attitudes and perceptions towards technology as part of their research approach to 

technology education in the Australian context. 

Rennie and Treagust (1989) developed the APAT Attitudes and Perception About 

Technology questionnaire using the PATT research as a foundation. An affective 

scale to measure pupils' attitudes to and perceptions of technology was developed 

as the primary instrument used in two projects evaluating technology 

curriculum programs in Western Australian State schools. Both projects, but 
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particularly the second of the projects that centred on junior secondary schools, 

found measurable changes in the attitudes and perceptions of the pupils occurred 

as they were Influenced by technology curricula. 

Other research by Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear (1992) used the APAT 

questionnaire in evaluating curriculum materials specifically prepared for 

teaching technology as a design process. The materials aimed to "have the 'design 

process' as a central theme, be activity-based, focused on the development of 

creativity and problem solving skills in a technological context; and to have 

content that encouraged girls as well as bays to became involved in the 

technological process". (Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear,1992:204) The 

researchers found that "pupils' knowledge of technology and their general attitude 

ta technology became mare positive" as a result of their experiences with these 

curriculum materials. They used these findings and other information gathered in 

the evaluation to report on the value of lhe learning materials to the pupils 

understanding and attitude towards technology. (Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear, 

1992:203) 

A further finding of the Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear study relevant to my study 

was one that compared the changes in the attitudes and perceptions towards 

technology of the girls in the girls-only class to those of the girls in the mixed

sex class when they used the same curriculum materials. They found that the 

girls in the single-sex class showed a greater improvement in their perception of 

technology compared with that measured for the girls in the mixed-sex class. By 

accepting that an improved perception goes with a more positive attitude as 

argued by Raat et. a!. (1987:95), we can assume that a single-sex environment 

favourably influences girls' perceptions of technology and hence their attitudes to 

technology. These two assumptions were made for my study at Lather High School 
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Further findings of the 1992 research of Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear 

supported the earlier propositions of Raat et. al. (1987) that, for girls' attitudes 

and perceptions towards technology to be improved, the teaching of technology 

needs to be appropriately designed to meet their experiences and their learning 

needs. They also recommended that the model for teaching technology utilised in 

the Western Australian schools under review, namely one that linked technology 

as a design process to human endeavour, was a successful one and one that could 

prove useful lor other groups looking to implement technology education. 

(Rennie.et. al.,i992:216} This model was similar to the one that was 

implemented at Lather High School for teaching technology. 

Summary 

The research reviewed In this section described a link between the attitudes and 

perceptions of girls to technology and their likely future involvement in the 

subject. Girls with a positive attitude to technology and a perception of ii that 

positively reflects their experiences are likely to favourably consider technology 

options in future education and career choices (Raat, de Klerk Wolters and de 

Vries, 1987:88). 

The Austraiian research that used a measure of the change in pupils' attitudes and 

perceptions towards technology in their methodology, encouraged me to continue 

with my plan to use the APAT questionnaire to gauge the success of my technology 

curriculum. The findings of some of this research indicated to me that my 

curriculum needed to be inclusive of all pupils' experiences, recognise a design 

process approach to teaching technology and, be one that enabled girls' to revise 

their perceptions of technology in a setting that was comfortable for them. 
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SECTION 6 

CRITICAL FEMINIST THEORY and RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

As I stated in the introduction to this chapter, I now recognise the initial naivety 

of my beginning feminist theory and the implications of such theory for research. 

Had my understanding of critical feminist theory been more developed when I 

planned and implemented my empirical study, my research design would have 

included a more appropriate selection of method. Having said that, in this section I 

intend to briefly outline an approach to research that would be more in harmony 

with the assumptions underpinning critical feminist theory. In so doing, I explore 

the frailty al the research design I used at Lather High School. 

Sandra Harding made distinctions between 'methodology'; "a theory and analysis of 

how research does or should proceed"; 'method'; "a technique for gathering 

evidence"; and 'epistemology'; which refers to a "theory of knowledge" which 

addresses questions about what kinds of things can be known, what tests beliefs 

mus! undergo to be legitimated as knowledge, and who can be the 'knower' 

(Harding, 1986:2-3). Therefore, an epistemology that is based on knowledge that 

includes women's experience and their responses to and reflections upon it, plays 

an important part in forming a feminist methodology and in challenging 

traditional research methods which have a basis in 'scientific method'. 

(Blackburn, 1984: 13) 

I believed, as did many others, that the validity of research in Westem society 

was measured by its objectivity, its adherence to 'scientific method'. Sandra 

Harding criticised "the standard, narrowly conceived conception of this 'scientific 

method'" as being value-laden. She argued that androcentric bias can enter the 
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process at every stage and that such bias can influence "the concepts and 

hypolheses selected, the design of the research, and the collection and 

interpretation of data". For example, the mostly male scientific community 

decides on the basis of beliefs and values, which problems should be funded for 

research. Harding argued, that if values and interests that can produce the most 

critical perspectives on science, that is, those of women, are silenced through 

discriminatory social practices, the standard, narrowly conceived conception of 

'scientific method' cannot maximise value-neutrality or objectivity. (Harding, 

1991:40-41). 

Often the debate surrounding the issue of objectivity in research leads 

researchers to assume that quantitative research techniques are superior to 

qualitative ones. Indeed, it was by making this assumption that I selected the 

quantitatiVe research technique for my study at Lather High School. The use of the 

quantitative techniques of survey and data analysis is presented as objective and 

value-free, while qualitative research involves a more subjective approach using 

ethnography, interviews and observation. Fox Ke!ler suggested that the objective 

concept is assigned to scientific method as a reflection of masculinity while the 

subjective concept, perceived as feminine, is assigned to the qualitative approach 

and thus is less legitimate. {Fox Keller, 1983:191) 

Ollenburger and Moore argued that feminist methodology is not a entity separate 

from other methodologies, but that feminist methodology is characterised by an 

application of feminist principles to the research. By making women's values a 

conscious part of research which, they argued, cannot be value-free, the 

research assumes legitimation, al least in terms of overtly recognising the values 

and beliefs that underpin the research process. (01\enberger and Moore, 

1992:58-62) 
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Harding outlined three characteristics of a feminist methodology with the first 

being a need for the methodology to utilise new empirical and theoretical 

resources that encompass a range of women's experiences. Second, lhe problem, 

purpose, and process of the research, together with the consequences of the 

research, are entwined and cannot be denied. Third, the researcher is part of the 

research, with her/his beliefs, behaviours, gender assumptions, all influencing 

the story the researcher is telling (Harding,1986:2-3). 

The significance of utilising new empirical and theoretical resources as suggested 

by Harding, is explained by Patti Lather. Lather wrote that early feminist 

research worked within conventional paradigms which were patriarchal in 

nature. The desire of feminist researchers was, however, to "correct both the 

invisibility and distortion of female experience in ways relevant to ending 

women's unequal social position" and this meant "the methodological task became 

generating and refining more interactive, contextualised methods in the search 

for pattern and meaning rather than for prediction and control." (Lather, 

1991:72) 

Lather explained that the conventional paradigms were located in a positivist 

approach to enquiry based on prediction and an attempt to provide an objective 

'truth' or theoretic hegemony. She described three other categories of human 

interest that underscore knowledge claims: understanding, emancipation, and 

deconstruction. These categories, she suggested, allow a researcher to position 

their research outside the positivism that encompassed the traditional scientific 

method. (Lather, 1991:7) 

Lather also described feminist research as being "multi-paradigmatic", where 

researchers worked from within varying paradigms from the conventional to 
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those "more self-consciously methodologically innovative". (Lather, 1991 :71 ). 

She argued that some feminist research operated within a positlvist paradigm to 

contribute to a cumulative body of knowledge aimed at minimising sex-based 

inequality, while other feminist research challenged the process and substance of 

mainstream knowledge production. Furthermore, there was also that research 

process which was "change-enhancing, a reciprocally educative encounter" for 

the researcher and those researched. This approach Lather called "research as 

praxis", enquiry where "the reciprocally educative process is more important 

than product, as empowering methods contribute to consciousness-raising and 

transformative social action." (Lather, 1991 :72). 

As an example of feminist research in science that could well have adopted a more 

masculine and interventionist approach had the researcher not been aware of the 

interrelatedness of the focus of her study, Harding cited the research of Barbara 

McClintock. Harding described the nonintervention\st approach adopted by 

McClintock in her observation of growth patterns in corn and suggested that, only 

by using interaction rather than intervention could McClintock reveal 1he subtle 

balances at work in nature. Harding also asked whether "the secrets revealed by 

McClintock will be less used by those who over-value the 'objective' method? She 

supposes not!" (Harding, 1991 :45) In Patti Lather's view, McClintock provided a 

different interpretation of her evidence to that which might have been found with 

a more interventionist approach, "she has seen the world from a woman's place in 

it." (Lather,1991:72). 

One approach which involves a self-reflective spiral of cycles of planning, 

acting, observing and reflecting and that can be positioned outside the positivist 

framework of enquiry is action research. Carr and Kemmis explained that 

educational action research is 
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a form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social 
situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of their own 
practices, their understanding of these practices, and the situations in 
which the practices are carried out. 
(Carr and Kemmis, 1986: 162) 

Carr and Kemmis argued that educational action research is unlike positivist 

educational research since it does not treat the 'objects' of the research, their 

own educational practices, as "determined, independent, external 'phenomena"' as 

might the physical sciences treat 'objects' under research. They argued !hat 

action researchers cannot regard the 'objects' in this way because "their 

educational practices, understandings and situations are their own • that they are 

deeply implicated in creating and constituting them as educational". (Carr and 

Kemmis, 1986:180). 

Summary 

In summary then, from a critical perspective, feminist research rates the social 

construction of gender as a central issue, with gender being a basic organising 

principle which shapes the way we live. Historically, the questions that have been 

asked in research and the nature of the enquiry Were linked to a way of viewing 

the world that denied the values, interests and experiences of women and which 

were in turn, excluded by discriminatory social practices. The way of viewing the 

world that includes these interests, values and experiences, seeks to understand 

rather than explain in any authoritative way and seeks to acknowledge the agency 

of those involved in the research. Ollenburger and Moore suggest that such 

feminist research is inherently transformist and transcends mere observation of 

women's lives. It adopts a process that challenges traditional practices guiding the 

selection ot problems for study. It uses an empowering language and uses a 
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feminist ethic which analyses social oppression in order to empower women and 

minorities. {Ollenburger and Moore, 1992:68) 

The understanding I had ot feminist theory early in my study guided me in 

selecting a research approach for my study modelled on the PATT project. 

However, had I more fully understood, and indeed been aware of, the critical 

feminist theoretical position I was to adopt as my research unfolded, I would have 

approached my research in a different way. lndeed, I recognise now that by 

assuming that the methods used in the PATT and similar research were 

appropriate for my study, I was one who did "empirical research in the name of 

emancipatory politics but failed to connect how I did research to my theoretical 

and political commitments." (Lather, 1991:80). 

In hindsight, I can recognise that the assumptions driving my study, namely a 

concern for equity and social justice and a desire for a transformation of girts' 

consciousness, were not in harmony with the pedagogy of the DAT course, and the 

research approach I used to find out about the success of the course. My efforts 

quite vividly illustrate, "that an emancipatory intent is no guarantee of an 

emancipatory outcome" (cited in Lather, 1991:80). 

In the next chapter I outline my theoretical framework and describe how it 

changed during the period of my study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

INTRODUCTION 

I have teamed my lesson from the 'new French feminisms'; that I am a 
constantly moving subjectivity. This (book) then, marks the place from 
which I presently speak ... 
(Lather, 1991 :xiv) 

Lather identifies the dilemma - how do you outline a framework in which you 

can locate your discourse, the place from which you speak. However, only by 

providing such a framework, she argued, can you establish the authority at 

your work. 

In this chapter I aim to clarify a theoretical framework for my study. I 

recount the changing nature of my perspective and I outline how I developed a 

feminist critical framework. 1 describe how I commenced the study with a 

liberal intent and how this liberal orientation dissolved as I researched the 

literature and became more aware of feminist theory that dealt with my 

concern for girls' ambivalence towards technology education. I identify how ! 

was intluenced by more radical feminist theory that aims to empower girls 

and women to challenge their oppressed social position. 

My summary explains how my theoretical position became more dear as I 

progressed through my study and how l came to see that my research design 

might have been modified to better align with th\s framework. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

I have found !hat each time I reviewed my progress through this research, I 

seemed to be at another stage of theoretical orientation. I initially sought to 

position my research in a framework that did not change shape as I struggled 

to develop a sense of understanding of, and a feeling of ownership for, my 

work. I found however, quite irritatingly so, that with each stage of the 

research, and the further I was drawn into the literature, the more difficult a 

challenge this positioning became. 

My earliest framework was constructed from within a liberal perspective. 

This perspective portrays the individual as potentially autonomous and 

rational and education aims to foster that potential (Preston and 

Symes, 1992:56). From this position, and through intervention based in a 

modified action research approach where I presented a course and modified it 

along the way, I aimed to help develop the girls' individual identities and 

perhaps influence their attitudes towards technology and their future life 

options. 

The liberal tradition in education, where the humanist ideals of a disciplined 

development of mind and body are paramount, would direct my thinking and 

practice during this intervention. Success with my interventionist strategies 

would lead to greater female involvement in technology education. The 

reluctance by girls to enrol in such subjects and to pursue careers in 

technology areas, I believed, had merely been due to bad habits influenced by 

\raditional practices supported by parents and schools. By enticing them "to 

experience a form of schooling that is their own, i.e. one that values women's 

experience and views of the world equally with those of men .. 

(N.P.E.G.A.S.,1987:15), \ could achieve my initial goal and improve the 

enrolment rates of girls in the technology subjects. 
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With this framework in mind, the process seemed clear. I needed to identify 

those structures, strategies and practices that characterised apparently 

successful approaches to schooling where girls were selecting technology 

subjects and introduce them into the technology program at Lather High 

School. 

One strategy that had been suggested by early liberal feminists was that of 

using single-sex groupings for technology studies. The central purpose of this 

strategy was to remove the dominating behaviours and intimidating presence 

of boys from the learning environment. This would allow girls to engage with 

technology in a learning environment more conducive to their needs and 

interests. This strategy appealed to me and was one I was intent on including in 

my study since I had experienced the classroom dynamics of mixed-sex 

technology lessons, lessons in which the girls were reluctant to fully 

participate. 

I therefore, continued to research the literature and found that researchers 

were identifying an instrumental perspective as the one being held by 

educational policy-makers in Australia. Preston and Symes (1992:59) 

observed that in N.S.W. schools such as Lather High the rhetoric of the 

instrumental perspective was dominant and aimed to promote a utilitarian 

approach to education. This utilitarian approach was of the sort outlined by 

the (then) Prime Minister Robert Hawke when he called upon the education 

sector to lead the economic recovery which began around the beginning of the 

1990s. The instrumental perspective was also dominant in the N.S.W. 

government education policy documents such as 'Excellence and Equity. N.S.W. 

Curriculum Reform', and reports such as 'Schools Renewal - The Scott 

Report' and 'The Carrick Report'. 

Denise Bradley, Chairperson of the Women, Education and Training Advisory 
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Group, identified the instrumental perspective as the dominant view of 

education in an address to lhe Australian Women's Education Coalition 

Conference. She observed 

The dominant view of education is based on a narrow instrumentalist 
ideology which emphasises women and girls fitting into traditional male 
areas at the expense of the humanities. (Bradley, 1990, cited in Leah & 
O'Brien, 1992:35) 

I accepted the argument that an instrumental perspective dominated 

educational policy making and was encouraged by the apparent support it 

offered for increasing girls' involvement in technology education, even though 

this support was based on utilitarian values. 

In attempting to further substantiate my theoretical position then, I felt I had 

to discover if the liberal perspective denied the vocational aspect of my early 

research aims. The utilitarian nature of the aim to improve career options 

through an improved involvement by girls in technology subjects might not, I 

suspected, fit the liberal view for a general education. Preston and Symes 

suggested that the liberal view was an inappropriate perspective since it has a 

distrust for 'the extrinsic' and 'the instrumental' and it denies the place of 

vocational training in schools and a general education (Preston and Symes, 

1992:58). The relationship then, of the general education proposals of the 

liberal perspective that I felt some conviction for, to the vocational feature of 

the aims of my study, was one with some conflict of ideas. 

1 was therefore, still unclear about which perspective suited me best. Preston 

and Symes (1992:57-59) provided some advice for my personal debate. They 

argued that the appeals for excellence that were part of the instrumentalist 

rhetoric, as in 'Excellence and Equity' for example, provided a bridge for an 

alliance between the economic rationalists that supported instrumentalism 

and the classical liberals. Although not solving my theoretical dilemma, the 
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encounter with the claims of Preston and Symes prompted me to consider a 

more instrumental perspective tor my study which would then account for the 

vocational aspect of my aims. 

The challenge to review my theory and examine whether it was appropriate to 

the focus of my study remained since I was still not fully comfortable with the 

perspective I was adopting. The rhetoric and practices guided by the 

instrumental perspective were a little too utilitarian for my liking. The 

emphasis on performance outcomes, of measuring the success of education in 

largely economic lerms and, of pressing teachers to accept greater 

responsibility for management matters rather than educating pupils, were 

concerns for me. I returned to the literature to see if I could resolve my 

problems. 

Patricia Maquire (1987:14-27) explained to me that the competition 

between the dominant paradigm, that of positivism, and the alternative 

paradigm of critical theory, is based on the d"iffering views of society and of 

how social knowledge is created. The dominant paradigm-based research 

supports politically neutral theories that reinforces lhe status quo. The 

alternative paradigm-based research supports emancipatory interests in the 

quest to break down social domination. 

An investigation of the work of Patti Lather (1991 :570) encouraged me to 

adopt a framework in which my empirical research "maximised a dialogistic, 

dialectically educative encounter between researcher and researched, so that 

both become ... the changer and lhe changed." This concept sat comfortably 

with my evolving desire to find a framework that acknowledged my 

everchanging orientation and could help me develop an understanding of the 

intricacies o1 my chosen topic. Lather further stated that 
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... teachers need to be aware of how they reproduce the inequalities of 
the system even when they think they're speaking with liberal 
humanistic intention. (Lather, 1991 :570) 

It therefore seemed obvious, that my present framework was incapable of 

defining the place from which l spoke. I believed I had to change my 

perspective to one which accommodated my changing vantage point and which 

"emphasised that education is never ideologically neutral and ought to be 

committed in the attainment of a fairer and more just arrangement" (Preston 

and Symes, 1992:65). The compromise came with me adopting a socially 

critical perspective that acknowledged my concern for human rights, equity 

issues and my beliefs about the needs of people for a future that will be 

largely influenced by technological change, yet accepting my complicity in my 

research. 

My final framework, then, would be a critical feminist one. It would be one 

reflecting a critical discourse which survives in an environment where 

foundational views of knowledge and understanding are under attack (Lather 

1991 :6). Contemporary research should be critical, "not to substitute an 

alternative and more secure foundation, but to produce an awareness of the 

complexity, contingency and fragility of historical forms and events". 

(Lather, 1991 :6). The argument is that events influence people and their 

perceptions and a framework must recognise this change and cater for it. 

Summary 

My search for a theoretical perspective on which to base my study was an 

arduous one. The early planning of my study followed the views of a liberal 

perspective due to my concerns for the provision of a general education for all 
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pupils. This early perspective developed a liberal feminist persuasion with 

my realisation that girls needed improved opportunities in technology 

education if they were to be confident decision makers in a future that I 

believe will be strongly effected by technological change. Increased access to 

technology subjects would provide opportunities for girls to develop this 

confidence, I believed. The plan for the study reported in this thesis was 

prepared within this framework. 

Further research of the literature revealed to me that the context in which I 

was working was very much guided by an instrumental Ideology. This 

realisation challenged me to review my theoretical perspective. Encounters 

with the works of Maquire and Lather enticed me to adopt a more socially 

critical perspective. The aims of my study changed from the liberal feminist 

intent of providing equal access to existing structures to those that expressed 

a desire to attain an interaction with technology in an empowering way. I 

believed that the single-sex strategy would still deliver benefits for the girls 

during their technology studies by reducing the discrimination they felt in the 

classroom on the basis of gender and giving greater opportunities to develop a 

gender- sensitive curriculum than a coeducation classroom. 

As both a teacher and a researcher, 1 would be a part of my study. My critical 

framework would now acknowledge my aim to encourage girls, through 

'liberalory pedagogy', to engage with technology in an empowering experience. 

It would also accept my complicity in this experience. In the introduction to 

'Getting Smart', Michael Apple comments, and quotes Lather directly in doing 

so, on the role teachers can play in not claiming to be the only source of 

knowledge and experience, but in encouraging emancipatory experiences in 

the classroom where the experiences of the pupils are held in high regard. 

This is done even though the teacher may be acting also as researcher since the 

pupils are an active and compliant participant in both learning and the 
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research. He writes 

/n demonstrating these connections, (between critical research and 
liberatory pedagogy), she (Lather) illuminates some of the possibilities 
and problems of creating teachers not as "masters of truth and justice 
[but] more as creators of space where those involved can act and speak 
on their own behalf."(Lather, 1991 :xi) 

Although I refined the purpose of my study to reflect my critical feminist 

theory position, my research methodology remained founded in a functional 

perspective. My assumption that pupils' improved attitude to and perception 

of technology would reflect an empowering experience with it, seemed 

appropriate. However, my naivety with respect to the language and practices 

appropriate to a crilical theory perspective ensured that my study proceeded 

with a method largely out of step with that position. An attempt later in the 

course of the study to address this contradiction by modifying my method to 

include interviews with selected pupils allowed these pupils to reveal in some 

way, their experiences and wenl some way toward overcoming the problem. 

Therefore, during the course of this study, I operated sin,uttaneously from 

more than one perspective. I had implemented a functionalist methodology and 

was conscious of the demands it made in terms of collecting data. At the same 

time, I was intent on encouraging valuable experiences for the pupils in line 

with my critical feminist theory position. It was only as I developed a greater 

understanding of the critical discourse that the inadequacies of my 

methodology became apparent. This feature of my study is addressed in the 

final chapter as it represents an important outcome for me as a researcher. 

In the next chapter I outline the development and implementation of the Design 

and Technology course for Year 7 at Lather High School. I explain the process 

of developing the course and describe the limitations of this process. I also 

outline the manner in which it was presented to the pupils and identify some 
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of the problems I faced in trying to provide an inclusive curriculum with an 

empowering pedagogy. I do not attempt to fully analyse these features since I 

believe they are beyond the scope of my study, 
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PART 3 

CHAPTER 5 

THE 'DESIGN and TECHNOLOGY' (DAT) COURSE 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I first provide an overview of the curriculum pattern for the 

year 7 cohort at Lather High School. 

I then give an outline of the Design and Technology (DAT) course offered to the 

year 7 cohort. I outline the limitations for this course as defined by the N.S.W. 

Department of School Education syllabus in Design and Technology (1991) 

which provided the rationale, aims, objectives and outcomes, as well as 

mandatory requirements for the course. The DAT course for Lather High 

School was also subject to requirements articulated in school and faculty 

policies and these are described where appropriate in this chapter. 

I briefly describe the processes used by the team of teachers for selecting 

course content and articulating possible teaching I learning practices for the 

course. The collegial approach used at this time aimed to develop a sense of 

ownership of the course amongst all the teachers in the team. 

At this point in the introduction ! would like to recognise the level of influence 

that I was able to effect in the development of the DAT course at Lather High 

School. I was a member of a ten-person team teaching the DAT course and 

therefore, I had to compromise on some issues discussed during the planning 

phase. For example, I was unable to encourage all team members to develop a 

gender-inclusive curriculum despite their agreement that it was an 
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appropriate approach to take. This was not surprising considering that the 

prevailing attitude amongst the teachers concerned was, I perceived, that 

there did not exist any need for such an approach. 

As a senior teacher in the faculty however, I was able to bring to the planning 

process a perspective that acknowledged the particular learning needs of girls 

and how they respond best to participatory and cooperative learning practices. 

l was also able to recommend that the selection of course content should be 

made to include issues which relate to human problems and which contributes 

to the quality of life. I explained that this approach lo curriculum content 

selection and teaching practice was not just appropriate for girls' education 

but effective a!so for boys' learning. Although I feel that I displayed leadership 

in this regard, I cannot attest to the extent of my influence on teaching and 

learning in other classrooms al Lather High School. 

I conclude this chapter with a summary of the strategies used during the 

course to achieve the best possible learning outcomes for all pupils. 
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OVERVIEW of the CURRICULUM PATTERN FOR THE YEAR 7 COHORT 

The year 7 cohort of 1993 was streamed into three levels based on primary 

school recommendations of academic pertormance. The top and middle streams 

each had two paral!e! classes and the bottom stream one smaller class only. 

The four classes created from the top and middle streams study English, 

Mathematics, Human Society and lts Environment, and Science in their own 

class groups. These four classes are then further divided for other subjects 

requiring smaller class sizes such as Design and Technology (DAT). Each of 

lhe two classes in the top and middle streams are divided to make three 

smaller classes for these courses. The single class in the bottom stream is a 

much smaller class and studies all subjects as a class group. 

The middle stream was divided alphabetically by surname for the Design and 

Technology course to form one mixed-sex class, one boys-only class and one 

girls-only class. The top stream classes were divided to form three mixed-sex 

classes. The three classes in the middle stream each studied DAT at the same 

time and those in the top stream studied DAT at a different time in the school 

week. The single, bottom stream class studied DAT at a different time again and 

was not considered in the team planning approach due to their special needs. 

All classes were provided with the Design and Technology course outlined next 

in this chapter. 
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THE DESIGN and TECHNOLOGY COURSE 

A curriculum initiative introduced into N.S.W. schools in 1991 that I believe 

can help address the problem of participation by girls in technology education 

is the Design and Technology course, both in its mandatory and elective forms. 

The mandatory course is described in The Design and Technology Syllabus as 

a foundation course for the Technological and Applied Studies (TAS) Key 
Learning Area (KLA) in years 7 to 10. One of several courses available 
in this KLA for years 7 to 1 O, it (Design and Technology) is a course 
mandatory for all pupils for a minimum of 200 hours of study. 
(N.S.W. Board of Studies Syllabus, Design and Technology, Years 7-10, 
1991:1) 

The syllabus also reflects an understanding by policy makers of the issues of 

gender equity. It also acknowledges that courses need to be inclusive of the 

experiences of all people and states that all schools will be able to provide a 

course in technology education that will be inclusive of the experiences of both 

girls and boys. Although this is a statement of intent on behalf of the 

Department of School Education, it cannot testify that a gender-inclusive 

course will be provided at any school, however, this was my aim for the DAT 

course at Lather High School. The syllabus stated 

The Design and Technology (DAT) Years 7-10 syllabus is designed to 
enable schools to provide a course at study which ensures gender equity 
and caters for the range of pupil learning needs . . . and (it) is expected 
to have significant influence on the knowtedge, skills, and attitudes of all 
pupils. (N.S.W. Syllabus, Design and Technology, 1991:3) 

It was my intention to help develop a Design and Technology course that would 

enable all learners to improve their perceptions of technology. I wanted all 

pupils to acknowledge that the stereotype of technology education being a boys' 

domain was impertect and that technology education also includes experiences 

of girls. By changing pupils' perceptions a more positive attitude to technology 

education would be engendered which would enable girls to gain a "new ability 
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to make sense, or make different sense, of their own experience".(Bearlin, 

Annice and Elvin,1990:91) Girls experiencing technology education in an 

empowering way, where they perceived their experiences to be relevant and 

important, would then approach future decision making about studies in 

technology education in a more insightful and informed manner. 

Requirements imposed on the development of a DAT course for Lather High 

school came from a variety of sources. The educational authorities outlined 

requirements in the syllabus documents stating aims for developing pupils' 

understanding of the design process, their confidence and competence in the 

use of the design process, and their awareness of the related social and 

environmental issues. Also stated as a syllabus requirement was that the 

course should focus on the use of a design process in all learning experiences 

ard 

develop an understanding of a range of technological activities and 
their applications to the personal, commercial/industrial and global 
domains; 
develop confidence and competence in the use of technological 
resources and processes; 
design and realise solutions to identified human needs; 
develop an awareness and appreciation of the impact of design and 
technology on the quality of life; 
develop environmental and social responsibility in design and the use 
of technology. 

(N.S.W. Syllabus, Design and Technology,1991 :5) 

There were further requirements outlined in the syllabus. These included, 

that a minimum of six prescribed contexts must be investigated during the 

mandatory course and, that pupils were required to base their design projects 

in one of the ten prescribed contexts. Also, each of the design projects must 

address each of the prescribed dimensions. The first, the resource dimension 

includes tor example, skills, material, and energy resources, and the second 

dimension included a study of the personal, commercial/industrial and global 

domains. The last dimension, the influence of technology on humans, includes 
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for example, ethics, gender issues, environmental sustainability, and such 

issues had to be considered in each project. The development of knowledge, 

skills and attitudes as outlined in the syllabus was also required. Finally, the 

design projects must provide adequate opportunity for students to learn about 

computers and their use, and to acquire the skills of graphical communication. 

(N.S.W. Board of Studies Syllabus, Design and Technology, Years 7-10, 

1991:19) 

The school and the Technological and Applied Studies (TAS) faculty outlined 

their own requirements for the course. School policy required that all year 7 

pupils share similar learning experiences and that they aspire to achieve 

similar outcomes at the end of each course. Perspectives of aboriginality, 

multiculturalism, gender and other perspectives prescribed by the N.S.W. 

Department of School Education had also to be reflected in each course. A 

further requirement of the school was that the TAS faculty had to develop a 

foundation course in the area of technology education that was both a d·1screet 

course yel one that was a basis for future study in technology courses. 

The faculty adopted a team approach to planning, offering and evaluating the 

course. Three teachers were allocated to the group of classes from each stream 

and they formed a planning team for that group of classes. An overview for the 

course was negotiated at a faculty meeting with the outlines for each unit 

within the course to be developed by each planning team and shared with the 

other teachers who were involved in teaching the unit. The process of class 

rotation, where classes moved from one teacher to another to study a 

particular context area, allowed teachers to experience the variety of 

personalities in the different class groups in Year 7. The gir!s-only class was 

not part of this rolation but stayed with me as the teacher and we changed 

context areas as required. Planning meetings helped teachers reflect on their 

teaching practice and share professional preparation loads. The planning team 
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would also lead evaluation sessions conducted at faculty meetings set for this 

purpose. Each unit must address the requisite perspectives and dimensions 

where applicable and each unit was not to exceed an 8 week timetrame. 

With the parameters for course development defined, the units presented to 

the pupils followed the outline described below: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A design process must be adopted in the selection of design projects each 

of which addresses a design brief. 

The design brief must focus on a context area, address the requisite 

dimensions outlined in the syllabus, and take into account mandatory 

perspectives . 

Each class may negotiate a design brief that suits the interests of the 

members of the class. 

Each design project should be completed within a time period of 

approximately 8 school weeks. This permits 4 design projects to be 

attempted in each of the 2 years of the mandatory course. 

Each design project will cater for the needs of all learners. The design 

projects should be sequenced to cater for progressive skill, knowledge 

and attitude development. 

The collegial process of course development that created the course outline, 

provided the impetus for the technology teachers at the school to review the 

assumptions on which they developed and presented courses. I discussed in 

earlier chapters of this thesis how technology education in its historical form 

of technical education was a bastion of male participation and how the content 

and teaching practices largely ignored the interests and experiences of 

females. I suggested to my teaching colleagues in planning sessions that we 

were in danger of too readily transposing onto technology education an 

approach of content selection and pedagogy which would maintain the 

traditional practices at the expense of appropriate curriculum reform. 
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I was keen to impart the message to girls studying the DAT course that it is not 

necessarily they who need to change to achieve success in technology 

education, but that the curriculum could be changed to acknowledge their 

interests and experiences. This message was acknowledged by the teachers as a 

worthy one and they accepted that lhe course had to reflect a more inclusive 

approach than previous technical subjects. 

Earlier discussion in this thesis focussed on the need to examine the nature of 

what was taught and learned and how it was taught and learned. Assumptions 

reflected in that discussion included the notion that knowledge encountered in 

the learning experiences was culturally constructed predominantly from an 

Anglo-male perspective. Similarly, the experiences of male learners 

dominated teaching/learning methodology in technology education, and so, I 

argued that attention to these factors was an essential element in the 

development phase of the DAT course at Lather High School. 

In the early planning meetings I was able to introduce some ol the findings 

from my literature review. I introduced the notion that classroom practices 

needed to be considerate of girls' needs as learners and I explained that girls 

learn best using participatory and co-operative learning strategies where 

they also had some say in the content to be studied. I emphasised Iha! they 

responded positively when the learning built upon past experiences and was 

relevant to issues thal !hey saw as important. I also suggested that teachers 

negotiate with students a range of assessment strategies and that they work 

together with the pupils to alleviate the dominating, disruptive and harassing 

behaviour of boys. 

The planning meetings and faculty evaluation sessions allowed teachers to 

identify teaching practices that perpetuated gendered stereotypes and provided 

a forum for debate of alternative teaching methodology. It was by introducing 
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the teachers to the notion that they had a capacity to breakdown conventional 

gender patterns of behaviour, that they were encouraged to utilise a pedagogy 

that valued the experiences and perceptions of all pupils. 

The selection of the content for the DAT course at lather High School was 

guided by the principles for creating a gender-sensitive curriculum that I 

outlined in the planning meetings. It was also influenced by the requirements 

articulated in the syllabus to provide learning experiences which were 

"inclusive of all pupils, irrespective of gender, cultural background, 

experience, ability and location;" and, "reflective of the life experiences of 

girls equally with those of boys; ... ".(N.S.W. Board of Studies Syllabus, Design 

and Technology, Years 7-10, 1991:3) 

The technology faculty team selected 4 context areas for the year 7 cohort. 

Within each context area the planning teams provided outlines for design 

projects that would follow the requisite design process and address the 

dimensions outlined in the syllabus. The design briefs were deliberately not 

prescribed so to permit class-based negotiation of the focus of the project and 

selection of much of the content for that brief. Each class was able to negotiate 

their own design brief with each teacher they met for each context area. This 

way each class studied a course that they were able to negotiate parts of their 

own learning experiences. 

This approach encouraged the girls to develop ownership of the briefs in their 

course and by doing so, to take a small step towards empowerment. For 

example, my girls-only class negotiated a design brief in the Health and 

Welfare context that enabled them to design and make a first-aid kit 

appropriate for carrying on bush walks. They were particularly concerned 

with the issue of personal safety due lo a story about missing bushwalkers 

running in the local press at the time. Their design process included 
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investigations of aboriginal medicine and natural medicine that might be 

incorporated into their kit. They identified appropriate guest speakers, one of 

whom was the mother of a koori girl in the class, who might help them 

explore possible solutions for their problem. They also arranged a visit to the 

local ambulance station as a means of gathering information about lheir design 

problem. Appropriately, their focus in this design brief met the requirement 

outlined in the syllabus for pupils to explore the human dimension in their 

design briefs. Their involvement in determining the design problem and the 

process of seeking a solution to this problem concurred with some of the 

characteristics identified in the literature as being necessary for a gender

sensitive curriculum. In reflection, I also recognise my teaching approach as 

aligning with the principles of 'connected teaching' although I don't know that I 

was alert to this feature at the time. 

By way of comparison, another class with a majority of boys, concentrated on 

a first-aid kit suitable for a football match. The difference in experiences 

between this class and the girls-only class is reflected in the emphasis they 

placed in their respective design briefs. 

The contex1 areas selected, and the focus of the design projects prepared were 

(with examples of negotiated design briefs in brackets) 

Context 

• Agriculture 

Health and Welfare. 

• Leisure and Lifestyle . 
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Design Brief 

Design a herb garden (e.g . 

suitable for growing and tending 

indoors by elderly people). 

Design a first-aid kit (e.g. 

suitable for carrying on bush 

walks). 

Design a board game (e.g. suitable 

for young children during a car 



• Clothing and Accessories . 

Summary 

trip). 

Design an article of clothing for 

wearing in the sun (e.g. beach 

fashion plus a device to store / 

carry the article). 

An understanding by teachers of lhe need to carefully select content and 

negotiate teaching/learning methodology guided the teaching of the Design and 

Technology course at Lather High School. Teachers involved with the course 

sought to use strategies such as co-operative and negotiated tasks, group and 

individual work, practical and hands-on tasks, and exploration and problem

solving approaches. Teachers were encouraged to use content !hat was 

inclusive of all pupils' experiences, abilities and interests, and discouraged 

from using content that was exclusive of the experiences, abilities and 

interests of any one group of pupils. 

In retrospect, I recognise the frailty of the approach to preparing a gender

sensitive DAT course that we adopted at Lather High School. The importance of 

staff development and collaboration to achieve effective change to traditional 

practices was clearly identified by the educators involved in the McC/intock 

Colfective but missed by us. In reflecting upon the planning meetings and the 

implementation of the course I can only rate the quality of the staff 

colfaboration as poor. The interaction was really a one-way activity where I 

was talking and the others listening. They were not however, actively involved 

in committing to change. I have no evidence to suggest that my colleagues held 

my level of conviction for creating a gender-sensitive curriculum nor for 

taking the appropriate steps fn the classrooms to change their teaching 

approach. 
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The next chapter outlines the methodology used in my study at Lather High 

School. I describe a methodology that I hoped would provide some evidence to 

acknowledge that the Design and Technology course outlined above would have 

succeeded in enhancing girls' engagement with technology and technology 

education. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESEARCH METHOD 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I describe the research method used in my study. I used a 

quantitative instrument to measure any change over time in the pupils' 

attitude to and perception of technology assuming this to be one indication of 

their changed level of engagement with technology. I also used the qualitative 

technique of a semi~structured interview to provide further information on 

the effect of the Design and Technology course on their engagement with 

technology. 

I outline the research procedures under the following headings. 

Obtaining Permission to Conduct the Research 

Research Design 

Population 

The Attitudes and Perceptions About Technology (APAT) Instrument 

Administration of the APAT Instrument 

Response Rate 

Analysis of the APAT Data 

Design of the Semi-structured Interview Schedule 

Selection of an Interview Sample 

Administration of the Interview Schedule 

Analysis of the Interview Data 

Combined Analysis of APAT and Interview Data 

In retrospect, I include a statement about the limitations of the research 

method that I had designed and the changes I introduced to the analysis of the 
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information revealed by my study. 

OBTAINING PERMISSION to CONDUCT the RESEARCH 

Ta conduct research in N.S.W. Department of School Education schools 

researchers must gain both departmental and individual school permission. 

l submitted a Research Application lo the Regional Office of the Department of 

School Education following the guidelines outlined in the departmental 

handout, 'Application to Conduct Research in N.S.W. Departmental Schools'. 

Since my research was to be conducted in only one school, I was advised that 

the permission of the Principal was the only approval required. This was duly 

requested and received. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

My study was planned to examine the effect of the foundation course in Design 

and Technology (DAT) in one N.S.W. Department of School Education co

educational high school, Lather High School, on the year 1 pupils' engagement 

with technology. A measure of any changes to their attitudes and perceptions 

about technology over one school year would indicate their level of 

engagement. 

In my research I used a pretest / posHest approach to measure pupils' 

attitude to and perception of technology before and after they experienced the 

Design and Technology course. I used a questionnaire designed and validated in 

Western Australia, see chapter 3 pp 11-81 for details of previous research 

using this approach, to collect quantitative data from the total population and a 

semi-structured interview technique to collect qualitative information from a 

sample of the population of pupils. 
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POPULATION 

The population consisted of all the year 7 pupils enrolled at Lather High 

School on enrolment day in week one of the 1993 school year. This involved 

115 pupils of which 52 were male and 63 were female. 

Of the 115 pupils who completed the pretest administration of the APAT 

instrument, on\y 90 (41 male - 49 female) were able to complete the past

iest. The difference in number reflects the number of pupil who left school or 

were absent for the post-test administration. The responses of those pupils 

who changed classes during the year (n=3) were also ignored in the final 

analysis to avoid the influence of this change. 

THE ATTITUDES AND PERCEPTIONS ABOUT TECHNOLOGY (APAT) 

INSTRUMENT 

The Attitudes and Perceptions About Technology (APAT) questionnaire 

(Appendix 1) was developed from instruments created as part of the Pupil's 

Attitudes Towards Technology (PATT) project outlined in chapter 3 of this 

thesis. This project originated in the Netherlands in 1985 and has evolved to 

include research projects in at least twelve countries world-wide. 

The PATT project included !he development of an attitude instrument 

(Appendix 2) and a concept instrument (Appendix 3), both for use with 

pupils aged 13 to 15 years. The attitude instrument consisted of six scales 

which "correspond to the various dimensions of which the attitude towards 

technology of 13-year-old pupils consists." The identification of the scales 

was on "the basis of the empirical results of the ten countries" which had 

conducted pilot studies using a questionnaire that had been developed for the 
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Dutch project Physics and Technology. Each scale had ten items with a five 

point Likert Scale response format. The six scales asked for responses in the 

dimensions of interest, gender, consequences, difficulty, curriculum and 

careers in technology. The gender dimension for example, asked for responses 

to questions like "Girls know a lot about technology", and the careers 

dimension asked "I would like a career in technology later on" (Wolters, Raat 

and de Vries,1987:87). 

The concept instrument was developed to "express significantly the cultural 

differences" between the countries involved in the international project. This 

instrument used a three point response format of 'agree, do not know, 

disagree', lo questions that related to the pupils' conceptualisation of 

technology. The pupils' response was compared to the expected response for 

items based on five characteristics of technology as determined for the 

Physics and Technology project. An example of a question asking about the 

characteristic of technology described as "designing (creativity) and technical 

skills play a major part ln technology", is "In technology you can think up 

new things" (Wolters, Raat and de Vries, 1987:87). 

The APAT instrument was developed in Western Australia by Leonie Rennie 

and David Treagust in 1989. For a full description of its development and 

testing see "Measuring Students Attitudes and Perceptions About Technology; A 

Multidimensional Concept.", Rennie and Treagust, 1989. The instrument was 

"designed as an affective scale to measure pupils' attitudes and perceptions 

about technology" and came from "a need to evaluate two separate curriculum 

projects in Western Australian schools". (Rennie and Treagust, 1989:221) 

The instrument was unlike the separate PATT instruments in that the APAT 

instrument included both attitude and concept items in the one instrument. 

Two versions of the APAT questionnaire were designed. A primary version was 
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the first developed and was for use with pupils in the 11 to 12 years age 

group. This primary version was developed as part of an evaluation project of 

the teaching of three technology modules in four primary schools in Western 

Australia. (Rennie, Treagust and Kinnear, 1992) The questionnaire was 

"required to measure the pupils' attitudes and perceptions about technology, 

and particularly their understanding of technology as a problem-solving, 

design process, which was an integrating feature of the technology modules". A 

questionnaire was prepared and tested in two schools. It contained "a number 

of items referring to interest and careers in techno(ogy, ils difficulty, and 

gender in technology" from the PATT attitude instrument suitably modified for 

a younger age group, and further items composed to "reflect the design 

process perspective used \n the modules". Analysis of the pilot project 

responses resulted in the final version of the instrument being used in seven 

schools where the pupils "completed the questionnaire prior to and after doing 

the module" as part of the evaluation project. (Rennie and Treagust, 

1989:222) 

The primary version of the APAT instrument served as the basis for the 

development of an questionnaire for use with secondary pupils in the 12 to 15 

years age group. The secondary version came from a need to "evaluate the 

work teachers were doing in imp!ementing technology into the curriculum". 

The instrument was trialled in two Western Australian high schools and then 

subjected to a detailed analysis. The analysis included both parametric and 

nonparametric techniques to determine the dimensionality of the instrument. 

(Rennie and Treagust, 1989:225) 

The analysis of the responses to the trialled questionnaire included a factor 

analysis which identified seven dimensions or factors of the technology 

concept. The composers state that the factors are "conceptually distinct, and 

the correlations between them, indicate that when the Interest and Career 
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factors are combined, they are empirically distinct.·' Alpha reliability 

coefficients indicated fair to good levels of reliability and wilh the 

intercorrelations between the factors generally low, the divergent validity of 

the factors is supported. (Rennie and Treagust, 1989:228) 

Reference to the item wording for each factor indicated the factors were, an 

interest factor, a factor relating to a career in technology, a factor referring 

to technology as a design process, a factor suggesting you need to be clever to 

study technology and hence referring to difficulty, a factor referring to the 

diversity of technology, a factor referring to technology as problem-solving 

and, a factor relating to the importance of technology. Items that related to 

gender in technology were included in the instrument but failed to create a 

discrete factor in the analysis carried out. (Rennie and Treagust, 1989:225) 

Items typical of each factor are: 

Interest Factor -Item 28 'l am interested in technology' 

Career 

Design 

Difficulty 

Diversity 

-Item 21 'I would like to have technology lessons at 

school.' 

- Item 23 'I would enjoy a job in technology' 

Item 2 'Making things is part of technology' 

Item 'Technology is only for bright people' 

Item 1 'With reference to technology l mostly think 

of machines' 

Problem-solving - Item 9 'Technology is finding the best solution to a 

problem' 

Importance - Item 17 'Technology is very important in life'. 

Several items were identified as relating to gender but these failed to generate 

a stable gender factor. These gender items are items 10, 19, 24, 25, 30, 31, 

33 and are items such as: 
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- Item 25 'Girls know a lot about technology.' 

The APAT questionnaire was provided lor my use in the study at Lather High 

School by the authors, David Treagust and Leonie Rennie of the Curtin 

University al Technology in Western Australia. 

The APAT questionnaire used in my study incorporated a five-point response 

format - strongly agree (5); agree (4); don't know (3); disagree (2): 

strongly disagree (1 ). The items were scored so that 5 represents the most 

positive response and items with negative wording were to be reverse-scored. 

This response format was used on the recommendation of the authors made in 

"The Evaluation of the Implementation of Technology in the Programs at Six 

Technology High Schools: Final Report". They found in an interim evaluation of 

this project that, in the pretest administration of the questionnaire "a 

number of mean factor scores were above 2.5, indicating the possibility of a 

ceiling effect. For this reason, a five-point response format" was 

recommended for future use of the instrument. (Treagust and Rennie, 

1991:33). 

A title page was added to the instrument to provide instructions to the 

respondent, demonstrate the method of responding and, to include 

identification data such as name, class, teacher and sex, that would aid in the 

administration of the post-test procedure. 

THE ADMINISTRATION ol the APAT INSTRUMENT 

The questionnaire was administered as a pretest by each class teacher to all 

year 7 pupils at Lather High School in their first technology period of the 

1993 school year. The post-test was administered in the same manner in a 

common, nominated technology period in the last week of the 1993 school 
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year. 

Teachers were issued with instructions including one request not to discuss 

with the pupils the items in the questionnaire. They were asked to only assist 

the pupils with the mechanics of reading the question and to demonstrate the 

method of response using the practice question on the title page. 

Teachers were also asked to record on their class roll the pupils who 

completed the questionnaire. Each pupil was identified on these rolls with an 

identification number which matched an identification number on the 

questionnaire. This identification number was then used to check attendees at 

the post-test and identify pupils for the interview process. Pupils whose 

questionnaires could not be matched on !he pretest and post-test 

administrations were disregarded in the analysis of responses and in selection 

for interview. 

ANALYSIS of the APAT INSTRUMENT 

Statistics giving frequency counts, also expressed as percentages, were 

computed for the total number of pupils at the pretest and post-test, the 

numbers of boys and girls at each of these administrations of the 

questionnaire and, class identification and the number and gender of each 

pup\! in each class. 

For each item, I calculated the pretest and post-test frequency of response for 

each of the Likert scores and reported these also as percentages. 

For the gender items which did not combine to form a factor, I reduced the data 

to provide a simple comparison of responses. The responses for both 'strongly 

disagree' and 'disagree' were combined to produce a single measure of 
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disagreement. Likewise, the responses for 'strongly agree' and 'agree' were 

combined to produce a single measure of agreement. The responses of don't 

know remained unchanged. The reduced data was not considered in any other 

way. 

The pretest and the post-test responses were subjected to separate factor 

analyses to identify factors. The gender items (items 10, 19, 24, 25, 30, 

31, 33) were removed for these factor analyses on the recommendation of the 

instrument designers (Rennie and Treagust. 1989), since the items had a 

poor level of correlation as a factor, and tended to interfere with the factor 

identification process. 

The factor analyses, although identifying a similar factor structure to that 

identified in the Rennie and Treagusl (1989) research, tailed to provide a 

sufficiently stable matrix 1or further use. This was most likely a consequence 

of the small sample sizes (pretest n=115, post-test n=90) For this reason, 

the factors (also called scales by the designers) identified in the Rennie and 

Treagust (1989) study were used for further analysis. These factors were 

called; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Interest in Technology Factor, 

Career in Technology Factor, 

Technology as a Design Process Factor, 

Difficulty of Technology Factor, 

Diversity of Technology Factor, 

Technology as Problem-solving Factor, 

Importance of technology Factor. 

! conducted a reliability analysis for these factors and this process identified 

comparable alpha reliability coefficients to those reported by Rennie and 

Treagust ( 1989). The reliabilities ranged between .21 and . 77 for the 
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pretest, and for the post-test, .40 and .78. 

I then calculated the mean scores for each item. These were then used to 

calculate the factor means (as average item scores) for each of the seven 

factors for both the pretest data and the posHest data. 

The change in the mean factor score, for each factor, between the pretest and 

the post-test was then subjected to a tesl of statislical significance, the 

Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test. The level of significance was set al 

p = 0.05 level but the data is also considered at a significance level of 0.01. 

The changes in mean factor scores were calculated for particular groups of 

pupils for consideration. These were, the total population, all girls in the 

population, the girls in the girls-only class, all boys in the population, and 

the girls in the mixed-sex classes. 

The gender items (items 10, 19, 24, 25, 30, 31, 33) were subjected to a 

cross-tabulation to identify frequency counts for each response option against 

the gender variable. In this way, the response patterns for both boys and girls 

in each of the gender items was exposed. 

THE DESIGN of the INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

A semi-structured interview approach was selected to provide supplementary 

qualitative data after I realised that the questionnaire could not provide a full 

picture of the effect of the DAT course on the pupils' engagement with 

technology nor an understanding of their sense of empowerment. 

I used an interview schedule (Appendix 4) in this research to enquire how 
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the respondents felt and what they thought about technology and their 

experience with technology education. \ wanted to give each respondent the 

opportunity to teU me in their own words about their experiences in the DAT 

course and with technology as they perceived it. 

I included iactual questions seeking basic data of name, class and sex in the 

interview schedule but used open-ended questions to gain an insight into the 

pupil's perception of the concept of technology. I asked questions such as, 

"What comes to mind when you think about technology?" and, 

"Do you think both boys and girls should learn about technology? 

Why/Why not?" 

I used other questions such as, 

"How do you feel about technology?" and, 

"Do you enjoy learning about technology in your DAT class?" 

that inquired about the pupil's attitude towards technology. 

I tried to keep the language used in the questions at a level that all respondents 

could understand and fee\ comfortable with. I also allowed au respondents to 

share any of their experiences or opinions with me by inviting them to do this 

at the end of the interview. 

SELECTION of the INTERVIEW SAMPLE 

A sample of pupils was selected from the total population to reflect the ratio of 

boys to girls in the population. The sample was drawn to ensure appropriate 

representation from each of the academic levels, from each gender group and 

from the single-sex and mixed-sex class groups. 

Attempts were also made to select pupils based on their attitude as perceived 

by their teacher at the time of the interview. Pupils perceived to have a 
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positive attitude, a negative attitude, or neither a positive or a negative 

attitude towards technology, were selected. It is recognised that this was a 

very subjective basis for selection but I used it to ensure pupils chosen were 

those capable of sharing their experiences and thoughts. The sample group was 

• 

• 

• 

total 

girls-only class 

boys-only class 

mixed-sex classes 

n= 17 pupils 

- 5 girls 

- 4 boys 

- 4 boys 

- 4 girls 

- 9 girls and 8 boys 

The ratio of girls to boys reflects the ratio of girls to boys in the total 

population (i.e., 55% girls to 45% boys approximately). 

ADMINISTRATION of the INTERVIEW 

The interviews were conducted in the last two weeks of the school year as a 

summative exercise. The selected pupils were all given a simple yet concise 

verbal description of lhe purpose of the interview and how it related to their 

studies in Design and Technology. The pupils were then invited to participate 

in the interview and all agreed to this request. All pupils were aware that I 

was the researcher and a teacher of Design and Technology. 

Pupils were permitted to attend the interview in pairs if they chose to. This 

was to avoid them feeling anxious about the interview situation and to 

encourage them to discuss their thoughts and feelings openly. Of the sample, 

all but 2 boys (both from the mixed-sex classes) and 1 girl (from the girls

only class) elected to be interviewed in pairs. Those pupils interviewed as a 

pair were each asked to provide a response to each question. 

Although the likelihood of pupils of this age agreeing with the response of 

their partner in the interview process was of initial concern, the 
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respondents, in my opinion, displayed remarkable candour and confidence in 

their answering. 

The pupils were asked to attend the interview session at a mutually agreeable 

time. The interview room was a small study area away from possible causes of 

interruption with comfortable furnishings and a sense of privacy. Facilities 

for tape recording the interviews were also available. 

The pupils were made to feel welcome and assured their responses would 

remain totally confidential. This assurance was obviously accepted as many 

pupils made comments, and sought reassurance about the confidentiality issue 

in the process, about particular teachers and events. They were again 

informed about the purpose of the interview and were told of the need to tape 

record the interviews and how the information would be reported only in 

group form. Some discussion of the use of the research findings ensued in most 

cases. 

At the conclusion of each interview, respondents were asked to make any 

general comments about the DAT course and then thanked for their 

participation. 

ANALYSIS of the INTERVIEW RESPONSE 

The intluence of 'response effect' (Borg and Gall,1979:311) must be 

considered in the analysis of the interview data. It is possible that, despite my 

ettorts to assure the pupils that their honest responses were needed and would 

remain confidential, they would respond as they perceived I wanted them to 

answer. This was largely due to my position as a head teacher in the school. 

However, the contentious nature of some ct the responses, especially 

regarding particular teachers, suggested that the respondents were honest in 
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their answers. 

The tape recorded responses of all pupils were transcribed onto a word 

processor. The responses could then be arranged as required. For example, l 

could categorise responses by interview groups, by sex, or by class group. 

I then analysed the interview responses to try and identify themes common to 

different groups, such as the responses of girls compared with the responses 

of boys to the question of what they think technology is. I also sought to 

identify response patterns that reflected the characteristics of technology 

identified by the factors in the APAT questionnaire. I was also looking to 

identify a pattern of responses of any particular group of pupils, such as the 

girls from the single•sex class, that reflected an increased confidence and 

engagement with technology and technology education. Responses that reflected 

these features would indicate that the aim to empower pupils, particularly the 

girls, in their interactions with technology education. I also reviewed 

separately, the responses to all interview questions of the five girts from the 

girls•only class to identify any indications that they felt some changed 

consciousness to one that reflected a sense of empowerment. 

COMBINED ANALYSIS OF APAT INSTRUMENT DATA AND INTERVIEW 

DATA. 

I conducted a combined analysis of both sets of data and considered all 

supporting and/or contradictory evidence from the interview process to that 

revealed by the APAT questionnaire. The findings of my study are stated on the 

basis of both sets of data wherever possible. 
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LIM/TA TIONS OF MY RESEARCH METHOD 

The procedures outlined in the foregoing sections of this chapter were ones 

that f designed from my earliest theoretical position. fn a critique of my 

research design in chapter 8, I describe how my changing theoretical 

framework influenced my approach to exploring the information provided by 

the research instruments and how I then analysed and repo,ted it. 

The next chapter of this thesis reports the outcomes of my study from a 

different perspective to the one that I first intended to use. The confusion I felt 

when I explored the research information, because of my changing 

perspective, is still evident in the composition of the chapter. However, f 

now recognise that the quantitative focus of my study could not hope to provide 

me with an understanding of how the DAT course effected the pupils who 

studied ft, The APAT questionnaire would only tell which responses they ticked 

not why they ticked these pa,ticular responses. It could not tell me how each 

girl's consciousness was changed or if it was changed at all, ff f was to 

measure my success in enabling girls to interact with technology fn an 

empowering way in a course that encourages such experiences, through the 

questions I posed for this study, then I had to explore the qualitative 

information more thoughtfully, 

For this reason, in the next chapter I have given some pre-emminence to the 

qualitative information revealed by my study. 

I prnsent the outcomes of the study in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PRESENTATION OF OUTCOMES 

INTRODUCTION 

In the first section of the chapter I outline my perceptions of the pupils' 

response to learning experiences constructed for the girls•only class. These 

perceptions form qualitatlve data acceptable from my critical feminist 

theoretical position and were not a source of data that l had recognised as being 

valid when I first designed my functionalist research methodology. They 

provide evidence of my efforts to follow the guidelines for selecting content for 

an inclusive curriculum as outlined by Yates (1990) and to implement some 

of the elements of connected teaching as outlined by Belenky et.al.(1986). I 

acknowledge that these perceptions are drawn from later rerlections on my 

learning experiences of the year rather than from a log or diary kept at the 

time, which in retrospect, I now see as having been methodologically more 

desirable. They have been included in the latest draft of my thesis and serve as 

a reminder of how my understanding of my theoretical position continues to 

evolve. 

The next section of the chapter reports the pupils' responses to the APAT 

questionnaire. I also include comments from the interviews relevant to the 

section of the questionnaire being reported. In the sub-section headed Pupils' 

Concept of Technology, I present the findings relating to the pupils' 

conceptualisation of technology. The factors identified in earlier research 

using the APAT instrument indicate characteristics of the technology concept. 

The pupils' scores for these factors reflect their perception of the validity of 

the characteristic as part of the technology concept. The factors are, 
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Technology as a Design Process, Technology as Problem-solving and Diversity 

of Technology. 

In the next sub-section I present the findings relating to pupils' perception of 

the difficulty and importance of technology. Under the heading Pupils 

Perception of Technology, I present the findings for the factors of Difficulty of 

Technology and Importance of Technology. 

In the next sub-section, Pupils' Attitude to Technology, I present the findings 

for the other two factors, the factors of Interest in Technology and Career in 

Technology. I then provide some concluding remarks about these APAT 

questionnaire results. 

The \terns in the APAT instrument designed to seek a response to questions 

relating to gender issues in technology are reported under the heading Gender 

in Technology. They are reported separately as they fail to combine to form a 

gender factor. The responses to the questions in the interview schedule seeking 

opinions on the issues of gender in relation to technology are reported with 

these items also. 

In the next section of the chapter, Pupils' Response at Interview, I present an 

overview of the interview responses of a sample (n=17) of pupils. The 

interview questions asked how the respondents felt and what they thought 

about technology and about their experiences with the DAT course. I wanted to 

give each respondent the opportunity to tell me in their own words about their 

learning experiences in the DAT course and with technology as they perceived 

it. Finally, I present the pupils' responses to the interview question that 

relates to the issue ol single and mixed-sex class groupings. 
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MY PERCEPTIONS OF THE PUPILS' RESPONSES TO THE LEARNING 

EXPERIENCES CONSTRUCTED FOR THE GIRLS-ONLY CLASS. 

The focus of the Design and Technology course for Year 7 at Lather High School 

during my study was on people attempting to design, make and evaluate 

solutions to problems. It was a primary concern tor me at the outset that girls 

held narrow views of their capabilities to work in the area called technology 

and that this placed limits on their access to jobs in later fife. It was 

important to me therefore, that girls participate in learning experiences lhat 

expanded the way they perceived themselves in relationship to technology thus 

enabling them to act confidently and competently in the area. 

My perceptions of the girls' responses to the learning experiences constructed 

for their Design and Technology classes reflect how we sought to achieve an 

empowering experience for them. We aimed to select content for the lessons 

using the guidelines outlined by Yates for an inclusive curriculum. We 

focussed on ~matters of enduring relevance to people of both sexes and from 

all classes, cultural backgrounds and experiences" and which were set in a 

context familiar to the girls. We tried to "cover the various ways of knowing 

and to build on previous knowledge. We wanted to embrace both the acquisition 

and application of knowledge." {Yates,1990:109) 

For my part. 1 tried to implement 'connected teaching' principles similar to 

those outlined by Selenky et.al. I sought to emphasise "connection over 

separation, understanding and acceptance over assessment and collaboration 

over debate''. I also hoped to "accord respect to and allow time for the 

knowledge that emerged from firsthand experience, where expectations and 

arbitrary requirements were not imposed", and allow an environment where 

"students evolved their own patterns of work based on the problems they were 

pursuing".{Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule,1986:229) My actions 
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also aimed to promote enhanced self-perception for the girls. 

By way of example, I will describe my perceptions of the girls' responses to 

the learning experiences in one of the context areas studied by them in the 

later stages of their DAT course. I will also highlight some of the responses to 

the interview questions that tend to indicate that I had some success in 

enhancing how the girls perceived themselves in relation to technology. 

The context area was agriculture and after several brainstorming activities 

they identified a problem which was stated as a design brief. rt was "to design 

and construct a garden for growing food that would be able to be established and 

tendered by elderly people with only a small amount of space to use". The 

problem came from their previous experiences and was based on the girls' 

concern for the problems facing many old people in the community. It 

highlighted the importance for the girls of personal relationships and how 

solutions to this problem could improve the quality of life for a group of 

people often neglected. It was a matter of enduring relevance set in a familiar 

context. One of the girls in the class put it this way when asked what she liked 

about DAT; "The people things in it and the things we do, particularly making 

things ... "(Tammy). 

The exploration of ideas phase of the learning experience continued to roflect 

the interests and issues important to the girls. The approach we adopted in this 

phase emphasised connection of ideas and a way of sharing over separation and 

collaboration over debate. Independently, as small groups and collectively, 

they investigated the types of crops that would be appropriate for a small 

garden. They investigated which food crops would be useful to supplement the 

dietary needs of old people. They also explored alternative methods of growing 

crops and they considered traditional, hydroponic and organic methods. They 
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looked al window box as well as greenhouse and outdoor garden arrangements. 

They considered the physical demands as well as the monetary costs for the 

people concerned. The results of their investigations were shared at regular 

sharing sessions and from this they identified the value of herbs as a suitable 

crop for a small garden. They decided that this crop needed minimal 

investment of effort and money yet it provided a source of natural beauty as 

well as potentially, some diet supplementation. 

The gir!s then decided as a group to modify !he design brief to include the 

limitation of the garden being a herb garden. This process of identifying a 

problem, exploring ideas and then modifying the design brief was acceptable in 

terms of the design process required by the curriculum. It also maintained a 

flexibility in the learning experience by encouraging the pupils to assess the 

views of each pupil as new information rather than right or wrong responses 

and to use the information or ignore it as appropriate. They were eager to 

"evolve their own patterns of work based on the problems they were 

pursuing" as recommended by Belenky el.al. (1986). 

The next phase of the problem-solving permitted each girl and/or group of 

girls to design and construct a solution that met the requirements of the brief 

as they had developed them. They were able to seek outside help from me, their 

peers, their family and friends, as well as inviting people with expert 

knowledge in the area of agriculture and horticulture to assist in the 

completion al the final design solution. Belinda commented that "I liked when 

we went on the excursion and what we did there". Some groups produced 

hydroponic or organic gardens with herbs already planted in window boxes. 

Some used recycled materials like plastic icecream containers to support 

seedlings and grouped these in a larger conlainer to create a portable garden. 

Others created an outdoor potted garden of mixed herbs while one group 
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prepared a kit with an information booklet on how to grow a small herb garden 

supplemented with packets of seeds ready to plant. Natalie commented that "I 

liked doing the designs on the computer for the herb project...". Again, regular 

information sharing helped provide a forum for problem solving and 

celebrating success. This was an example of us allowing time for and according 

respect to the knowledge that was emerging from firsthand experience 

(Belenky, et.al,1986:229) 

An important feature of this learning environment was that the relationship 

between the pupils and !he teacher was not one of learner/follower and 

expert/director. My teaching approach aimed to start with the experiences and 

interests of the pupils and maintain a shared learning experience. One 

measure of my success in using this approach is reflected in one of the girl's 

comment at interview, " ... you get to put some of your own ideas into action" 

(Megan. C). 

The evaluation phase of the design brief included a presentation and discussion 

of each solution. In discussion, the value of each solution was critically 

analysed to develop understanding and acceptance with each pupil being 

encouraged to be constructive in their analysis. Each pupil/group provided a 

simple written evaluative comment on each project. We were attempting in 

this experience to "embrace both the acquisition and the application of 

knowledge" ( Yates, 1 990: 1 09) where ~expectations and arbitrary 

requirements were not imposed" {Belenky,et.a., 1986:229). 

This evaluation phase also provided a spontaneous opportunity for the girls to 

"systematically build on previous knowledge" (Yates,1990:109) by 

focussing on the next context area of Health and Welfare. A comment was made 

that it would be nice to use some of the herbs in some other way. It was 
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suggested that the herbs could be used in cooking food while a young aboriginal 

girl suggested that such plants can also be used as medicines. This discussion 

permitted the group to roughly outline a problem that could utilise some of the 

ideas raised. By doing this, the girls provided some further relevance to the 

learning that had taken place in the agriculture study and "provided an 

opportunity to make and question knowledge". (Yates, 1990:109) As Leighee 

commented, "I liked !earning about important stuff like first aid and using the 

herbs and stuff". 

This example reflects how the learning experiences constructed for the girls

only class aimed to give them ownership of their learning. It shows that they 

can contribute to the content and the context of their learning and they could 

become more confident in working in the area of technology. They have 

commented thal they were able to use their own ideas and reflect on their 

interests and past experiences. They were empowered as learners and showed 

they have the capacity to shed their self-limiting beliefs about their 

capabilities in relation to technology and become confident and competent 

actors and doers in the area. 

In this section of the chapter I outlined my perceptions of the girls' responses 

to learning experiences constructed for their class. These perceptions provide 

evidence of my efforts to follow the guidelines for selecting content for an 

inclusive curriculum and to implement some of the elements of connected 

teaching. In the following section of this chapter I will present the findings 

from the APAT questionnaire and 1 add any interview responses that relate to 

the identified factors. These reports represent what the pupils ticked on a 

questionnaire and what they said in interview about their experiences in 

relation to technology and the DAT course. 
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THE APAT 
RESPONSES. 

QUESTIONNAIRE and INTERVIEW 

The APAT questionnaire has been used in research ln schools in Western 

Australia. In this research, several factors were identified as relating to 

pupils' understanding and interpretation of technology. The factors then group 

to form representations at pupils' conception of, perception of and attitude to 

technology. In this section, the responses from the questionnaire are linked to 

interview responses and reported in sub-sections about the pupils' 

conceptions, perceptions and attitudes. 

The factor scores are reported as mean factor scores since each factor is 

composed of more than one item. The statistical significance of the differences 

in the scores is indicated also. Where an interview question has elicited a 

response that relates to a factor identified in the APAT questionnaire, it is 

included with the findings for that particular factor. I provide a summary for 

each of the sub-sections reported. 
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PUPILS' CONCEPT OF TECHNOLOGY 

The responses to items in the APAT questionnaire relating to the pupils' 

conceptualisation of technology are reported as factors of Technology as a 

Design Process, Technology as Problem-solving and Diversity of Technology. 

TECHNOLOGY as a DESIGN PROCESS FACTOR 

This factor refers to technology as involving a design process. Table 7 

provides the prelest and post-test mean factor scores for the total population 

of pupils and sub-groups of the population as indicated. 

DESIGN PROCESS FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

pretest 

post-test 

difference 
in scores 
P< 

Number pupils 
pretest= 
post-test= 

TOTAL 
POP'N 

3. 7 8 

3. 7 7 

-0.01 

• 

11 5 
90 

'" "'"" 

3. 7 4 

3. 7 3 

-0.01 

62 
49 

"'"" ClASS 

3. 7 7 

3. 6 8 

-0 .09 

1 6 
1 1 

Table 7. 

GIRLS IN 

""" CCASSES 

3. 7 3 

3. 7 6 

+0.03 

.. 

46 
33 

'" ,ms 

3.82 

3. 8 1 

-0.01 

53 
41 

ALPHA -BIUTY 

0.46 

0.72 

---------------------------------------------------------------
Notes for tables 7 to 13: 

1. Number pupils for each of the tables 7 to 13 are 
pretest= 11 S 62 1 6 
post-test= 90 49 11 

46 
33 

53 
41 

:2 .. A score ol S represents strongly agree, a score of represents strongly 
disagree. Scores above 3 represent a positive conceptualisation in relation to the 
identified characteristic and scores below 3 a negative conceptualisation. 

3. Statistical significance (p) is shown for the changes in Mean Factor Scores as 
follows. * p <0.05 ° p <0.01 
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The results indicated a minor change throughout the year in the 

conceptualisation of the total population of pupils in relation to technology as 

involving a design process. All the mean scores were above the midpoint (3) 

for both the pretest and post-test administrations of the APAT instrument 

indicating that pupils agreed that technology involved a design process. The 

boys in the population maintained a slightly more positive view of technology 

as involving a design process than did the girls in the population. 

These findings are not surprising since the emphasis in the teaching of the 

course was on the solving of problems using a formal design process. It is 

reasonable to assume, I believe, that the DAT course confirmed the pupils' 

original conception of technology as involving a design process. 

Interestingly, the scores for the girls-only group reflected a slight drop in 

the level of agreement and this change was not •statistically significant. The 

concept of statistical significance can be influenced by the size of the sample 

and it is probable that the non-significant finding here was a result of the 

small number (n=11) in the group. However, it is possible that some changes 

indicated by the surveys, while not being statistically significant, are 

educationally significant since they quite likely were influenced by the 

learning experiences of the children. 

For example, the drop in the level of agreement by !he girls in !he girls-only 

class tor this factor might be the result of them experiencing a less teacher

directed problem-solving process that did not necessarily rely on a design 

process approach. The opportunity for the girls to "evolve their own patterns 

of work based on the problems they were pursuing" (Belenky 

et.al., 1986:229) could well have influenced their response to the questions 

making up this factor in the questionnaire. 
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Of course, this is speculation but it is reinforced by the responses al 

interview by the girls in the girls-only class where they indicate that they 

enjoyed thinking about the problems they would explore and the ways they 

might do this. Typical responses in this vein included 

Megan G. (F) "How to make things; and thinking ab.out it and designing it." 

Tammy (F) "The people in it (technology) and the things we do ... I really 

liked doing the designs on the computer for the Herb Garden 

project ... and then using them in cooking ... ". 

Indeed, one girl from !he girts-only class, Natalie, maintained a theme in her 

answers to questions at interview that described her experiences in the DAT 

classes as being able to ''think about and to do things". This self•perception of 

being a 'thinker and doer' and her "Nothing!" response to !he question "What 

do you like least about the DAT class?" clearly describes her feelings of 

empowerment. 

The contention that technology involves a design process was clearly 

reinforced in the responses at interview of pupils from other classes. Several 

of the boys and the girls responded to the question 

"What comes to mind when you think about technology?" 

by referring to the design process directly. These examples were typical of 

responses 

Shayne (M) "Making things, designing . 

Amber (F) "Making stuff, developing ideas to do with making stuff ... 
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TECHNOLOGY as PROBLEM-SOLVING FACTOR 

This factor refers to the problem-solving nature of technology. The results 

indicated that the pupils continued to agree throughout the DAT course that 

technology involved problem-solving. 

PROBLEM-SOLVING FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORE$ 

TOTAL "' GIRLS GIAlSjN '" ALPHA 
POP'N oras CLASS - "'~ ""' CLASSES BIUTY 

pretest 3. 3 6 3. 1 5 3. 2 7 3 .1 0 3.60 0.65 

post-test 3. 3 9 3. 2 4 3. 4 5 3. 1 6 3. 5 8 0.75 

difference +0.03 +0.09 +0.18 +0.06 -0. 02 
in scores 

p < •• 

Table a. 

The reliabilities of both the pretest and post-test are of an acceptable mid-to

high range acknowledging the stability of this scale over time. 

Four of the five groups of pupils identified in the analysis were more positive 

at the end of the course that technology involved problem-solving. The results 

for the total population, all the girls and the girls in the mixed-sex classes 

were statistically significant. The boys' responses in comparison with the 

responses of the girts, became slightly less positive that technology involved 

problem-solving. However, the extent of the change was small and not 

statistically significant and the boys continued to agree that technology did 

involve problem-solving. 

Again, I presume !he largest change in the scores for the girls-only class is 

not statistically significant due to the small sample size (n=11) but it is 
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likely that this change is educationally significant and due to the experiences 

of the girls in their class. The emphasis in the class on "evolving their own 

patterns of work based on the problems they were pursuing" (Belenky 

et.al., 1986:229) and "providing opportunities to make and question 

knowledge" (Yates,1990:109) helped the girls address each problem in a 

thoughtful and relevant way. Leighee commented that she "liked learning about 

the important stuff like first aid ..... " and that she was grateful that she had the 

opportunity to explore technology since "everybody should know about it. .. 

everybody should have an understanding of it.. .. ". 

The interview responses by other students indicated that using ideas to solve a 

problem was part of technology. For example, responses indicating this 

included 

Glenn (M) 

Amber (F) 

"Designing things and building things and equipment and 

making your ideas." 

"Making stuff, developing ideas to do with making stuff." 

There was little difference in the number of boys and girls making a reference 

to problem-solving. Surprisingly, since the course emphasises solving of 

problems, the number making a reference to problem-solving was less than 

30% of the pupils interviewed. 
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DIVERSITY ol TECHNOLOGY FACTOR 

This factor refers to the nature of technology in terms of ii being a diverse 

concept. References to its processes, its products, its timeframe and its 

impact on people are included as part of this characteristic. 

DIVERSITY FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

TOTAL '" GIRLS GIRLS IN '" "'"' POP'N G"'-' CL.ASS WID 00,S ""'" 
"""'' BILITY 

pretest 2. 9 9 3 .12 3 .1 4 3 . 1 2 2.83 0.21 

post-test 3. 2 6 3. 2 9 3 . 1 3 3. 3 3 3. 21 0.46 
difference +0.27 +0.17 -0.01 +0.21 +0.38 
in scores 
P= • . 

Table 9. 

The lower reliability values for this factor are a reflection of the complexity 

of the factor. However, the post-test alpha value (0.46) in this study, while 

still only approaching a mid-range value, matches the post-test value for the 

Rennie and Treagust (1989) work. The increased reliability of the posl-test 

suggests a clearer appreciation of the complex nature of the concept was 

developed by the pupils during the course. 

For the total population the results indicated a change from disagreement to 

agreement that technology is a diverse concept. Interestingly, the girls agreed 

before the commencement of the course that technology was a diverse concept 

whereas the boys disagreed with this contention. At !he conclusion of the 

course, the girls agreed more strongly with the contention and the boys 

changed their response to one of agreeing that technology is a diverse concept. 

The changes in the mean factor scores for the total population, the boys, the 
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girls, and the girls in the mixed-sex classes were statistically significant. The 

score change for the girls-only class was not statistically significant probably 

because of the small number in the sample. That, after the course, the girts in 

the mixed-sex classes agreed more strongly than those in the single-sex class 

that technology was a diverse concept was surprising. Perhaps the influence of 

a range of teachers that these girls were in contact with, as against the single

sex class having me as their teacher all year, gave this impression. 

In the interviews, pupils responded to the question 

"What comes to mind when you think about technology?" 

by identifying a variety of features to describe the concept of technology. The 

use of phrases such as "making stuff" and "making things" reflect the 

difficulty for pupils in defining the concept except that they often identify the 

involvement of a process to create a product. Examples of the responses that 

identify the creation of a product include 

Mark (M) 

Leighee (F) 

Steve (M) 

''Things like electronics and computer, woodwork, 

"Computers, lots of machinery." 

"A lot of high-tech modern stuff like C.D.s, videos, television." 

Joanne {F) "Cars, trucks, mechanical things." 

Several pupils referred to technology in terms of the processes of design and 

problem-solving and the involvement of human practice which would be 

expected at the end of a year-long course that emphasised these features. Only 

one girl from a mixed-sex class identified technology as a form of knowledge 

Megan C. (F) ''I think technology is the way something works." 

This same girl referred to technology in terms of a timeframe focussed on the 

future 

Megan C. (F) "1 think it's part of the future ... " 

Others also referred to the future with connotations of the word 'new' 
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John (M) "Things that are new, like all the new computers and all the 

new things they have found out . 

Likewise, the impact on people was only identified by two pupils from lhe 

mixed-sex classes, Robert (M) and Megan C (F). 

Robert (M) "Drawing, making things, working with people 

Megan C (F) "Japan, because they make clocks and computers and televisions. 

They are part of the technology ... " 

None of the girls from the single-sex class made reference to this feature and 

this is surprising since they always chose topics to explore that were directly 

relevant to people and the way they live. However, most of the pupils 

identified products and processes that have obvious implications for the lives 

of people rather than directly referring to the effect of technology on 

humanity. For example, 

Natalie(F) "Things like computers, lifts, sewing machines, that sort of 

thing." 

Mark (M) "Things like electronics and all the new computers ... " 

John(M) "Things that are new, like all the new computers and all the 

new things they have found out ... " 

Megan C. (F) identified the characteristic of complexity very well in saying 

I think there is technology in everything you do but you 

really don't notice it It becomes hard to define technology." 
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Pupils' Concept of Technology - A Summary 

The responses to both the APAT questionnaire and the interview questions 

indicated that pupils conceptualised technology as involving a design process 

approach to problem-solving. The pupils agreed more strongly at the end of 

the DAT course than they did before it with the contention that technology 

involved problem-solving and they maintained throughout the course their 

initially strong agreement that technology involved a design process. 

Interestingly, the boys agreed more strongly than did the girls both before and 

after the DAT course, that technology involved problem-solving and a design 

process approach. The girls however, agreed more strongly at the end of the 

course than they did before the course that technology involved problem• 

solving while the boys felt less strongly at the end of the course than they did 

before the course about this characteristic. 

All pupils also agreed Iha! technology was a diverse concept after experiencing 

the DAT course. In relation to technology being a diverse concept, the girls 

agreed more strongly than did the boys with this contention both before and 

after !he course. 

The girls in the girls-only class agreed both before and after the course that 

technology was a diverse concept and that it did involve a design process and 

problem-solving approach. However, their level of agreement with the 

contention that technology involved a design process dropped slightly over 

time and their conception of it as involving problem-solving became more 

positive. This seemed to be because of the emphasis placed on problem-solving 

in their experiences rather than an emphasis on a design process approach. 

Although many of the changes that occurred for the girls-only class were not 
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statistically significant, I feel that many of them were educationally 

significant since the changes could be attributable to their experiences in the 

DAT course. The most clear evidence from the APAT questionnaires supporting 

this view was the large positive change in the mean factor scores for the 

problem-solving factor. An increase in agreement three times the level of 

positive change for the girls in the mixed-sex classes indicated that the girls 

in the single-sex setting were enthusiastic about their approach to problem

solving in their DAT class. From the interview responses, the reassuring 

evidence came from the emphasis the girls pu1 on placing themselves as 

'thinkers and doers' in relation to the study of technology. 

This achievement was very much aligned with our aims to select content that 

focussed on "matters of enduring relevance to people of both sexes and from 

all classes, cultural backgrounds and experiences" and which were set in a 

context familiar to the girls. We tried to "cover the various ways of knowing 

and to build on previous knowledge. We wanted to embrace both the acquisition 

and application of knowledge." (Yates,1990:109) I sought to emphasise 

"connection over separation 1 understanding and acceptance over assessment 

and collaboration over debate". I also hoped to "accord respect to and allow 

time tor the knowledge that emerged from firsthand experience, where 

expectations and arbitrary requirements were not imposed", and allow an 

environment where "students evolved their own patterns of work based on the 

problems they were pursuing". (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule, 

1986:229) 
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PUPILS' PERCEPTION OF TECHNOLOGY 

The responses to items in the APAT questionnaire relating to the pupils' 

perception of technology. are reported as factors of Difficulty of Technology, 

Importance of Technology. 

DIFFICULTY of TECHNOLOGY FACTOR 

This factor examined the pupils' perception of the difficulty of technology. 

Table 10 presents the results of the APAT questionnaire. 

D!FFICULD' FACTOR PRETEST & POST·TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

TOTAL '" """ GIALSIN ML ALPHA 
POP'N 0"5 CLASS - ,ms as= 

CL.ASSES BILITY 

pretest 3. 7 3 3. 8 8 3. 7 7 3. 9 1 3.56 0.64 

post-test 4. 1 8 4. 2 2 4. 1 2 4. 2 5 4. 1 3 0 .51 
difference +0.45 +0.34 +0.35 +0.34 +0.57 
in scores 
P= • • • • • . . • 

Table 10. 

All pupils' perceived technology to be easy and pupils perceived it to be 

significantly easier al the end of the DAT course. The post-test mean scores 

were above 4.00 for all groups and these results validate the decision of the 

authors of the APAT instrument to use a five point response format "to avoid 

the possible ceiling effects" of a three point format suggested by their 1989 

results. (Treagust and Rennie, i991 :34) 

The levels of improvement for all but the girls-only class, were statistically 

significant, but again, the small sample size is presumed to have influenced 

this. However, the educational significance of the high level of change for all 
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pupils indicated that !hey became more confident in studying technology by 

experiencing the course. Fortunately, the effort to use a connected teaching 

approach with the girls in the girls-only class did not adversely effect the 

girls in their perception of the difficulty of technology. fn the interviews 

Natalie, from the girls-only class, maintained a theme in her answers of a 

connection between technology and her human concerns and her environment. 

For example, ~(on TV) they were showing a man who tapes bird calls and it 

was really nice ... " and "you can do things with the herb garden project for old 

people ... ". The ease with which she made these observations at the end of the 

course suggests that she found lhe concept not at all difficult to understand 

especially in relating it to matters important to her. 
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IMPORTANCE ol TECHNOLOGY FACTOR 

This factor examined the pupils' perception of the importance of 

technology.Table 11 presents the results of the APAT questionnaire. 

IMPORTANCE FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

TOTAL "' ""'-' GIALSIN "' '"'"" SOP< ""-' CLASS - 00,S ,.,,.. 
CLASSES •err 

pretest 3. 6 9 3. 51 3. 69 3. 4 6 3.91 0.48 

post-test 3. 5 B 3, 5 6 3. 3 6 3. 5 9 3.61 0.40 
difference ·O. 11 +0.05 -0.33 +O. 13 -0 .30 
in scores 
P< .. .. 

Table 11. 

Overall, pupils' perceptions of the importance of technology were positive and 

remained this way over the duration of the course. The results for the small

sample-size girls-only group was the only one not statistically significant. It 

was however, a negative change of reasonable proportion when compared to the 

increased level of agreement by the girls in the mixed-sex classes. The boys in 

the population also perceived the concept as less important at the end of the 

course with a change in mean factor score of about the same magnitude. 

I would speculate that the changed perception of the boys was due to the 

inflated perception of the importance of technology that they carried into the 

course. However, I would suggest that the decreased importance the girls in 

the single-sex class attributed to technology was because !hey realised from 

their experiences that the conventional masculine images of technology held in 

high regard in the minds of most people were able to be challenged. 

The girls agreed more strongly at the end of the DAT course than they did 
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before it with the contention that technology was important. The boys agreed 

less strongly with this contention at the end of the course than they did before 

it. 

The changes in the mean scores between the pre and post-tests were varied 

between the various groups. Slight falls in the level of agreement for the total 

population, the girls in the girls-only class and the boys, contrasted with the 

slight rises for the total population of girls and the girls in the mixed-sex 

setting. 

The interview responses also identified a positive attitude to the importance of 

technology. Almost two thirds (64%) of those interviewed responded in a 

manner that highlighted the need for, or importance of, technology with a 

particular concern for the future. Responses such as the following strongly 

conveyed this message. 

Natalie (F) " ... because it's important to be able to do things ... " 

Belinda (F) " ... because it's important to learn . 

Tammy (F) "Everyone should know about it." 

Joanne (F) " ... because its really important in your everyday life 

Robert (M) "You need it for later life." 

Interestingly, the girls referred to the importance of technology more often in 

their responses to interview questions. Of the questions that asked about what 

the interviewee thought about technology, twice as many references were made 

to the importance of technology by girls (10 references) than by boys (5). 

Eight girls were interviewed and seven boys. 
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Pupils' Perception of Technology • A Summary 

All pupils perceived technology to be important. Overall, the total population 

maintained this perception throughout the DAT course but felt less strongly 

about its importance at the end of lhe course. However, the girls actually 

agreed more strongly at the end of the course that technology was important, 

in contrast to the perception of the boys who agreed less strongly at the end of 

the course than they did beforehand. The girls in the girls-only class saw 

technology to be less important at the end of the DAT course than they did at the 

beginning in contrast to the girls in the mixed-sex classes who found it to be 

more important. 

Overall, the total population of pupils found technology an easier concept at the 

end of the DAT course than they did before the course. 
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PUPILS' ATTITUDE TO TECHNOLOGY 

The responses to items in the APAT questionnaire relating to the pupils' 

attitude to technology are reported as factors of Interest in Technology and to 

selecting a Career in Technology. 

INTEREST in TECHNOLOGY FACTOR 

Table 12 provides the details of the APAT questionnaire administrations for 

the Interest in Technology factor. 

INTEREST FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

TOTAL m GIRLS GIRLSIN "' ALPHA 
POP'N ORB CLASS _, 00,S """ 

CLASSES BILITY 

pretest 3. 2 5 3. 1 9 3. 44 3 .11 3.32 0.77 

post-test 3 .1 2 2. 94 3 .1 4 2. 8 9 3. 3 3 0.77 

dilrerence -0 .13 -0 .25 -0.30 -0 .22 +0.01 
in score:;; 
p< •• .. •• 

Table 12. 

The reliabilities for this factor for both pretest and post-test are 0.77 and 

border on the high-range level. The changes in scores from pretest to post

test for the total popu{ation, the total girls' group and, the girls in the mixed

sex classes, were all statistically significant at the p< 0.01 level. 

Importantly, the changes tor the girls' level of interest in technology is most 

concerning. Particularly those scores of the total girl population and the girls 

in the mixed-sex classes, as these changed from a positive attitude to a 

negative one. Despite the negative direction of the change in the score for the 

girls in the single-sex class, the interest level of these girls remained a 
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positive one. 

The interest levels of the boys remained positive from the beginning to the end 

of the course. The relatively high mean factor score for the boys kept the score 

for the total population positive despite the decrease in interest of the girls 

over time. However, the decrease in interest from an initially positive one to 

one of less interest could be disturbing for the teachers in this context. 

The folfowing questions in the interview schedule sought responses in regard 

to pupils' interest in technology. 

"How do you feel about technology?" 

"Do you participate in any activities outside school that are 

related to technology?" 

"Do you enjoy learning about technology in your DAT class?" 

"What is it that you enjoy I don't enjoy?" 

"What is it that you like most I least about your DAT class?" 

Three boys and only one girl indicated their interest in technology in 

answering the question "How do you feel about technology?" One girl expressed 

the opinion that technology was boring, but qualified this response by stating 

that it depended upon what you were talking about as technology: she did not 

expand on what interested her and what didn't. 

Assuming that pupils choose to involve themselves in activities in which they 

are interested, I asked the question "Do you participate in any activities 

outside school that are related to technology?" The majority of the pupils 

(70%) indicated that they did interact with technology outside school time. 

This interaction was described mostly as being with products of technology 

(53% referred to C.D.s, computers, and the like) and to a lesser extent 
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(29%) in terms of a process of doing or making items. 

All those indicating an interaction with technology outside school linked it to 

their interests and hobbies in some way. For example 

John (M) "I like playing lots of computer games and that. I enjoy making 

things." 

Steve (M) " ... My hobby is cricket. I guess there is technology in the way 

a cricket bat is made." 

Joanne (F) "Yes. Sometimes. Growing things. Sport. They use technology to 

develop systems to help with sport." 

The responses to the questions relating to the experiences in the OAT classes 

focussed mostly on the styfe of presentation during class lime, the type of 

teaching/learning experiences and, to a lesser extent, the personalities 

involved. All pupils indicated that they enjoyed learning about technology when 

the emphasis was on practical involvement, on "doing and making things". The 

girls in particular were critical of issues such as poor preparation or 

presentation by the teacher. 

The girls in the girls-only class identified problem areas that were specific 

instances of poor teacher practice rather than a teaching style. For example, 

starting a project late in the term and not having time to complete it properly 

(Leighee) and the teacher not sharing his time around to ensure all pupils 

received equal time and help (Tammy). One girl in this class, Natalie, 

indicated that there was nothing about her DAT lessons that she didn't like 

while another, Megan G., mentioned that she didn't like to write things about 

the course. 

Amber was in a mixed-sex class and she commented that she didn't like her 
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DAT lessons because "everyone had to do the same as the other person~ 

indicating a lack of opportunity to think and act on problem-solving that was 

important to themselves. Joanne, also from a mixed-sex class, commented on 

this feature saying " ... you had limited choice and you have to make this or 

make that." while another girl from these classes said "I didn't like it where 

the teacher just sat us down and said do this ... " (Oddette).These criticisms 

were directed at the teaching style used as convention rather than instances of 

poor practice. 

There was also a number {35%) of responses to the question relating to 

experiences in class that indicated the pupils' perception of the diverse nature 

of technology. These examples are typical 

Leighee (F) "It changes depending on what technology is being referred to." 

Amber (F) "Changing and developing. Cars and things to do with cars and 

mechanics. Developing ideas to do with making stuff." 

Robert (M) "Drawing things, making things, working with people ... " 
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CAREER in TECHNOLOGY FACTOR 

This factor relates to pupils' attitudes to selecting a career in technology. 

Table 13 provides the details of the APAT questionnaire. 

CAREER FACTOR PRETEST & POST-TEST MEAN FACTOR SCORES 

TQTA.L '" macs GIRLSIN "' ALPHA 

""" o,m.s CL.ASS _, 00,S "'"' ClASSES BIUTY 

pretest 2. 8 8 2. 81 3. 0 6 2. 7 2 2.96 0.60 

post-test 3. 0 5 2. 89 3. 2 7 2 .79 3. 2 4 0.78 

difference +0.17 +0.08 +0.21 +0.07 -0 .28 
in scores 
p < . • • • 

Table 13. 

The reliabilities for this factor, pretest being 0.60 and post-test being 0.78, 

border on the high-range level. 

The change in the mean factor scores for the total population, all the girls, all 

the boys and the girls in the mixed-sex groupings, were statistically 

significant at the p< 0.01 level. 

Afl the post-test scores represented a more positive attitude towards selecting 

a career in technology, despite the girts in the mixed•sex classes and lhe girls 

overall, maintaining disagreement with this option. 

Interestingly, the girts in the single-sex class were the only girls group to 

respond positively to this factor at the beginning of the course and were more 

positive about their options of a career in technology at the end of the course. 

This change reflected the improvement in attitude of all the girls towards 

electing a career in technology but was in contrast to the response of the girts 
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in the mixed-sex groups who, despite a slight movement towards agreeing to a 

possible career in technology, maintained a negative response. 

The boys demonstrated the greatest degree of change in their response to the 

options of a career in technology moving from a negative to a positive 

response. 

AU pupils, but for one boy of the eight interviewed, responded with an 

affirmative answer to the interview question; "Would you pick a career in a 

technology area?" and this supported the positive change measured in the APAT 

process. 

The pupils suggested, perhaps naively, that there were few restrictions 

imposed on them should they wish to choose a career in the area of technology. 

However, this belief was not reinforced by their descriptions of the possible 

fields in which they might work. Their options were extremely traditional in 

terms of gender stereotypes and limited in scope of choice, with the area of 

computing being the one most strongly embraced by both boys and girls. 

Typical responses were 

Leighee (F) "Yes, I might. Probably in computing." 

Amber (F) "Yes, cooking maybe and I really like plants." 

Oddette (F) "Probably, secretarial work or something like that, using 

computers or a production person using sewing machines." 

Glenn (M) "Yes, probably woodwork or something like that." 

One girl (Megan C.) indicated that there was technology in "practically every 

job" so there was no way of avoiding a career with such influence. She did, 

however, comment that there was more technology involved in some careers 

than others. Belinda commented on the value of using technology to help her 
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achieve her goals. She suggested that she could make use of the '1echnology 

available in the visual and creative arts to help her become an artist". 

The boy (Sieve) who responded in the negative to this career question did so on 

the basis that it was not an area in which he was "interested" nor "strong". He 

did not suggest that there were restrictions of any sort to him selecting a 

career of this type. 

Pupils' Attitude to Technology - A Summary 

The general theme of the responses to interview questions was a positive one 

reflecting interesl and enthusiasm for the opportunity for learning about 

technology in a hands-on approach. References to a hands-on approach and 

responding with statements emphasising the "fun" of learning about technology 

tends to contradict the trend towards less interest in technology revealed in 

the APAT results for the interest factor. Treagust and Rennie (1991) also 

found that pupils' interest in technology decreased during the technology 

course and this feature is discussed in the next chapter. 

The decrease in interest over time was not reflected in the responses of pupils 

to the possibility of a career in technology. The pupils were generally more 

positive at the end of the course than before the course about the possibility of 

a career in technology. However, they did not respond to the APAT items asking 

about the possibility of them selecting a career in technology with the same 

strength of agreement as that indicated in the responses to interview questions 

of the same type. 
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THE APAT QUESTIONNAIRE - SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

The APAT results indicated that generally the pupils' in the mixed-sex classes 

adopted a conception of technology as involving problem-solving and a design 

process approach. All pupils agreed that the concept was a diverse one but that 

it was one in which their interest waned over the length of an academic year. 

All pupils emphasised the importance of technology, particularly with a view 

to their future, with many of them indicating a positive regard for possible 

careers in the field. All the pupils perceived technology to be easy reflecting 

their confidence with technology as they experienced it in the Design and 

Technology course. 

Interestingly, the girls in the single-sex class maintained a positive attitude 

to technology and a positive conception of technology as involving a design 

process and problem-solving approach, and that it was a diverse concept. They 

also maintained throughout the DAT course, a positive perception of technology 

as being both important and easy to study. These results contrasted with !he 

attitude and perceptions of the girls in the mixed-sex classes. These girls 

maintained a negative attitude to technology in terms at interest and the 

possibility of selecting a career in the area, yet agreed more positively over 

time that technology involved a design process and problem-solving approach 

and, that it was a diverse concept. They also agreed more positively at the end 

of the course that technology was both important and easy to study. 
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GENDER IN TECHNOLOGY 

The items focussing on gender issues in technology did not form a stable factor 

and are therefore, presented with the descriptive statistics of frequencies and 

percentages. Each item is restated in this presentation and for ease of 

presentation and discussion the response data has been reduced. The responses 

for both 'strongly disagree' and 'disagree' were combined to produce a single 

measure of disagreement Likewise, the responses tor 'strongly agree' and 

'agree' were combined to produce a single measure of agreement. The 

responses of 'don't know' were unchanged. Responses for both pretest and 

post•test administrations are provided. 

The statistics in each table show both girls' and boys' responses but a cross

tabulation for each item is reported to indicate the differences in responses of 

the girls and the boys. 

Item 10 'Understanding technology is hard for girls.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 

Pretest N =115 
Frequency 91 17 7 
Percentage 79% 15% 6% 

Post-test N = 90 
Frequency 75 8 7 
Percentage 83% 9% 8% 

Table 14 

A cross-tabulation of this data (gender by response to item 10) revealed that 

before the course, the highest percentage of pupils disagreeing with the 

statement 'understanding technology is hard for girls', were girls (47%), 

with fewer boys disagreeing with the statement (32%). After the course, a 
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greater number of pupils disagreed with the statement (83%) rather than 

agreeing with it (8%). Significantly, the 4% increased disagreement response 

came more from the boys (up 3% at the post-test) than from the girls (up 

1 %) . 

A 6% reduction in 'don't know' responses occurred equally for girls and boys 

for this item from the pretest to the post-test. Interestingly, the slight 

increase in the total percentage of pupils agreeing with the statement was 

created by an increase in the percentage of girls adopting this response, up 

from 1.5% to 4.5%. Obviously, this saw the perc;entage of boys adopting a 

response of agreement with the statement reduce from 5% at the pretest to 

3.4% at the post-test. 

The interview responses reflected stronger disagreement with the statement to 

those identified in the APAT responses. To the interview question 

"Do you think both boys and girls should learn about technology?" 

Sgo/o of the respondents answered in the affirmative. All these pupils 

suggested that both girls and boys were equally capable of studying, and 

planning for a future career option, in technology. The two pupils (11 %) not 

responding in this manner answered with a 'don't know' response. Typical 

responses were 

Shayne (M) "Yes. Girls have as much right as the boys to do anything boys 

do. They have the same ability as boys." 

Oddette (F) "Yes. / don't see why girls should be doing it and boys not or 

whatever, because we've both got to know about it. I think it's 

better for both boys and girls to know about it." 

Steve (M) "Yes, I don't see why not. They have equal right." 
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Item 19 'Boys are able to do practical things better than girls.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 
Pretest N =115 
Frequency 80 1 7 18 
Percentage 690,.o 15% 16% 

Post-test N = 90 
Frequency 73 1 0 7 
Percentage 81% 11 % 8% 

Table 15 

An increased disagreement with the statement 'Boys are able to do practical 

things better than girls' at the post-test, indicated a greater acceptance of the 

contention that boys have no greater entitlement to technology than do girls, 

when technology is perceived as a practical activity. 

The cross-tabulations for this data (gender by response to item 19) indicated 

that, at the pretest, that more than twice the percentage of girls than boys 

(48% to 21 %) disagreed with the contention that boys were able to do 

practical things better than girls. Whilst the ratio of girls to boys remained 

strongly weighted for the girls at the post-test (50% to 31%), the 10% 

increase in the number of boys disagreeing with the statement reflected a 

growing awareness by them that technology as a practical activity is not the 

sole domain of males. 

However, the traditionally gender-biased assumptions were evident in the 

interview responses of some pupils. For example 

John (M) "Girls don't know what they are doing sometimes, like in 

woodwork and that, they might be better at sewing than us and 

we might be better at woodwork." 

Oddette (F) " ... it was good because if I was doing something wrong the boys 

would come over and help me." 
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Also in the interviews, both girls and boys indicated that girls could achieve 

equally as well as boys in technology education. For example 

Mark (M) "Well, I thought that girls really couldn't do woodwork and then 

I found out lhe other day at Presentation Day, a Year Ten girl got 

an academic award for woodwork." 

Joanne (F) " ... if you had two different ideas from two people, like a boy 

and a girl, they could get together and put the ideas together to 

Amber (F) 

make something different." 

"Because when you went through sixth grade the boys always 

said, 'I can do this better than you and you couldn't do it better'. 

Now you can turn around and say, 'I can do this better than you' 

because you get more choice now." 

The sense of cooperation identified by Joanne and the improved sense of self 

evident in the comments of Amber, "I can do this better ... ~ were features that 

were aimed for in the connected teaching approach I encouraged other teachers 

to adopt in their teaching of the DAT course. Perhaps these comments are 

evidence of some success in achieving an empowering experience in technology 

education for girls. 

Item 24 'Boys know a lot about technology.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 
Pretest N =115 
Frequency 50 29 36 
Percentage 44% 25% 31 % 

Poet-test N = 90 
Frequency 38 28 24 
Percentage 42% 31 % 27% 

Table 16 

The only increase in response rate from pretest to post-test is in the 'don't 
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know' category. Both the 'disagree' and 'agree' responses feJ! over time. The 

cross-tabulation for this item (gender by response to item 24) indicated that 

the greater percentage of respondents disagreeing with this statement were 

girls (33% girls to 11 % boys in the pretest and 30% to 12% for the past

iest). 

Interestingly, the decreased level of agreement after the course that boys know 

a lot about technology, was entirely due to the responses of the boys (down 

from 22% to 16%) since the level of agreement by the girls rose slightly 

(from 9% to 11°/4,). 

The reasons for the relatively high proportion of 'don't know' responses can 

only be surmised. The cross-tabulation revealed that the increased percentage 

to this response came predominately from the boys (up from 13% to 18%) 

with just a marginal rise for the girls (12% to 13%). However, the informal 

observations of the researcher combined with the APAT measured pupils' 

perception of technology as being a diverse concept (see Diversity Factor 

results), suggests that the pupils really had some difficulty identifying the 

parameters of technology and hence, their reluctance to rate their levels of 

ability in relation 10 technology. 

The interview responses indicated that pupils might be good at some perceived 

elements of technology, woodwork and cooking for example, but none of the 

respondents suggested that any particular gender had superior abilities in 

relation to the concept. 
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Item 25 'Girls know a lot about technology.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 
Pretest N ::715 
Frequency 31 48 36 
Percentage 27% 42% 31 % 

Post-test N = 90 
Frequency 30 28 32 
Percentage 33% 31 % 36% 

Table 17 

The decrease (down 11 %) in the 'don't know' response after the course for the 

statement that 'girls know a lot about technology', contrasted with the increase 

(up 6%) in the 'don't know' response at the end of the course for the same 

statement in regard to boys. Reasons for this opposite trend can only be 

surmised but the result does suggest that girls were not perceived by all 

pupils by the end of the DAT course as being unknowledgeable about technology. 

The increase in the level of agreement was due to the growing acknowledgement 

by the girls that they can and do have some affinity for, and greater confidence 

with, technology. The cross-tabulation {gender by response to item 25) 

revealed that the increase in the agreement response was predominately due to 

the girl's responses (up from 15% at the pretest to 19%, representing 

approximately 10 of the 49 girls responding to the post-test) with only a 

slight increase in agreement level by the boys (from 16% to 17%,). Likewise, 

the increased level of disagreement with the statement that girls know a lot 

about technology was due to the responses of the boys (up from 9% to 14'% 

which represents about 6 extra boys from the 41 sitting the post-test) and 

much less to those of the girls (18% to 19'%). 

Again, the conjecture as to why a relatively high 'don't know' response was 

maintained is the same for this item as it was for the previous item (item 
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24). The pupils' perception is that technology is a diverse concept and as such, 

they find it difficult to judge their own levels al knowledge about it. 

One boy responded to the interview question about girls and boys both being 

able to learn aboul technology with an answer that tends to suggest that there 

is a greater acceptance of girls' involvement in technology and that technology 

is indeed a more diverse concept than traditionally perceived by males; 

John (M) "I don't see any reason why they (girls) shouldn't. There is some 

things guys can do and some the girls can do. It's all different." 

Item 30 'More girls should work in technology.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 
Pretest N =115 
Frequency 26 36 53 
Percentage 23% 31% 46% 

Post-test N = 90 
Frequency 1 3 34 43 
Percentage 14% 38% 48% 

Table 18 

The obvious decrease (9%) in the level of disagreement with the statement 

that more girls should work in technology was, surprisingly, not transferred 

to a response of agreement with the statement. Before the course, equal 

numbers of boys and girls indicated that more girls should work in technology 

whereas at the end of the course, twice as many girls as boys indicated this 

opinion. 

The increase in agreement of only 2% was in contrast to the 'don't know' 

response which rose by 7%. This feature perhaps adds credence to the 

argument that the pupils found the concept of technology to be quite diverse 
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and difficult to put parameters on. It may also indicate the pupils lack of 

current knowledge of female employment rates in the technology field and 

therefore, a 'don't know' response is elicited when they are asked should these 

rates be increased. 

However, when asked in the interview context about the option of working in 

the technology field, 88% of the girls indicated that they would consider it as 

an oplion. 

Item 31 'Boys think technology is boring.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 

Pretest N =115 
Frequency 33 69 13 
Percentage 29% 60% 11 % 

Post-test N = 90 
Frequency 38 45 7 
Percentage 42% 50% 8% 

Table 19 

The reduced numbers of pupils agreeing that boys think technology to be 

boring was opposed by a 13% increase in the more positive response of 

thinking technology not to be boring. The cross-tabulation for this item 

(gender by response to item 31) indicated that girls contributed to the more 

positive view about technology at the end of the course. However, the 

relatively high rate of the 'don't know' response before the course were 

responses by girls (i.e., 40% of the total 60%) and after the course 37% out 

of the total 50% were responses by girls. 

In the interview process, all boys made favourable comments on the 'fun' and 

'interest' aspects when asked an open-ended question that sought their general 
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comments about technology and their DAT lessons. This positive response 

reinforced the results of the APAT process showing very small numbers of 

pupils believing that boys think technology is boring. 

Item 33 'Girls think technology is boring.' 

Disagree Don't Know Agree 
Pretest N =115 
Frequency 38 66 11 
Percentage 33% 57% 10% 

PosMest N = 90 
Frequency 30 49 11 
Percentage 33% 54% 13% 

Table 20 

The high level of response tor the 'don't know' option is surprising since 

exactly half of the 'don't know' responses at the pretest, and more than halt at 

the post-test, were responses by girls. The negligible reduction in this 

response over time, with the subsequent increased proportion of girls 

responded 'don't know', suggests that the course did little to entice the girls 

towards technology. This supposition can be supported by the maintenance of a 

33% response rate to the 'disagree' option over time which, when subjected to 

the cross-tabulation (gender by response to item 33), indicated negligible 

change in the response by gender. The 'don't know· response al pupils is of 

further concern when the increased rate of agreement with the statement was 

lrom a pretest rate of 10% to a rate of 13% at the end at the course. 

In the interview context, fewer girls (55% of those interviewed) than boys 

(100% of those interviewed), indicated the 'fun' or 'interest' aspects about 

technology when answering the open-ended question that sought their general 

comments about technology and the DAT lessons. Interestingly, the responses 
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of these girls also concentrated on the technology of cooking and sewing which 

are easily identified as areas of concern for human welfare. Perhaps they had 

come to the realisation that these areas were indeed, elements of technology. 

These findings relate closely to the research of Head (1980) and I address this 

matter in my general comments on the pupils' interview responses later in 

this chapter. 

APAT Questionnaire Items focussing on Gender - A Summary 

Al lhe end of the DAT course, a vast majority of pupils believed that technology 

was nol hard for girls to understand. Indeed, many more boys changed their 

opinion on this matter over the duration of the course to indicate that they 

thought technology was not hard for girls. The opinion of all pupils that boys 

could do practical things better than girls diminished by 12% over the 

duration of the course even though it had been disputed by nearly 70% of the 

pupils before the course. 

The diverse nature of the technology concept was indicated by large groups, 

around one-third of the population, responding with a 'don't know' response to 

many of the items relating to the diverse nature of technology. Questions 

asking if girls or boys knew a lot about technology and, whether girls and boys 

thought technology was boring all had high 'don't know· response rates. The 

high rate of 'don't know' responses could mean many things, from girls not 

knowing how boys perceived things and vice versa, to the course not providing 

pupils with the learning experiences that allow them to answer any other way. 

Little evidence was gained from the interviews in relation to these questions 

also. 

The question on whether more girls should work in technology also elicited a 
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high 'don't know' response rate but almost half of the pupils indicated that 

more girls should work in technology. At the beginning of the course, equal 

numbers of girls and boys recommended that more girls shou!d work in 

technology. At the end of the course, many more girls than boys made this 

recommendation. 
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE PUPILS' RESPONSES AT 

INTERVIEW 

In terms of conceptualising technology, the pupils tended to place considerable 

emphasis on lhe characteristic of technology as being a product or artifact. 

Both the boys and girls referred to a range of artifacts in their responses to 

the question "What comes to mind when you think of technology?" The girls 

tended to mention a greater range of products in their responses and all the 

pupils mentioned !hose products such as computers, videos and compact disc 

players, that are commonly referred to as 'high-tech'. Both boys and girls 

referred to the process of designing and to problem-solving as integral 

elements of technology. The girls were a little more insightful in recognising 

that technology was more than a product or process by referring more often to 

technology as a form of knowledge. One girl also placed technology into a 

context by referring 10 the concept as part of the_ future with the majority of 

pupils suggesting that technology referred to developments from the recent 

past or currently being made. 

In response to the question asking 'How do you feel about technology?', the 

boys tended to be more limited in their response than were the girls. The boys 

indicated their interest or lack of interest and 1 whether it was 'good' or not. 

The girls' responses were more diverse referring to their interest, their 

understanding of the concept, how they felt differently to different elements of 

technology and, Indicating their level of confidence in relating to technology. 

Both boys and girls referred to the importance of technology in terms of it 

influencing their lives although the girls had a more global view of the 

influence of technology on humanity. 

This worldly view evident in the girls' responses reflects the research 
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findings of Head (1980) who suggested that girls often focus in their studies 

on developing relationships and considering future life options. He also 

suggested that they prefer studies that provide opportunities to contribute to 

the quality of life. (Head, 1980:300) 

Several questions asked the pupils to indicate their attitude to technology. They 

were asked if they participated in activities outside of school that were related 

to technology as an indicator of their interest in the concept. Many pupils, 

four girls and three boys, said that they did not participate in any such 

activities. Of those that did indicate they participated in such activities, all the 

boys referred to some technology product while the girls also referred to 

products but otten qualified their answer with statements such as "it depends 

on what you are talking about", and "I think there is technology in everything 

you do but don'I really notice it." 

All the pupils except one boy indicated they liked learning about technology in 

their DAT course. They emphasised the hands-on component of the learning 

experiences and the opportunity to develop their own ideas as well as share 

these ideas with others. The gir!s expressed an Interest in experiencing a 

variety of activities focussing on a variety of elements of technology. The boys 

emphasised the enjoyment and fun of "doing things". These different types of 

comments also reflect the findings of Head (1980) in which he describes the 

different maturity levels of girls and boys where the girls are able to think at 

a more mature and worldly level. 

The girls were more critical than were the boys of the teaching methods used 

in the DAT course. They were critical of poorly prepared lessons and lessons 

when they were not able to learn in a manner that best suited each individual. 

They were critical when they could not actively participate in the setting of 
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the parameters of the units and had to all do the same thing. The boys seemed 

only to criticise lessons where they were unable to do practical work. They 

disliked writing activities particularly when the writing seemed unrelated to 

the project being studied. These comments reflect the need for a connected 

teaching approach where there is connection between what is taught and how 

it is taught with the pupils' previous experiences and understandings and 

their preferences for determining their own work patterns (Belenky 

et.al., 1986). 

All pupils interviewed favoured both girls and boys learning about technology. 

They referred to the need to understand technology for future careers although 

for both the girls and the boys, the stereotyped biases of which careers were 

appropriate for girls were reflected by all. The biased attitudes expressed in 

relation to career choice were not reflected in the responses indicating why 

both girls and boys should !earn about technology. Many pupils indicated that 

boys and girls had equal rights to learn about technology referring to the 

fundamental importance of technology in their present and future lives. 

Pupils' Responses at Interview - A Summary 

All pupils indicated technology was an important part of their education and 

was fun to learn in an experiential way. Their conception of technology was 

somewhat narrow emphasising the products and processes of technology 

although the girls recognised the influence of technology on humanity. 

Learning in an environment that allowed pupils lo share and develop their 

ideas was important as was learning about a variety of elements of technology 

with which they were interested and of which they had prior knowledge and 

understanding. All pupils indicated that technology was appropriate for both 

girls and boys both in education and future careers. 
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INTERVIEW QUESTION RELATING TO SINGLE AND 

MIXED-SEX CLASSES FOR GIRLS. 

One question in the interview schedule probed the attitudes of the girls to 

single-sex or mixed-sex class groupings. The question, 

"What did you think about being in the class with just girls / both boys 

and girls?" 

sought responses that would indicate their attitude to single-sex or mixed-sex 

class groupings, based on their own experiences. 

All the girls from the girls-only class interviewed (n=5) responded 

extremely favourably to the concept of single-sex grouping. They all identified 

the boys' domination of resources, including teacher time, and the boys' 

disruptive behaviour, as limiting factors for their learning when in a mixed

sex setting. One of the girls interviewed who was not in the girls-only class 

commented after her friend indicated she was in the single-sex group, "Oh 

you're lucky, I've got boys in my class." (Amber) The following comments 

were typical of the attitude of the girls to the single-sex grouping: 

Natalie (F) "When you have got boys in the class they are always really 

naughty and always playing up and really loud and always 

screaming." 

Belinda (F) "You get less work done with boys. They are always singing out 

and interrupt all the time." 

Tammy (F) ''Sometimes they don't let the other people do anything. In other 

classes with boys they waste a lot of time because they get into 

trouble a lot and waste the class' time because of their actions." 

Megan G (F} "I like being in a girls-only class because boys seem to disturb 

the class. They take over things and claim it as their own. They 

say "you can't do that because you're a girlt". Those sort of 
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comments aren't very nice. Boys go all stupid and stuff. They 

create problems by their stupid behaviour." 

Leighee (F) "I think it was better because boys are really stupid. You get 

more done and you don't get teased." 

The girls from the mixed-sex classes (n=4) did not mention specific features 

of mixed-sex environments although one gir! did recall her experiences from 

sixth grade where she perceived that boys were superior in the area of 

technology. The prevailing theme in the responses of this group of girls was 

thal there were two differing perspectives on each problem to be solved 

however, the girls usually required the help of the boys to achieve the 

'correct' solution. This theme was evidenl in these responses: 

Oddette (F) "It was good (being in a mixed-sex class) because if I was doing 

something wrong the boys would come over and help me." 

Megan C. (F) " ... I would rather be in a mixed class because the boys helped 

us in woodwork or whatever ... " 

However, one girl from a mixed-sex class suggested that the value of a mixed

sex environment was the opportunity to share two differing perspectives on 

the same problem. 

Joanne (F) "It was pretty easy because if you had two different ideas from 

two people, like a boy and a girl, they could get together and put 

lhe ideas together lo make something different." 

One respondent enjoyed her experiences in a mixed-sex class setting, or at 

least for some of the time, because it provided her with the opportunity to 

demonstrate her growing independence and individuality. 

Amber (F) "When you went through sixth grade the boys always said 'I can 

do it better than you and you couldn't do it better!' Now you can 
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turn around and say "I can do lhis better than you!" because you 

gel more choice now. You can show off lhe skills you had thal 

they didn't think you had." 

Megan G. (F) emphasised the value for her of the single-sex setting. and 

summarised the feelings of the other girls in the class, when answering the 

question aimed at getting the pupils 10 list the things about their DAT class that 

they liked. She remarked 

"That it was a girls-only class. That was important for me ... " 

Interview Question relating to Single-sex and Mixed-sex 

Classes- A Summary 

The girls from the single-sex class enjoyed !heir experiences in technology 

education and indicated that they could be more independent in their approach 

to problem-solving without boys dominating the resources of the learning 

environment. The girls in the mixed-sex classes did not specificaJ!y identify 

the domineering behaviour of the boys as a problem, but indicated that the 

boys would often attempt to control the activities especially in the practical 

sessions. 

Overwhelmingly, the girls indicated that they enjoyed the opportunities 

provided in the DAT course to present their own ideas and follow their own 

work patterns, whether this was in a mixed or single-sex setting. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION OF OUTCOMES 

INTRODUCTION 

In this study I was concerned with the problem of girls' participation and 

engagement with technology through technology education. I had been concerned 

that girls were not selecting technology subjects when given the opportunity to do 

so and that this was restricting their future life choices. A review of research 

relating to the problem of girls' under-participation in science and technology 

education encouraged me to modify my theoretical framework and move from a 

liberal view to a feminist critical perspective. My initial understanding of this 

framework coaxed me to modify the Design and Technology course taught to 

encourage the girls to engage with technology education in an empowering way. 

Therefore, the three main questions for my study became, 

1 . Can I enable girls to interact with technology in an empowering way? 

2. Can I leach the N.S.W. Design and Technology (DAT) curriculum in a 

manner that enables girls to experience technology education as an 

empowering experience? 

3. Will teaching girls in a single~sex context be a more effective way of 

enabling girls to experience technology education in an empowering way? 

A significant outcome of my study for me personally was my recognition that I 

failed to have the assumptions underpinning my study, the aims of my study, and 

the research approach I used, in harmony with each other. I therefore, provide a 

brief critique of my research approach to identify how I might have better 

achieved my research aims before I discuss other outcomes of my study. 
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Following the critique of my research approach, I discuss the outcomes of my 

study in relation to the three research questions outlined above. In the section 

headed, Outcomes Relating to Girls' Experiences With Technology Education, I 

consider the research questions together since they all refer to the girls' 

experiences with technology in the Design and Technology course. I discuss 

briefly my perceptions of the girls' learning experiences and their reactions to 

them. 

I then briefly discuss the findings from the interview process and the APAT 

questionnaire and try to identify how the information I received from these 

sources helped me recognise the extent to which I had achieved the goals of my 

study. 

I then provide some concluding remarks about the success of the study. 
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CRITIQUE OF MY RESEARCH APPROACH 

My research approach was developed at a stage in my study when my theoretical 

framework was still developing. Practical constraints resulting from my 

negotiations with Lather High School to conduct my research in 1993 meant that I 

had to implement the research method for my study while 1 was still uncertain 

about my preferred theoretical framework. As a first step in my research plan, I 

had to have all the pupils complete the APAT questionnaire on the first days of the 

school year and then again later in the year to ensure the pretest - post-test 

approach was correctly implemented. 

My belief that I needed to do the information gathering in a quantitative manner 

reflected my naive theoretical understanding at that time of my study. Indeed, my 

naivete remained for much of the academic year and not until my continuing 

literature search revealed to me that I should encourage people lo tell about their 

own experiences, did 1 add the interview process to my research design. Since the 

pupils had already completed the pretest and had progressed in the Design and 

Technology course. I still believed that I was unable to change my research 

approach to any extent except to add the interview process described in chapter 6. 

I failed therefore, to "focus on developing interactive approaches to research" 

(Lather, 1991 :110), approaches recommended as being more in harmony with 

the assumptions underpinning my feminist critical framework. I now recognise 

the frailty of my research design in this regard. 

In reflecting upon my research approach, I have identified some particular 

weaknesses. I recognise that one assumption I made for my study, that the change 

in pupils' attitudes and perceptions about technology will be shown by scores on a 

quantitative instrument, is not necessarily a demonstration that their attitudes 
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and perceptions about technology are the consequence of studying the DAT course 

at Lather High School. I acknowledge that many factors can influence the 

development of pupils' attitudes and many variables can influence how they 

perceive a concept such as technology. However, I made the assumption that the 

pupils' experience of the DAT course would effect their attitude to and perception 

of technology and that changes in these could be measured by the APAT 

questionnaire. While these assumptions may appear reasonable, they tend not to 

align with the assumptions that underpin a feminist critical position and a 

research approach that is interactive in nature. 

I also acknowledge that my interview approach could have been more attuned to an 

interactive approach to research. Rather than me as a male researcher and Head 

Teacher at the school conducting the interviews, I could for example, have asked a 

female technology teacher to conduct the interviews, or trained some pupils from 

year 7 to interview their peers. Lather suggests that "women interviewing 

women is a two-way process" and that the interview becomes an interactive 

process on the basis of a shared empathy. (Lather, 1991 :78) 

The interviewers could also have used an interview schedule negotiated by the 

participants in the interviews, the interviewer/s and myself as researcher, to 

acknowledge the interests and experiences of the group. Also, an opportunity to 

conduct a "member check", a procedure that allows the interview participants to 

review the "descriptive data" to confirm its accuracy (Lather, 1991:78), would 

have been an appropriate means of improving the interview technique for my 

study. Such an interactive approach, I believe, would have provided a more 

complete picture of the thoughts and feelings of the girls and hence, the success of 

the DAT course. 
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In the previous chapter of my thesis I described my perceptions of the pupils' 

responses to the learning experiences constructed for their classes in DAT. From 

my earliest theoretical position I did not believe that I could use a diary or log of 

such observations as a source of data for my study. From a feminist critical 

position, I could easily have used such a method to record my actions aimed at 

teaching the DAT course with a connected teaching approach (Belenky 

et.al., 1986) that enabled girls to experience technology in an empowering way. 

Also, I could have used such a method to record throughout the course. my 

perceptions of the girls' responses to the learning experiences constructed. The 

inclusion of my recollections of my perceptions of how the girls responded to 

their learning experiences in chapter 7 represents another attempt by me to 

resolve the dilemma I faced of not matching my research approach with my 

theoretical position. 

I now recognise that this change and others could have made my research design 

more praxis-oriented, a condition that Lather describes as "a philosophy 

becoming practice." (Lather, 1991: 11) The requirements for praxis are "theory 

both relevant to the world and nurtured by actions in it, and an action component 

in ils own theorising process that grows out of practical political grounding." 

(Lather .1991: 12) One other appropriate change in trying to be more praxis

oriented could have been to negotiate with the pupils in the population being 

studied the research questions to be studied and the methodology to be used. While 

this approach might be difficult with pupils in the 12 - 14 years age group, it 

may have allowed them to be part of an emancipatory experience where they study 

their own "meaning-making". (Lather, 1991:12) 

I could also have improved my research approach had I ignored thoughts that 

pressed me to continue with what I then perceived to be the 'academically correct' 
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quantitative techniques, simply because I started my study in that way. My lack of 

an appreclation of the masculinist nature of the 'scientific method' that can be 

seen as constructed by the predominantly white male scientists of the past to 

maintain power, enticed me to proceed with my quantitative research approach. 

The pressure that I perceived to be on me to use a quantitative research approach 

for my study at Lather High School clearly reflects the influence of a dominant 

science that challenges the validity of other forms of enquiry. 

In summary then, I believe that I did not construct the best possible research 

design. I feel I imposed "male definitions and agendas" upon girl's lives and failed 

to "listen to girls describing their own experiences" (Ollenburger and Moore, 

1992:204). I now believe that it would have been more constructive to discard 

much of my research design during the school year in which I conducted my study 

as I became more familiar with my preferred feminist critical framework and 

the methodology more appropriate to this perspective. I could have made changes 

to my research design to allow the pupils to tell about their own experiences in 

the DAT course in a manner that was not restricted by the confines of a 

questionnaire. 
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OUTCOMES RELATING TO THE GIRLS' EXPERIENCES WITH 

TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION 

One assumption I made for my study was, thal by interacting with technology in 

the Design and Technology course in an empowering way, the pupils would hold a 

positive attitude to and a clear perception of technology. Another assumption 1 

made was that if they held such attitudes and perceptions, they would be more 

likely to select further studies in technology education. 1 also assumed that, their 

attitudes and perceptions would be indicated by their responses to the APAT 

questionnaire and the interview questions and that from this information, 1 could 

make some judgments about the success of the DAT course in engaging pupils, 

especially girls, with technology education. 

What became apparent to me as I more fully understood my critical feminist 

perspective however, is that what the girls and I did in constructing and 

participating in the learning experiences is perhaps equally, if not more 

important than, what they ticked on a questionnaire or they said in an interview. 

For this reason, I have included in chapter 7 a description of my perceptions of 

the girls' responses to the learning experiences we constructed for their classes. 

I have also added comments on my efforts to teach the DAT course in a connected 

teaching manner that engaged girls with and empowered them in relation to 

technology. 

The DAT course was prepared and taught by a team of teachers including myself as 

the teacher o1 the girls-only class. During the planning sessions, the teachers 

accepted many at the recommendations I had gleaned from my literature review 

about making the course a gender-inclusive one utilising a connected teaching 

approach. The literature relating to research in the area of gender and technology 
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education indicated that for girls to engage with technology and to pursue 

education and careers in technology, the image of technology needed to be 

degendered by removing the domination of a masculine identity. By changing the 

masculine identity of technology and conceiving a new picture that is Inclusive of 

femininity (Taylor and Giffard-Huckstep, 1993:1.2.5) girls would be more 

likely to construct for themselves a new consciousness that enhanced their self

perception in relation to technology. It was for me, a removing of the 'dirty 

workshop' image and a recognising that the technology of the home, of 

reproduction, of caring for people, were equally appropriate themes to study in 

technology education. 

A consensus of the research 1 reviewed was that the content and pedagogy of 

technology courses needed to be more inclusive of the backgrounds, experiences 

and interests of all pupils and not designed to favour Anglo-male values, interests 

and experiences related to technology. My intention was to reflect the 

recommendations from the research literature in the teaching of the Design and 

Technology course at Lather High School. 

To achieve this I aimed to select content that encouraged a gender sensitivity in 

the course and used the guidelines outlined by Yates (1990) for this process. We 

focussed on "matters of enduring relevance to people of both sexes and from all 

classes, cultural backgrounds and experiences" and which were set in a context 

familiar to the girls. We tried to "cover the various ways of knowing and to build 

on previous knowledge. We wanted to embrace both the acquisition and application 

of knowledge." (Yates,1990:109) 

I also tried to follow the principles for a connected teaching approach as they 

were defined by Belenky et.al.(1986) recognising that this approach was 
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identified in the literature as the most appropriate teaching approach to "help 

girls toward community, power, and integrity, rather than retarding, 

arresting, or even reversing their growth." (Belenky et.al.,1986:228) To do 

this, I sought to emphasise "connection over separation, understanding and 

acceptance over assessment and collaboration over debate". I also hoped to 

"accord respect to and allow time for the knowledge that emerged from firsthand 

experience, where expectations and arbitrary requirements were not imposed", 

and allow an environment where "students evolved their own patterns of work 

based on the problems they were pursuing".(Belenky et.al.,1986:229) While 

not being committed to all these principles, the other teachers in the team 

indicated they would teach the course in a way that allowed the pupils to negotiate 

the design briefs for the course and then encourage the pupils to share and develop 

their own ideas when completing these briefs. 

To achieve our goals in the girls-only class, we identified problems that mattered 

to the girls. We sought solutions that addressed the issues that they believed to be 

important and we evaluated the solutions in terms of criteria that they 

determined. I hoped to create an environment where the pupils' understanding was 

not separated from their prior understandings and beliefs and the personal views 

of each individual were treated as new information rather than misconceptions or 

incorrect responses. I aimed to use an "issues or interest driven curriculum 

rather than a content driven curriculum". (Lewis,1990: 26) 

I tried to implement teaching practices that would affect attitude change to help 

enhance the self-perceptions of the girls in terms of their relationship with 

technology. l sought to help the girls construct learning experiences lhat were 

practical, hands-on, experiential, risk-taking and non-threatening (Bearlin, 

1990:3). Perhaps intuitively, I hoped to help them perceive themselves as actors 
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and doers in relation to technology, to participate in a course that recognised the 

interests, self perceptions, preferred ways of learning, ways of viewing the 

world and the values of the g(r\s in the class. (Bearlin, Annice and 

Elvin, 1990:89) In reflection, I can suggest that our goals were achieved to some 

degree by recounting the interview response of one girl (Megan) who said, "You 

get to put some of your own ideas into action". 

Our success in achieving empowering encounters was also evident in the learning 

we all experienced when a young koori girl introduced us to her grandmother who 

in turn, introduced us to the medicinal values of the herbs we had been growing as 

part of the agriculture context study. We then used this knowledge to inform us 

when we were deciding on a new problem to investigate in the next context area 

we studied. 

Unfortunately, the girls from the mixed-sex classes did not seem to encounter the 

same empowering experiences in their classes and were indeed, somewhat critical 

of their lessons. They did not like the way that "they had limited choice" 

(Joanne) and that they "all had to do the same thing" (Amber). This teacher

directed approach was clearly criticised in the literature as being part of the 

reason why girls turn away from technology studies. 

One of the features of my research design that I criticised earlier in this chapter, 

that I did not seek to improve lhe quality of the investigation using qualitative 

approaches, denies me the opportunity of definitively stating that we had achieved 

the goals set for lhis study. The limits of my understanding of why girls responded 

as they did to both the interviews and the APAT surveys, and the tenuous 

reliability of my recollections of the reactions of the girls lo their technology 

studies, contribute to the inconclusiveness of my study. However, 1 do feel that 
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the limited qualitative information that I can access suggests that we were heading 

in the right direction. 

If then, as it appeared, the girls in the single-sex class were acting as designers, 

makers and evaluators in technology as described above, then I presumed that 

they would indicate their level of engagement in their answers at interview and 

even show it in the APAT questionnaire data. This presumption was founded in my 

earlier and less clear theoretical perspective so I will discuss briefly the 

findings from the APAT survey and the interviews data as it relates to the APAT, 

giving pre-emminence to the interview responses. 

The APAT questionnaire identified several factors about technology that contribute 

to an understanding of how pupils think and feel about technology. The research 

process I embarked upon meant I designed the interview questions with these 

factors in mind. For ease of presentation then, I present this part of the 

discussion under the sub-headings of Pupils' Concept of Technology, Pupils' 

Perception of Technology and Pupils' Attitude to Technology. 
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Pupils' Concept of Technology 

Three factors in the Attitudes and Perceptions About Technology questionnaire 

reflected the pupils' conception of technology. These factors indicated, that 

technology involved a design process, that it involved problem•solving and, the 

diversity of technology. These factors also reflect the character/sties of 

technology espoused in the Design and Technology course taught at Lather High 

School. 

In the inlerview questions exploring the pupils' conceptions of technology, the 

pupils indicated that the solution to the problem they were solving was usually in 

the form of a product. This product was also realised through a design process 

approach. This is understandable since all design problems in the first part of the 

DAT course focussed upon this process • product relationship. In the APAT 

questionnaire, overall the pupils conceived of technology as involving a design 

process and problem-solving. The boys held a more positive notion about this 

conception than did the girls although the girls' notion of technology as involving 

problem-solving became much more positive through the duration of the course. 

This APAT questionnaire found that the girls in the single-sex setting did not view 

the nature of technology as involving a design process for problem-solving, in 

any significantly different way to the total population. However, the girls in this 

class believed more strongly than did the girls in the other classes that technology 

involved problem-solving perhaps because of their higher level of involvement 

in constructing their own "patterns of work" (Belenky et.al., 1986:229). 

The interview data confirmed the notion that technology was a diverse concept. 

The pupils had difficulties defining the concept when asked to explain what came 
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to mind when they thought of technology. However, the pupils expressed their 

growing appreciation of the diverse nature of the technology concept by referring 

to areas that they had not earlier considered to be part of technology. For 

instance, references to the technology of the kitchen, the schoolroom, of 

recreation and leisure and, the technology of the medical world were made. The 

interviewees also indicated that technology was a diverse concept by relating it to 

knowledge, as culturally constructed, as influencing people and, as being relevant 

to the present and the future. The girls in the single-sex class tended to comment 

about a greater diversity of issues when answering interview questions than did 

their peers and this perhaps reflected the greater level of involvement they had 

in constructing their own learning experiences. 

In the APAT data, the pupils initiaUy conceived of technology as not being a 

diverse concept, a view primarily held by the boys. This conception changed over 

time to technology being conceived as quite a diverse concept. Interestingly, the 

boys were more narrow in their view of technology at the initial testing, but they 

acknowledged quite strongly at the end of the course the diverse nature of the 

concept. Conversely, before the course, the girls had a more mature and worldly 

view of the technology concept and they indicated that they believed the concept to 

be of great diversity at the end of the course. 

The willingness of the girls near the end of the course to explore widely in their 

search for solutions to problems was an exciting outcome of the course. They often 

sought solutions from their own life experiences that they had not earlier in the 

course considered relevant to technology studies.- For example, one girl shared 

with us her interest in the technology (the potter's wheel) associated with 

creative and visual arts. This learning experience proved to interest and excite 

all the pupils and the teacher 
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This experience for me, indicated that my goal. to empower the girls in the 

technology course had been achieved to some degree because they had taken 

ownership of both what and how they were learning about technology. 

The findings in this study for the factors that related to a conception of technology 

as involving a design process, involving a problem-solving approach, and being a 

diverse concept, relate closely to the findings of a study of the introduction of new 

technology courses in Western Australian schools for year 8 pupils {equivalent to 

N.S.W. year 7). Treagust and Rennie (1991) found that the Western Australian 

pupils also held a conception of technology as involving a design process for 

problem-solving. The recorded mean scores on these factors in the W.A. study 

were similar to the mean factor scores in my study at the end of the technology 

course. The pupils in the Western Australian context also finally conceived of 

technology as a diverse concept after initially being aligned with the 'don't know' 

response. The N.S.W. pupils expressed a negative or much more narrow initial 

notion of technology but also developed over time, an appreciation of the diversity 

of technology. 

Pupils' Perception 01 Technology 

The pupils' perception of the difficulty of technology was that it was significantly 

easier to understand at the end of the course than it was before the course. In the 

interviews many of the pupils commented on their level of enjoyment and how 

they looked forward to coming to the lessons and teachers will attest that pupils 

enjoy lessons that they find interesting and easy to understand. In the APAT 

questionnaire. a mean factor score in excess of 4 at the post-test strongly 

endorsed this view. Again, this finding reflected the results of both the Treagust 
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and Rennie (1991) and the Kinnear, Rennie and Treagust (1992) studies in 

Western Australia, where pupils found understanding technology easier the 

further they progressed in their technology studies. 

The development of confidence with technology was an integral objective of the 

DAT course and was an essential ingredient in engaging girls with technology 

studies. An aim to develop the girls' perception al technology as being easy to 

understand based on relevant and interesting experiences was set for the DAT 

course at Lather High School. That all pupils responded so positively to questions 

relating to the easiness of technology, and especially the very positive response 

by the girls, was a rewarding outcome for the teachers of the course. 

The interview responses also indicated that the pupils thought technology was 

important, with a majority of the respondents explaining their thoughts in terms 

of the effect of technology on their future. They also commented on the effect on 

their daily lives of the many 'products' of technology. They referred to the 

Influence of technology on major social issues and discussed how the relationship 

between technology and various issues might effect them. For instance, in my 

recollections of my DAT classes, issues such as the environment, unemployment, 

and of personal wellbeing were evident in discussions of the influence of 

technology in many of the lessons throughout the later part of the year. 

The pupils' perception of the importance of technology remained positive during 

the course according to the APAT data, although the post-test mean score for the 

population was slightly Jess positive than the initial response. The girls' 

perception of the importance of technology became more positive over time 

whereas the boys rated technology slightly less important over time. The Western 

Australian study obtained similar findings of slight falls in the perception of the 
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importance of technology by some groups of pupils mixed with some increases tor 

other groups. 

Pupils' Attitude to Technology 

Although not specifically asked about their interest in technology in the 

interviews, the pupils were asked if they were participated in activities outside 

school that involved technology, an attempt to gauge their level of interest. Two 

factors in the APAT questionnaire, one on interesl in technology and the other on 

careers in technology, reflected the pupils' attitudes to technology. 

At interview, many of the pupils stated that they were involved with activities 

outside school that involved technology but they seemed to take the technology 

largely for granted, seeing the concept in a narrow utilitarian way. They mostly 

commented on the products of technology they made use of in their hobbies and 

leisure time. 

In the APAT questionnaire, overall the pupils indicated !hat their interest in 

technology declined during the year, however, their interest remained positive at 

the end of the course. This finding was again similar to one of the findings in the 

Treagust and Rennie (1991) study. They cited another researcher, Schibeci 

(1984), who explained that such a finding was" ... very common in longitudinal 

studies . students' enjoyment and interest in subjects such as science tend to 

wane from the beginning to the end of the study period". (Treagust and Rennie, 

1991:34) 
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.. ------------- ----------- ----------------------------------- --- ---- -- ------ ----

The post-test results in my study indicated a sign'ificant decrease in the interest 

in technology by the girls. Overall, the girls expressed a fall in interest from a 

positive level of interest to a negative one, and this was a discouraging finding for 

the teachers at Lather High School. However, there was a less severe fall in 

interest of the girls in the single-sex class whose interest level remained 

positive throughout the course. I believe that the level of ownership of their 

learning about technology exhibited by the girls in this class would have 

influenced this finding. 

The interview responses to lhe question asking about careers in technology 

affirmed the rights of all pupils, regardless of gender, to seek careers in this 

field. The responses also indicated that the pupils would not neglect technology

based careers when making such choices. The very positive attitudes of the girls 

in the girls-only class affords me some satisfaction since one of the pr'1mary 

concerns that led me to conduct this study was the apparent limits girls placed on 

future life options. I also suggest that they developed an enhanced self-perception 

where they saw themselves as 'thinkers and doers' in technology rather than 

simply users of it. The Design and Technology course obviously raised the pupils' 

awareness of gender issues in relatfon to girls and careers in technology. 

On the question of pupils choosing a career in technology, the findings from my 

APAT study were again similar to the findings of the Western Australia study. 

Treagust and Rennie stated in their report, "Given this (decline in interest), it is 

pleasing to note that Year 8 students tend to have positive attitudes about the 

possibility of a career in technology, and these attitudes tend not to deteriorate 

during the year."(Treagust and Rennie, 1991:34) 

The early negative attitude of the pupils surveyed at Lather High School in regard 
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to the possibility of a career in technology changed to a positive attitude at the end 

of the year. The increased acceptance of career options in technology by the girls 

in the single-sex setting was far more positive than the responses for the total 

population of girls, who really only displayed a lessening of a negative attitude. 

Gender and Technology 

The gender items of the APAT instrument failed to construct a stable factor and 

therefore, required separate analysis. The findings of this section of the study 

indicated that the girls were developing a greater· assertiveness, and the boys a 

growing acceptance of the place of girls, in the field of technology. This was 

reflected in the greater involvement by girls in the negotiation of course content 

and direction, and in the quality of their decision making in the design process. 

Of particular interest from the responses to the items relating to gender in 

technology was the support from both girts and boys for a view that technology 

was not difficult for girls to understand. The level of support tor this contention 

increased to a final measure of 83% of all respondents. 

Further evidence of the growing assertiveness of girls and the acceptance of their 

equal status by boys, was found in the response to one item in the APAT 

questionnaire. The survey showed a 12% increase, to an end of the year response 

rate of 81%, of pupils disagreeing that "boys could do practical things better than 

girls". Of this increase, 10% was due to responses of boys There was a 

corresponding halving of the percentage of pupils, down to only 8% of 
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respondents, agreeing that "boys could do practical things better than girls". 

The findings for two further items (24 and 25) stating that boys, and girls 

respeclively, know a lot about technology, continued the trend towards greater 

acknowledgement by all pupils of the quaiities arid abilities of girls in regard to 

technology. Interestingly, the boys felt less confident with their own level of 

knowledge of technology over time and at the end of the course, far more girls 

agreed that boys do not know a lot about technology. 

Sinale·sex Classes 

The Kinnear, Rennie and Treagust {1992) study reported that girls in a single

sex setting developed greater confidence in their learning experiences over time. 

They also commented that improved performances of girls in mixed-sex 

classrooms were apparent when a variety of learning styles were catered for and 

the focus was on group work. These findings were reflected in my research and 

the most conclusive evidence was revealed in the interview process. The girls in 

the single-sex class consistently referred to their enjoyment of being able to 

construct their !earning experiences, to adopt their own problem-solving work 

practices and the opportunity to attack the problems in small groups. This 

'connected' approach to teaching / learning encouraged them I believe, to develop 

a clearer perception of technology and to feel a more positive attitude towards it. 

This in tum made them more confident in a technology education context and more 

likely to further their study in this area. 
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Likewise, the gir!s in the mixed-sex settings enjoyed group work and negotiated 

experiences but they expressed some concern about the boys' domination of the 

classroom environment and resources. Perhaps some of the subsequent 

frustration with this situation explained the decrease in their interest in 

technology and the lessening of their positive attitude towards future career 

options. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In my experiences with the girls studying the DAT course, they displayed an 

increased confidence in !heir understanding of technology. This was reflected in 

their ability to expressively relate their views both during and at the end of the 

course. The interview responses in particular indicated that they believed they 

had a right to study technology and to select careers in technology. Of all the 

outcomes of the course, the enhanced self-perception that the girls developed was 

a significant step towards empowering them as 'thinkers and doers' in and beyond 

their technology studies. Bearlin suggests, "Change in confidence is the result of 

change in consciousness, that is, a change in understanding of personal and 

political reality. Such a change is almost certainly 

(Bearlin, 1990:25), 

irreversible." 

The Design and Technology syllabus required pupils to examine the effect of 

technology upon the human condition. Pupils tended to struggle with these 

requirements beyond analysing the influence of technological products upon their 

users and society generally. This base level analysis of the effect of technological 

products on people and their lives kept the course content relevant to the pupils' 

experiences. The girls in the single-sex class became more critical in their 

analyses and developed a confidence to express opinions on the impact of 

technology on lifestyles and on social conditions in which they lived. They were 

especially critical of the negative impacts of technology. Such issues as the 

destructive nature of war technology and the serious environmental effects of the 

technology of mass-production, were often discussed. These learning experiences 

allowed the girls to develop their decision-making skills and to be more confident 

in using these skills in the appropriate context. 
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In particular, by encouraging the girls to view technology as a significant element 

of the human condition, even at a relatively fundamental level, the course catered 

for the intimate concerns of the girls. The apparent failure of earlier courses in 

technology studies to exhibit an appreciation of a view of technology familiar to 

girls had been a significant criticism by researchers in the field. In the 

interviews, both boys and girls indicated that they came to recognise that the 

experiences of home-making, of cooking, sewing, gardening, childcare, were 

characteristics of technology, and not just the building of the home in bricks and 

mortar. 

The girls' positive attitude to choosing careers in technology is encouraging 

considering the present under~participation rates for females in such careers. 

Unfortunately, many obstacles to the progress of those who expressed interest in 

careers in technology exist; parent and employer attitudes for example. The 

restrictions placed on education and training pathways by dominant groups in our 

society are other obstacles. Historically, these pathways required long unbroken 

periods of intensive study and preparation and did not alfow for childcare and 

domestic responsibilities which forced many women to choose between career and 

child raising. Although new perspectives on parenting are developing and 

legislation is being introduced to clear the pathways, change is slow. 

The Design and Technology course at Lather High School aimed at providing 

pupils, particularly the girls in the course, an empowering experience in 

technology education. If expressing positive attitudes to and clear perceptions of 

technology, and taking ownership of what and how they learn in their technology 

studies means that pupils have experienced technology in an empowering way, 

then the Design and Technology course at Lather High School was a success. While 

l recognise that it did not empower all pupils, and it did not always provide 
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experiences free of gender biases, I suggest the course was preferable to ones that 

have gone before in terms of addressing the needs of girls in technology education. 
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Appendix 1 

ATTITUDES AND PERCcPTIDN ABDUT TECHNDLDGY (APAT) 
QUESTIDNNAIRE 

Class: .................. (Teacher's Name: ............................................ ) 

Please circle the right n'.imber for you .................. Boy 1 

or ...... Girl 7 

Here are some questions for you co answer. There arc no right 
or wrong J.nswers to the quesrions. Jusr write what YOU rhink. 

First. here 1s :J. pr::i.ctice question. Put a circle around th-:: 
number \vhich 1s right for you. 

~'1::i.rhs lessons are fun. I 7 

Now here are rhe questioOS for you. Remember_ i::ur ::i. circle around the 
number which is right for Y..Q_Q_,_ Ask your teacher if:- ou need help. 

I 

□ 
□ 
□ 



STRO'sGLY STROV;!,Y 

.-\GREE .-\GREE K\"0\\. [)(S.-\GREE DISVH<.EE 

I 2 3 5 

l 9. Boys are able to do practical things better 
than girls. 1 2 3 4 5 

20. Everyone needs technology. 2 3 4 5 

21. I would like to have technology lessons at 
school. 1 2 3 4 5 

22. If there was a hobby club about technol-
ogy I wonld certainly join it. ' 3 4 5 • 

23. I would enjoy a job in technOlogy. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. Boys know a lot about technology. 1 2 3 4 5 

25. Girls know a !oc abcut technology. 2 3 -l 5 

26. To study technology you have got to be 
talented. 1 2 3 -l 5 

27. l would !ike a career in technology lalcr 
on. 2 3 4 5 

28. I am interested in technology. 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Doing technology at school would be 
boring. 1 1 3 4 5 • 

30. More girls should work in technology. 1 2 3 4 5 

3 L Boys think technology is boring. 1 2 3 4 5 

32. Technology in the classroom would be 
interesting. 1 2 3 4 5 

33. Girts think technology is boring. 1 2 3 4 5 

34. Anybody can design things in technology. I 2 3 4 5 

35. Technology mainly concerns computers 
and similar equipment. I 2 3 4 5 

36. Most people have little to do wich tech 
nology in thelr everyday lives. 1 2 3 4 5 

37. I like to read stories abont technology. 2 3 4 J 

38. Technological appliances can only be 
used by qualified people. 2 3 4 5 



STRO;\CjJ_,Y [X)>,."'T :iTRO;\GLY 

,--\GREE .-\GREE K:\O\Y DIS.\GREE DIS.HJ REE 

I 2 3 ~ 5 

l. With reference to technology I mostly 
think of machines. 2 3 4 5 

2. Making things is part of technology. , 
3 4 5 " 

3. You have to be very clever to study 
teehnology. l 2 3 4 5 

4. In rechnology there are opportunities to do 
things with your hands. 2 3 4 5 

5. Working with materials is an important 
part of technology. 2 3 4 5 

6. Technology is a way of solving problems. l 2 3 4 5 

7. Everybody has something to do with 
technology. 2 3 4 5 

8. Technology is only for bright people. l 2 3 4 5 

9. Technology is finding rhe best solution to 
a problem. 2 3 4 5 

10. Understanding technology is hard for 
girls. l 2 3 4 5 

11. 200 years ago there was no teehnology. l 2 3 4 5 

11. I will probably choose a job in technol-
ogy. l 2 3 4 5 

13. In technology there are opportunities to 
think up things for yourself. 2 3 4 5 

14. In technology you handle tools. l , 
3 4 5 

15. I would like to learn more about technol-
ogy at school. 2 3 4 5 

16. In technology you can think up new ways 
to solve problems. 2 3 4 5 

17. Technology is very important in life. , 
3 4 5 " 

18. Making models and testing them is part of 
technology. 2 3 4 5 



DAT SURVEY - TEACHER·s INSTRUCTIONS. 

('lou may tell the students that) Tr,e survey measures student's 
attitudes to and perceptions of. technology. 
Such a measure will neip us gauge the success or. 
- the DAT course, 
- the single-sex class approach, and 
- our teaching method. , 

1. Please record a number on each of the surveys rn the top r1ghthand 
corner of the front page and give the survey out to the class 
according to your class roll. This will allow me to identify each 
stuaent for the next time we give the survey, later this year. 
For example; 1f you have 20 students then number the surveys I to 20 
and give the first student on your roll survey number I and the last 
student on your rol I survey number 20. 

2. Help the students complete the front page of the survey ........ vour 
name 1s on the survev onlv to 1dent1fv class groups. Explain the 
method of circling a number to answer the questions. Emphasise 
tnat there is no right and wrong answers BUT they must 
answer every question AND that it should be their answer, 
not that of their friends. 

3. Please DO NOT discuss with thern the meaning or TECHtJOLOGY. You 
may help individuals read and understand what is being as,ed in the 
question. Try not to influence their answer. 

4. There is no time I im1t on the survey, however, it should not take 
rnuch more than 15 - 20 minutes. 

5. Please col I ect the surveys and I w I I I co i I ect them from you and 
photocopy your roll so that I can r~cord students who complete the 
first survey and ensure that others don't sit the second survey. 

Thankyou for your cooperation. 
Mike Hall. 



I 
Technology hos a very large impccl on our cultural, soclcl, economic 
and pollllcol life, so In lacl on our whole llfe. 
Yel in mosl countries al school. lillle or no explicil ollenlion is given lo 
lechnology This Is understandable, bul ii 1s o pily and nol correcl. 

We consider ii imporlon( lhal !here is or will be o separate subjecl lechnology 
in lhe lower porl or seoondory educolion (ages 12·15]. 

In many cases such a separate subject lechnology slarls rronl 111e zero level 
One of \he lhings we need to know is !he puf)il's ideas oboul technology· 
whal is lhelr concepl of and !heir all1tude luwards lechnoloQ{! 

This Is invesligole,J in the inlernalionol PATT (Pupils' AHUude Towards 
Technology} proJec\. 

/\lier a tirsl worbt,op ir1 11-,e p1cv1nus year lhe second P1\lf-co11ferer1ce was 
helcJ in April 1987 ol lhe E1r1dhoven un·1vers·11y ol le;:;h1,ology w'llh r)(J1l1dpor1I•, 
and/or c01ilribulions !rem Au~lroho. Uelgiutn. Canada. CzechL•slowok1u. 
Denn1a1k. Federal llepublio ol Ge1many. Finlond. France, Hungorv. Indio, 
llaly, Kenya, Mexico, Nige1io. lhe Nelhe:londs Poland. Porlugol, Spain. 
Turkey, Un1leu Kingdom. Uniled Sloles of AJTl(J/ICQ Olld YougoslCJVIO 

Al lhe PATT·con!e1ence 1987 lhere was 011erdion for PATT-research ond 
research related lo PATT, and olso for currlculum development for lhe 
school subjecl lechr1r_;IUJy There wm olso some ollenl1or, fo1 teacher 
education. 

In lh1s bu:ik. wh1oh is Volume 1 ol 11,e REPORT of lhe P/\lf-2 conference. ym1 
will find lhe PROCEEDINGS or lhe cr_;nference. 
In Volume 2. you will find a publ1colion of '1he cor-irr?IUU!IONS lo lhe Pf,n. 
conference 19157. 

lnformolion on lhe runr1•;ng ocliv1lies or 11,e PATT-proJecl (lhe oclual PATT
reseorch, relaled reseo1ch and curriculum d>~velopmenl) will be published 11\ 

TECH·ED•NEWS, lhe Technology•Educolion-Newsleller. 

There will be a third PATT-conlerence fr0m April 21-26. NBB 
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ATTITUDE OL'ESTIONNAikE Uconal, not ••«</ ,,,, ... ,,, ..... •~•« not fo•&•« fo,1,,. ~.,.,,,, 

,. When rnmething oew ls di~covered 

want lo know more about 
1 ' 

immediately. I l ) " 
,. Tc,clmology ls " difllcull !or girls ,Js 

II is for boys. I l ) ' 
), Technology wil! be good loc the 

future of this countr)', I l ) ' 
( 4. To understand sorne\/ung of 

technology yoo have '° do a di[!kult 

trainiog course. I l ) • ' 
,. Al schooJ yoo he11r ' 

,,, about 

techr,ology. ' l 

6. I wil! probably choose ' job lo 

technology. 1 l ) • ' 
7. I would lil<.e \0 lmow rnore about 

computers. 1 l ) • ' 
,. A girl "" very well h .. ve ' 

technical job. 1 l ) • 
'), Technology make~ everything work 

be1ler, I l ) • ' 
I! 10. You have Jo be very clever lo 5 ludy 

technology, ' l ) • ' 
(1,_11.1 would 001 Like lo learn more about 

technology a1 school. l 2 l • 
(I_ t 2. Working io tccl,no!ogy is quite 

dangerou1. I l ) • ' 
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~Q - I( 

~/). y O{J can sludy technology on!y when 

''" ,co good " bolh m<1tl1c1na1in 

and physics. 

~I. There should not be more ed11catiDn 

aboul technology. 

42. Worki,•.g 

boring. 

Jo [echnology would be 

"· enjoy re?airing things at home 

mysel[. 

~ii. More girls should work in 1ech11wlogy. 

4}, Technology 

wne,o::,loyment. 

causes large 

~6. Technology does not need a lot o{ 

mathemallcs. 

47. Technology should be compulsory !or 

all pup!b. 

( 4S. Mosl jobs in technology are boring. 

49. I think old rnachlnes are dull, 

,o. Girls pre[er not to go to a technic;i.l 

school. 

: , H. eieca1ne 1echnology caLLse~ pallution 

,.,e should make less use of it. 

52, Everybody can stLJdy 1ecl1,11.ulug), 

'"""liY nol •i,.,J "'""~'' 
Ojf<e ag«< nOI O">j•« ~l>•<••< <l<>ai«' 

I 2 J • 

2 J • ' 

2 J • 

2 ) • 
2 } • 

2 ) • 

2 } ' 

2 J • ' 
2 ) • ' 
l ) • ' 

2 J • ' 
2 } • ' 
2 ) • ' 

AQ - 5 

n. Technology lessons help to train you 

for d good job. 

54. \!Jorking Jo lechno!ogy ..iould be 

interesting. 

(n. A technical hobby is b-Jring, 

f 56. Girls think technology !s boring. 

}7, Technology ls the ~ubject of the 

fulure. 

58. Everybody can have a tech11ic<1l job. 

i 59. Not everyone need5 technology !e5Son5 

at sc!,ool. 

60. With a technic<1l )ob your Juture is 

en~ured. 

11,ontl• 

ag«< 
"'' •~«•/ ,.,0 .. 11, 

•&«< 001 dO>•I"' a,,,~,er 01,01,,. 

2 ) • 

2 ) • ' 
2 ) • ' 
l J • ' 

2 J ' 
J ) • 

2 ) • ' 

2 J • 



CQNr,l-.l'T QIIE:STIONNA111f. 

I. With rclcrcnce to 1ecf1nol<J~Y I rnostly 

think c,[ machine•. 

,. think phy1ics an<J technolo~Y are 

re).!iled. 

3. In Le::hnology you can seldom 11se 

your imagin.i:ion. 

4. I thirk technology h.is little lo do 

11/11h our enerl/,Y µrob!em, 

5. Wilh re<pecl to ted,nolD&Y 1 1no,tly 

!hink o1 de<lling wi!h equipment. 

6. To 1ne 1ech11ology <1nd 5cien,:c ..1re 

the same. 

7, In mr op"rnion 1ed1no(ogy ·1s not v1.;ry 

c, l<J • 

8, In technology yoll c:111 t1ink 11p Of'W 

thing;. 

9. I Lhink technology is more pa.I of 

compulers than ol computerprogran15, 

10, Tech1ology is as o!d as i:1ankind. 

! 1. E!ern<:nls ol physics are r<1rdy U$ed 

In 1~chnology. 

I Z. You need not be technicaf Lo invent 

.!I new piece of equipmcnl, 

D, Technology has a large influe,:ce on 

I'\' of.I<'. 

''"' ''"~'" d,,., ' ••o-

1 ) 

1 ) 

' ) 

1 ) 

1 

' ' 

2 ) 

1 ) 

2 ) 

1 J 

1 ) 

1 

CQ - 2 

14. think technology "t:i. olt,;,n used in 

phys·1c:s. 

15. Manual dexterily is part ol 

lechnol~gy. 

\6, In everyday Ille l hdV•! .!I Jul to do 

with 1ed1nology, 

! 7, In technology 

opportunity 

yoursc,I[. 

<o 

(Jere, 

Lhinli 

i, 

op 

111 Uc 

ti'ings 

!g, Technology is /M away !rom J.,,Jy 

Ii le. 

! 9. £\io/ogy and technology Ii ave nochmg 

11, e,o,n,n0'1, 

211. The ;:ovcnunent c~n have in(luem:e 

Dn 1c~hnology. 

21. I think the translor1,1a.tion oJ e1ergy 

is a,/5o pan o{ technology, 

22. In technology you handle too\s. 

2J, Technology is mean! la rnake O<..r life 

more cornlor1;,b\e. 

21, When 

technology 

thmk 

corn pu ter pro gr a ,ns, 

about 

mninly think of 

2}, OnJ} 1ec!mic1.inJ ;ire 1·1 charge of 

technology. 
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Appendix 4 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Questions to be asked the sample of students from Lather High School. 

1 What comes to mind when you think about technology? 

2 How do you feel about technology? 

3 Do you participate in any activities outside school that are related to 
technology? 

4 Do you enjoy learning about technology in your DAT class? 

5 What do you like most about your DAT class? 

6 What do you like least about your DAT class? 

7 What do you think about being in the class with just girls? 
(or as appropriate ~ with just boys? or with boys and girls?) 

8 Do you think that both girls and boys should learn about technology? 

9 Would you pick a career in technology? 

"10 Is there anything you would like to say about the DAT course this 
year? 




